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SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING AND APPLIED SCIENCE

UNIVERSITY 0' VIRGINIA
CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA 22901

Final Report to Contract N00014-92-J-1505
Properties of Interfacial Tribo-Films

3/15/1992 to 2/28/1993
by

D. D. Makel and Doris Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf

Research has been conducted on the properties of interfacial films of the kind formed in
the course of sliding wear, named "tribo-films". Typically, they are composed of elements of
both sides plus, not infrequently, that of the ambient atmosphere in particular oxygen; and their

* crystal structures may be different from those on either side or they may be amorphous. Thus
they are fundamental for the understanding, and eventually the beneficial influencing, of friction
and wear. We have made use of specialized instrumentation, in particular the Hoop apparatus
and the Bridgman Anvil apparatus, and of our considerable know-how in their connection. For
these reasons, and because ONR sponsorship was terminated and much research was already "in

* the pipe-line", much was "closed out", and for a period of several months we continued working
without a contract that had been delayed through a clerical error, the results in terms of

publications and new insights have been considerably more than normally expected for the sum
of about $100,000 that had been available.

* Lubrication Through Adsorbed Moisture

Previous research with specialized apparatus designed and constructed in out own
laboratory had provided us with a great deal of background knowledge on adsorbed moisture at
sliding interfaces. Specifically, we had become aware of the considerable role which adsorbed

* moisture plays in reducing friction and wear and of the possibility of deliberately using moisture
for lubrication. This has led to a very .successful practical method for reducing wear in high-
performance sliding contacts published in

"Improved Sliding Electrical Brush Perfonnance Through the Use of Water Lubrication". D.D.
Makel and D. Kuhlmann-Wilsdor, ICEC-IFEE Holm 92 (38th. Holm Conference on Electrical
Contacts. IEEE, Philadelphia PA, Oct 19-21, 1992), pp. 149-155; also IEEE Trans. Components.
Hybrids and Manuf Techn.. in the press.

Theory of Stick-Slip

Another very important result of our work on the behavior of adsorbed moisture layers
has been a significant advance in the understanding of stiction, e.g. as affecting magnetic record-
ing ;..edia:
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"Moisture Effects Including Suiction Resulting from A dsorbed Water ilmns ". Chao Gao. Dons

Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf and David D. Makel, Tizins. A SME J of Thibology, 114 (1992) pp. 174-180.

The culmination of this research has been the formulation of a general theory of stick-slip:

"Fundanzentals of Stick-Slip". Chao Gao. Doris Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf and David D. Makel. Wear.
162-164 (1993) pp. 1139-1149. See also "Wear of Materials 1993 Proceedings" (Ed. K. C
Ludema R. G.Baver and D. Doiwson lElsevter. U.K.), Pan B, 1993. pp. 1139-1149.

"Dynamic A nalysis of Stick-Slip Motion". Chao Gao. Dons Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf and David D.
Makel. Wear. submitted Dec. 23, 1992.

Deformation Mechanisms at High Strains. Pertinent to Tnbo-Films and Sub-Surface Regions

Another prominent area of interest concerned mechanisms of plastic deformation, e.g. as
accommodating the very large shear strains in tribo-films and adjoining subsurface layers. These
control the mechanical properties of solid lubricants as well as of the wearing surfaces

• •themselves. The following papers have been published in this area:

"Microstnictural Evolution in Roiled A lurminu ", B. Bay, N. Hansen and D. Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf.
Mater Sci. Engg., A 158 (1992) pp.139-146.

"Evolution of FCC Deformation Siniciures in Polvslip". B. Bav. N. Hansen. D.A. Hughes and
D. Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf, A eta Met. et Mater, 40 (1992) pp. 205-219,

"Theory of Worksoftening in High-Performance Alloys". D. Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf and H.GF
Wilsdorf phys. stat. sol.. (P. Haasen 65th birthday celebration tssue/. (b) /72 (1992) pp.235-248.

"Fundam entals of Cell and Subgrain Stnuctures in Historical Perspective". D. Kuhlmann- Wilsdorf
Scripta Met. et Mater. 2 7 (1992) pp.951-956.

"LEDS Theory of Worksofiening and Hall-Petch Hardening in Extrided MA Alloys". HG.F
Wilsdorf and D. Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf Mater. Sci. Eng., in the press.

"Tammann's Grain Boundary Substance Revisited". Doris Kihlnmann-Wilsdorf and Hein: G, F
Wilsdorf, Zeits. f Metallkunde. in the press.

"Grain Boundary Hardening. Worksoftening and LEDS in MA A lloevs". H.G.F Wilsdord and I)
* Kuhimann-Wilsdorf in "Modelling of Plastic Deformation and Its Engineenng Applicatons".

(Eds. S. I Andersen. J B. Bilde-Sorensen. N. Hansen. D. ,huui .cnsen. T l.e fc'r, It Lilholt. T.
Lorentzen, 0. B. Pedersen and B. Ralph, Risd6 National Laboratorv, Roskilde. Denmark: 13th.
RisOk Intl. Symp. on Materials Science. Sept. 7-11, 1992) pp.511-517.
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Fundamental Studies on the Suitability of Different Metals for Use as Solid Lubricants

A number of predictive parameters are known for the selection of materials for use as
solid lubricants. We have endeavored to relate these to underlying physical properties and
mechanisms through severely shearing several pure metals under high normal pressures and
examining the correlated stress-strain curves as well as structures. This work has given a number
of new insights and is being published as

"Pressure and Stnrcture Dependence of Solid Lubrication"1 MS. Bednar. B.C. Cai and D.
Kuhlmann-Wilsdoi, Lubrication Engtneenng. in the press.

Study of Solid Lubrication Through MoS,

By the use of our specialized equipment we have studied sliding between a polished gold
substrate and burnished MoS_. The results have shown that the MoS_ layers shear within them-
selves while being thinned out between, and pushed ahead and around contact spots. The
considerable known deleterious effect of moisture on MoS, lubrication was shown to be due to
mechanical softening of the MoS., This parallels the previously studied effect of moisture on
graphite lubrication where it is, however, beneficial. This work has been published as:

"Aiicromechanics of MoS, Lubrication", Chao Gao, Louis Bredell. Doris Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf and

David D. Makel. Wear 162-164 (1993) pp.480-491: see also "Wear of Materials 1993
Proceedings", (Ed. K. C. Ludema R. G.Bayer and D. Dowson Elsevier. U.K.). Part A. 1993,
pp.480-491.

Amorphization of Thbo-Films

Last but not least, we have studied amorphitization of tribo-films through simulations in

the Bridgman anvil apparatus. Very large shears were applied urder various levels of
superimposed normal pressure. It was found that the magnitude of the shear, but not the
pressure, is the decisive influence to cause amorphization. A general theory of crystal
amorphization through plastic deformation has been proposed on the basis of our observations:

"Mechanism of Metal A morphization Through Plastic Deformation". D. Kuhlm ann- Wilsdorf and
M. S. Bednar. Scripta Met. el Mater. 28 (1993) pp.371-376.
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IMPROVED SLIDING ELECTRICAL BRUSH PERFORMANCE
THROUGH THE USE OF WATER LUBRICATION

by

David 0. Makel and Doris Kuhlmann-Wilsdor.

Un"irty of Virginia
Charlottesvile. VA

ABSTPkAQT

Electfical and wear performance of sliding electrical contacts is crtically dependent on the local contact soo
temperature resulting from Joule and frictional heating. Continuous operation under significant heat input rates
can raise the temperature to the point of severe performance degradation or catastrophic failure. Using a novel
method of water application for both lubricating and cooling, greatly decreased wear rates and increases of the
useable current densities In continuous operato have been achieved with metal fiber brushes. The method Is
expected to be similarly effectiv, with other current collecting systems.

KEY WORDS: metal fiber brushes, water lubrication, high current density collectors

BACKGROUND

Incentive for the Present Work This simplifies the well known relationship for total brush
resistance (RJ)

16 AJthough the potentially superir properties of metal

fiber brushes, in particular low resistance, low noise, and high
speed and current density capabilities, have been demonstrated = e + ÷ R€ eq.1
in numerous investigations (1-5), the development of pracutcal
metal fiber brushes has proved difficult. Experience in our
laboratory has established three particular problems: i) fiber to
brushes tend to change shape during long term tests, ii) long term

& wear rates tend to be prohibitively high, and 5i) the brushes have
little ability to recover from minor perturbation$ such as temporary Rb : R f eq.2
overloading or excessive current.

The present investigations have been focussed on
producing metal fiber brushesawhich avoid these problems without where R, is the resistance due to film resistivity. By definition.

sacrificing their beneficial properties. Specifically. our goal has then, the measured resistance is desc.tibed by

been to produce a current collection system with properties which
* will be described later, but the technological advances which have

resulted from this work are believed to be of great importance to R AG f eq-3
the field of sliding current colleCtors in general.

where a, is the film resistivity and A is the true area of contact.
Reasons for ,OQelogino Metal Fiber Brushes Correspondingly, the power loss due to Joule heating (Qj) is

defined by
Metal fiber brushes, which predate the now nearly

ubiquitous monolithic graphite based brushes, are, in their
simplest form. a bundle of mnetal fibers hold together at one end. I- L
with the loose distal fiber nerit contacting the moving substrate. a,

Their primary advantages *is direct consequences Of the larce .r ".4
number of contact spots (on the order of I to 3 per fiber) whicin A
result from the local compliance of the individual fibers. in fact.
an approximately 1 cm" metal fiber brush can have many
thou-ands of contact spots, as compared to between with I the current.
approximately I to 40 contact spots for a comparably sized The true area of contact IA) for fully plastic contact spots
monolithic glapnite based brush (6-12). is generally described using me Meyer hartdnss of the softer of

In a typical metal fiber brush the increase in the number the two contacting materials (H) and the normal load (P) (13)

of contact spots reduces the constriction resistance (R,) to the

point of being negligible (1). and because the brushes consist of =P

continuous metal fibers the resistanrce of the brush itself, i.e. the A = eqS
body resistance (Rj. is also typically negligible.



In the case of metal fiber brushes, however, where the loads are
typically an order Of magnitude smaller then for monolithic
brushes, the local contact spot pressure canl fall below the FbrTp:A- C
material hardness resulting in elastic contact soots, with vwhichti veFbeTy:Ag C
area per load is greater than With plastic spots (1,13). When the F-'- Yrneter: 18
stitchcis el ectron tunneling at the edge$ of the contact spots. Fiber Length: 1 1
thermal softening, asperity curvature and contact spot elipticity are Volume Fraction of Fibers:
also considered area calculations can be quite tedious. Ini Cross-Sectional Area:
response to this proolemt a computer program tias -)eon
developed in this laboratory which quickly performs tme reQuisite rssreii n
calculai~ons (6.14). Tablo1Brs spcfc :n

Friction is another critical olectrical brush property and
the power loss due to friction heiltino W0 increases witht
increasing load (P). friction (as) and sliding :p~ed (v), as

Automated Brush Tester

JAP eq.6 Oue to the currents involved (typ"icly 100 to S00 AmPsl

and the fccalinely catastrophic manner in whichf VIe bruhshe
fllg. the oxisting brush testing devices in aft wwratoay p7.18a)

The sumn of the evolved friction and Jouls heat represents the total have recently been modified for computer-corttotd testing (09).
power loss due to the brushes 10,). as described by the familiar rhe new device automatically adjusts Sin brush forces. Performs
equation data reduction, records data. Wchek for user specified dangerOUS

or damaging conditions. and shutsl d"t me Itest when
1 2Rt + ýipV appropriate. This has made it possible to rnM tesft 142"h

eq.7 hundreds of hours. such as the one to be descibed in Otil pape. *
Lowering this power is critical both for increasing the efficiency of Protective AtmosPhere
the system and also for decreasing the loca -iash- temperatures
at the contact spots, which typically ý:rnit the useablae currenlt The importance of excluding oxygen from the operating
density (1,2.15). environment of metal fiber brushes madeo of readily oxidizable

Wear rate is of obvious interest fn. any a~L;iications metals has long been recognized (1-4.20) and although INe use ot
which involve significant sliding distanons. -hers, are many noble metals eliminates the need for prolateoiv abutosaPhilim
measures of wear rate, but without aai any particular (1,2=1), in the present case vie practicalities of U"n c0pper were
mechanism the practical wear rate (M of any ;~rush can best be dominant. Typical games used as protective abtivoephelres are
described as the linear decrease of brush length (4l) per distance argon, nitrogen a&d carbon dioxide, and in many cases these
travelled (L). g~asses can be used interchangeably. Preliminaay tesas condlucted

with all three, gazes. however. showed that the use of 0C6 resulted
in a moderately low (W110.12 QM2) film resistavty and a friction

w~AJ coefficient on the order of 0.3. while switching to either argan Or
L nitrogen caused a slow increase in the friction and a reductionl in

A- the film resistivity, typically to the end of destroying toe brusheis
ve eq.8 fromn excessive frictional forces. For this reason Ccl2 was chosen

as a protective cover gas.

Water L.ubrication
with v the sliding velocity and It the sliding time. This
dimensionlesa wear rate wigl be used in itr, present Paper. Previous work with metal fiber bruishes (1-4.20) has

shown that improved wear life and decreased friction can be
achieved by using a high degree of moisture in the protective

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP environment, and our initial exp~eriments were conducted using a
gas washing bottle to humidify the protectiv GO,. While this

Design of-the Brushes often resulted in shr periods (sometimes as "on as a few hours)
of apparently excellent results these interval$ were followed by

Although increasing the nur ner of V'-iirs in a brush by increases in friction and often destruction of the brushes.
reducing the fiber diameter slit- 4d r-- -. in improved In &A attempt to increase the relabilily of the brushes a
performance, finer fibers also make totr a mo.ý:rztcopically softer number of systems for supplying more humidity were constructed
brush with a reduced load bearing capacity, the more so with said tested. The first Consisted Of pieces of moistened fell
increasing length. A number of schemes to overcome this limit of mounted against the rotor at ins leading edges of the brusnes.
fiber diameter reduction have b~een proposed in (16) and others This provided adequate moisture for operation at very nigh current~
are currently being evaluated in our laboratory. The particular densities (over 5 MA/rn2) but the rotor space needed for tie
brushes used in this set of experiments wer described in Table 1. wipers decreased ttie ultimate orush population. For this reason

palirs of gas let atlomizwer were built, one for Ceach brush, again
concentrating the water delivery at the leadting edges. This
System also worked well, but tO avoid using excessive gas the
diameters of the let orifices were very small (around 75 Unil. and



this made them prone to clogging.
TO solv these problems a new, moderate pressure Sliding Vel. (v): 15 rn/s

(approximately 3 x I 0ý P3) gas atomizer was designed and built Cef rm(A:03in this laborlatorY. Using Only about 7x1O_2 ma/hr (w2.3 SCFH) of Cef rc 5L:03
CC? this single atomizer produces a dons*. fine fog that ran be Brush Load (p): 0.5 N
effectively "piped' Into all three of the brush testing stations Current (1): 100 Amps
currently in use. Similar reisults have Subsequently been aciee Resist. (R): 0.4 mQ
using standard gas atomizers. although thte requisite gas flow Hardness of Cu: 5.5x i0 N/rn2
rates are many times higher.

Test Parameters Table Ill. Values used for energy loss and

SThe sliding speed and current magnitude used in the fl eitvt acltos
present tests were chosen as typical for the needs of high
performance fiber brushes end the brush force a&d atmosphere,
were determined to be appropriate in Preliminary lests. A Friction
summary of the testing parameoters is given in Table 11.

Prosen"l the onl frictional Information an the brushes
___________________________________Is a measure of the Itota power consumed by Vth -moo ol&

motor. Untortustsawy this lisa Proven to be problematic becasue
Sliding Speed: 15 rn/s of nort-brush loads on the drive system which appear to 00
Current: 100 AMPS depeinoent on ambient temperature AMd other factrs not yet

isolated. MAlo, thiis measuring method hia the shortoomimng ofBrush Force: 0.5 N only givnrg dateaon tie comomned friction of both bruishes withou
Atmosphere: Water Saturated CO. indication as to the individual contribution of esolt. Fir" bWake

calibrations of the birush tester indicated that the average firictioni
Table 11. Brush testing parametes is typically in the often observed 0I5) range of about .20 to .40,

~ pe rs.but more accurate values and values for each b;-sh art not
______________________________________presently available.

Wear !Late$

BElcause of the long times neteded to weaan and
EX(PEPiMENTAL RESULTS reliably measure low (below 0 107 0) wear rates. a brush pair must

perform onrsisterly for ant extended test to yield useaDIe data.
Film Resistivit This situation is complicated by the nature of the fiber brushes

with which, because of their comparatively high compliance.
One of the moat critical question* regarding the Increases in the coeffident of friction tend to pull the fiber endst

feasibility of using a high degree of moisture with the relatively further in the direction of the rotor surface movemet.oi VAth Itol
fine (.118am diameter) fibers was whethierthe film resistivity would geometry of our testing device this appears as bru~sh wear,
be prohibitively high (above approximately 3-5x 10 1212m2) at the although it is not related to the removal of material. Simitrl.

*requisite sliding speed of 15 rn/s. Aft the Speeds tested when the friction deocreases the fiber ends move in the direction
(approxuimately 15 to 25 m/s) the brush resistanoes remained in oppoeite to that of the rotor surface movimmens. resuiltng in an
fth desired low range an shown In Fig. I1. Using the opparent 'neigatnio wear. Variations in the friction coetficient

aforementioned compute program the contact spots were Juring testing, therefore, are the cause of the numerain
determined to be elastic, and the reat area Of contact lincluding fluctuations in wear rate.
tunneling) was calculated to be about 2.3I076M2. This Wear rate data from the present tests are shown in Fpg2.Z
corresponds to film resistivity values of about 1.3x 107'0m 2 for the Over the course of tieil tesrt the woar rate of the left brush (sqtuaes)

*k negative brush an 6.9x1Wr'm2 for the positive brush, in full was approximately 5.4x 0a" And that of the right brush (ciid.,e)
agreement with earlier analyses (1,.2,2). was sbout 2.6 x W'. These wear rates are quite respectable.

Although the resistance values in Fig. I show especially tor moderately long term tests at the currents carvied.
considerable scatter there is a consistent Polarity effect In which as shown in Table WV
the voltage droo across thes positive brush/negative rotor couple Probably the most dramatic and unexpected result of
(open symbolst) is lower than the negative brush/positive rotor this test is that the polarity of the brushes has a mairked effeet on
couple (solid symbol), except for a transition period just after the the -wear rate. As shown in Figure 2. the wear rate of negative

*current reversal. This type of Polarity effect has been long brush/positive rotor couples (solid symtiolsl. which is about 9.7 x
observed in graphite and metal graphite systems (88,23-261, 107$2, is approximately Seven time less then that of the positive
stationary tests of metal fiber brushes (t1.2), and sliding tests of Cu brush/negativet rotor couple (open syrritols). at about 5.9 n t0 *
metal fiber brushes (3.5), although the (atter are contradictory,



BRUSH: Fiber Diameter: 18 microns
No. of Fibers: 22.400
Area: 81 sq. rm.

1.0 SLIDING SPEED: 15 m/s
S- Left CURRENT: 100 Amps

0. Brush

O.8

'0 j Right Brush
S0.85= 6 5

0 4 0*

§ 0 _10

0.3 + Right 0i 0 0
B usoo h•F

V0.2 Brh
.+ Left B3 rush

0. 1 Current Reversal

0 . 0 ' 1 . . .7, T.. ...c 100 200 300 400

Time (hours)
Eip. I Electrical resistances for left (squares) and right (circles) brushes during long-term test. Except for a few
readings immediately after the current reversal at 100 hours the positive brush (open symbols) had a lower electrical
resistance than the negative brush (solid symbols).

The Role of Water
Qata Sliding Applied Wear Razte iSOurce Slidi Appled ArRI t The present tests have shown that generous mnounts ofadsorbed water can be used in high-speed, high-curret elecathcal
ref.27 7-17 m/s 25 A 1.8 - 5.4x10I"° systems for surface protection and for cooling, without

degradation of superior brush characteristics. In retrospect this
ref.3 15.6 m/s 26.4 A 4.1x101" should come as no surprise but the pressnt results are quite

gratifying.
ref.5 20-100 m/s 50 A 0.9- 7x10'"* The technique employed has been very effective

primarily due to the protective properties of the thirn •
Present approximately double monomolecular layer of water, which has
Study 1S m/a 100 A 0.9 - 5.x10" been found to be quite prevalent under a wide range of sliding

conditions with electrical brushes (1,2Z7-9,21). This layer, however.
Table IV. Representative wear data for metal fiber brushes can be lost when there is Insutfficent humidity, when msces to the
of similar size. substrate is restricted by high brush populations, or when the

substrate becomas too Mvarm due to high heat loads (15). This is
* These contact voltages were about 3 to 20 times where thecritical role of water as an evaporative coolant become* *
higher than for the other brushes in this table. Important.

The combined heat caact and heat of vaporizatio

required to raise moom temperature water to 100I C and vaporize
it is about 2575 J/ml, and in the case of the present tests (in

DISCUJSSION which the total losses were around 12.5 W) if water were the sole
Total Brush Losses means of heat dissipation O"1y approximately 4.8x 104 1/s of watt"

would be needed for steady state operation. Scaling up this ty~o *
of cooling for higher power applications poses no problems. andPrevious analyses of sliding couples have shown that wtrcoigo hstp a eetybe hw ob fetv

electrical brush loss is minimized when the electrical and friction eve n up to tr e hi s rent dsan rate 128).
losses ame approximately equal (22), Using .no representative Ion up to extremely high huat diiptsts.on rates (28),
values shown in Table Ill the friction losses are about 2.25 W and In our atomizer humodifithe oests, wbetse acdws orp the

the Joule losses are about 4.0 W for each brush. A;:"aOugh these rotacen a result ofltwe ompe twe adsorption.
are not exactly equal they are relatively close, and a total !oss of evaporation and mechanical wear. Since the adsorption rate is
12.5 W per 100 Amp (.125 W/Amp) per brush pair is compatea~l dependent on the statistical collision of water droplets with te
tO rrotor or brush surfaces, better coverage can be achieved byand foil brush iest v (1h.b21). Increasing the droplet density. In the present test the heal Input

rates requited a denser fog, for oontinuous opeoratiot tan could

0



BRUSH: Fiber Diameter: 18 microns
1000 No. of Fibers: 22. 400,---, A~resa: 81 sq. rms. ,e

SLIDING SPEED: 15 m/s
CURRENT: 100 Amps U

800" E o 0
SCurrentI Reversal rb IM

QV 600

S4000 E3

00

Time (hoursi

*j" Unear wear of left (squares) and right (circles) brushes during long-term test. The positive brush (open
symbols) consistently displayed a higher wear rate of about 5.9 x 10"' than the negative brush (solid symbols), which
was about 9.7 x 10"12.

be produced using a gas washing bottle, hence the success of our
new gas atomizer. Even higher heat input rates and higher brush The substitution of Argon or Nitrogen for CO2 resulted
populations might well demand alternate forms of water in increased friction and wear rates, and typically destroyed the
a•aplication. as are currently !'eing evaluated, brushes within a matter of minutes.

Polarity Effects When adequate moisture was provided, In thi case
from a gas atomizer designed in this laboratory, our metal fiber

The differences in wear rate and contact drop exhibited brushes performed consistently well. Inadequate moisture
by the metal-fiber brushes of different polarity raise obvious typically resulted In periods of. apparently excellent brush
questions as to the responsible mechanisms. Candidates include performance followed by high wear rates and often destruc.,on of
olectromigration (29-31), electrochemical migration (32,33) and the brushes.
differences in oxidation behavior. Although this may currently
represent an achievable lower limit to the brush wear rate at the Brush polarity had a distinct effect on the brush
positive brush/negative substrate interface, proper selection of characteristics, with the negative brush-positive rotor couple
materials and conditions may mediate or eliminate this effect displaying much lower wear rates (by a factor of about 7) and
altogether. At this point, however, the causes of the polarity slightly higher average voltage drops. Additional work Is being
effscts remain undetermined and further studies are being conducted to determine the mechanisms responsible for these
conducted. observed polarity effects.

CONCLUSIONS

Using atomized water and a CO2 protective atmosphere
Ag-clad Cu metal fiber brusnes were run at a current density of
1.25 MA/m 2 with average wear rates in the low to mid 10"1 range,
minimum wear rates of less thian I x 10"' and total (Joule and
friction) losses around 0.125 Watt/Amp per brush pair over ,he
course of a 420 hour test.
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Moisture Effects Including Stiction
Resulting From Adsorbed Water

Chao Gao Films
D. Kuhlmann-Wisldorf Stiction resulting from moisture effects at small elastic contact spots has been iden-

tified and studied using bundles of fine, gold-plated copper fibers sliding on a gold-plated copper surface. The relevant measurements were made in the hoop apparatus
D. D. Makel which permits simultaneous monitoring of the momentary coefficient of friction

and electrical contact resistance. Previous studies made with the hoop apparatus
Department of Materials Science. have shown that under the action of high local pressure, adsorbed moisture is expelled

University of Virginia. from between the contact spots leaving only one monomolecular layer of adsorbed
CharlottesvOle, VA 22901 water on each of the contacting surfaces. Additional details of the observations are

varied and permit a refined analysis. Stiction results during periods of very slow
motion or rest through local energy reduction at the spots as excess water is slowly
drained in the course of molecular ordering of the two absorbed iayers. Complex
variations of kinetic friction with humidity and sliding speed are explained through
the interplay of excess molecules between the contact spot surfaces, meniscus for-
mation, fluid drag about the spots, and shear thinning in that flow.

Introduction
The tribological and electrical behavior of surface films have spots (Gao and Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf, 1990a: Holm, 1967). In

recently received a great deal of attention in three areas; 1) the this condition the contact resistance (R) under normal force
prevention of damage to magnetic head/disk systems caused P becomes
by stiction (Bhushan and Dugger, 1990; Li et al., 1989; Liu vrH
and Mee, 1983), 2) the determination of the effects of surface R - (1)
films on scanning tunneling (STM)/atomic force (AFM)
(McClelland and Mate, 1988; Schneir et al., 1988; Mamin et with H the impression hardness of the softer side and P/H
al., 1986) and surface force microscopy (Alsten and Granick, equal to the area for stationary plastic contact, which is about
1988; Homola et al., 1989; Chan and Horn, 1985), and 3) the the same as for the kinetic contact case provided j is small
optimization of sliding conditions for high current density (say less than 0.5) (Mcfarlane and Tabor, 1950). Also, the large
collectors (Johnson, 1986; Adkins and Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf, number of contact spots which results from the use of our
1979; 1980). metal fiber brushes makes the changes in both number and

Both in the laboratory and in daily lifc, adsorption films on size of the contact spots statistically insignificant in regard to
solid surfaces are unavoidable except when the surfaces are the interfacial resistance. Furthermore, since the local contact
carefully cleaned and degassed in ultra high vacuum (Bowden pressures at the constant spots approach or equal the pressure
and Throssell, 1951); and on nonreactive surfaces in the normal necessary for plastic flow, this results in a somewhat uniform

' [atmosphere water is the most prevalent adsorbate. For gold- pressure distribution between the contact spots, except in the
a plated surfaces, previous studies (Gao and Kuhlmann-Wils. peripheral regions where the contribution to the contact re-

dorf, 1990a, 1990b, 1991) conducted using the hoop apparatus sistance is not dominant.
have revealed that for friction and interfacial electrical resist- Throughout these and previous investigations the film re-
ance the most sensitive experimental variables are humidity sistivity cF between contact spots of gold-plated surfaces has
and sliding speed, with secondary effects caused by applied been experimentally determined to be near 10- Z f17m within
load. It was also found that for gold-plated samples and sub- a factor of 2 or so, regardless of the experimental conditions
strates, atmospheres of clean air, argon, nitrogen, carbon diox- (Adkins and Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf, 1979; 1980; Simmons. 1963).
ide, oxygen and vacuun down to about 0.01 Torr all yield This value of film resistivity is indicative of an electron tun-
essentially the same results. neling film with a thickness of 0.5 * 0.1 nm between the

The advantage of the present geometry, which employs bun- contact spots (Adkins and Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf, 1979; Gao and
dies of gold-plated fibers, is that it renders the constriction Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf, 1990a; Holm, 1967), corresponding to a
resistance negligible due to the large number of the contact two monomolecular layer thick water film since, in our tests,

water is obviously the most prevalent adsorbate on the clean
Continbuted by the Tribolosy Division for publication in the Ioua-4AL or gold surfaces. Because the film resistivity is extremely sensitive

Tauoto•,. Manuscript received by the Tribology Diviion March 19 199; to the separation distance, as clearly described in reference
revised sanuwcnp received Auu•l. 1991. Associate Editor: S. Jahaninir. 1201, the average number of monomolecular layers at the con-
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spots (Bair and Winer, 1990; Heyes, 1986), and shear defor-
mation ot the meniscus (lsraelachvili, 1986; Gao and Kuhl-
mann-Wilsdorf, 1990d).

Evidence in the present experiments concerns two distinctly
different cases depending on ambient humidity; 1) At low
humidities meniscus effects are negligible and the friction phe-
nomena are controlled by the specific characteristics of the
double monomolecular layer between the contact spots, 2) At
high humidities stick-slip occurs accompanied by drainage of
extra buried molecules from and subsequent ordering of the

L kremaining molecules between the contact spots, as well as me-
niscus formation and the attendant negative Laplace force.

At all humidities and sliding speeds viscous drag forces of
a fluid flowing about the contact spots contribute to the friction.

This rises with velocity as well as increasing humidity (on *
account of increased thickness of the adsorbed moisture film
outside of the contact spots) and thereby causes a marked
difference between the static and the kinetic cases at high
humidities.

While the kinetic friction changes in response to phenomena
S$ caused by the movement of the contact spots through the fluid

layer, important static friction effects arise while the contact
spots are essentially at rest. These lead to "stiction," corn-

Fig. I In the hoop apparatus the sample (S) slides within the metal prising by definition any phenomenon which causes an increase
hoop (i) which Is rotated at constant speed via the driving tod (R). The in the adhesive (normal) or tangential (friction) force as a result
momentary angular position ol the slider Is monitored by means of a of time dependent processes, typically involving a thin liquid
polarized tight (LB) from a fixed light source IL) which passes through
a polarizer (P) stop the sample and onto a photodlode (d). The four thin layer (Li et al., 1989). In a broader sense, as a matter of physical
wires and contacts which are used to measure the contact resistance principle, stiction is a result of the minimization of the local
(four probe method) are not shown here. free energy of contact spots at a particular position.

tact spots is limited to a value of 2, plus or minus a small
fraction, since in the range of 0.5 nm a 0.1 nm reduction in Experimental Procedure
film thickness causes an order of magnitude decrease in the The hoop apparatus, with which the experiments were con-
film resistivity due to the tunneling nature of the contact re- ducted (Gao and Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf, 1990d), is dynamically
sistance (Holm, 1967; Simmons, 1963). similar to the pin on disk device except for different oscillating

The reason for this remarkable persistence of the double frequencies and without system damping. A schematic diagram
monomolecular layer, also found on other metals (Aisten and of this device is shown in Fig. 1. It employs a sample sliding
Granick, 1988; Chan and Horn, 1985), has been recognized in a rotating vertical hoop, in the present case made of gold-
to be the high local pressures at the contact spots, namely, as plated copper. In effect the hoop provides an infinite inclined
already stated in connection with Eq. (1), comparable to the plane with a controllable surface speed. The apparatus is
hardness of the substrate. The reason for such a consistent housed in a bell jar connected to a vacuum system so that the
film thickness has been clarified by recent experiments which ambient atmosphere about the contacting surfaces can be care-
have shown that when a liquid interfacial film is very thin fully controlled. Relative humidity in the bell jar is controlled
(< - 10 molecular layers) the continuum theory for fluid by bubbling the desired gas, in the present case nitrogen,
drainage breaks down and increasing pressure causes the re- through temperature controlled distilled water, and the level
maining layers to be expelled stepwise, with each ensuing layer of relative humidity is measured using a hygrometer.
taking an increasing amount of pressure (Chan and Horn, The momentary position of the sample on the hoop, and
1985). In this regard the result that between the load-bearing therefore the apparent momentary friction coefficient, is mon-
areas all but about two monomolecular layers of water are itored by a polarized light beam whose intensity is modulated
squeezed out due to a contact pressure close to that of plastic when it passes through a polarizing sheet mounted on the top
flow agrees well with the results by other researchers (Homola of the moving sample holder, which rotates as it moves up
et al., 1989; Chan and Horn, 1985). and down the inner radius of the hoop. Also fastened to the

By contrast, about the periphery of the contact spots the sample holder are rods for applying different loads. The po-
outflow of water expelled from between the contact spots and/ sition cf these rods is such as to have the center of gravity of
or the attraction of water into the re-entrant peripheral gap the whole sample as close as possible to the center of the sliding
through surface tension causes the water film to increase to- interface in order to minimize off-axis oscillations. To measure
wards the periphery and form menisci around the contact spots the interfacial resistance, a carefully controlled current of 100
(Bowden and Throssell, 1951; Christensen, 1985). mA is maintained across the sample/hoop interface and the

The situation of an adsorbed double layer confined between voltage between the brushes and the hoop is measured.
contact spots and a thicker annular layer around ihe circum- In this and some previous studies (Gao and Kuhlmann-Wils-
ference of the spots is believed to be a general phenomenon dorf, 1990a, 4990b. 1991) the sample was composed of three
of adsorption film in tribological situations, not one confined rigidly mounted parallel bundles of copper fibers in a triangular
to the case of water and not to specific sliding materials. Several arrangement, with a single bundle in the leading position and
of the processes occurring under such conditions have already the other two bundles forming the trailing triangle base. Each
been variously considered including the ordering and drainage of the bundles contained 2700, 50 Mm diameter copper fibers.
of the confined adsorbates (Alsten and Granick, 1988; Chan As already stated, this insures (i) that there are enough contact
and Horn, 1985) capillary action and the effects of surface spots so that deformation of the individual contact spots is
tension around contacts (Heyes, 1986; Cross and Picknet, 1963; essentially elastic and (ii) that the constriction resistance makes
Gao and Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf, 1990c), and for moving spots, only a negligible contribution to the contact resistance as re-
the hign strain rate shear thinning of the fluid about the contact quired by Eq. (1). This large number of contact spots also
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Fig. 2 Representative graphl of the appaeont coefficient of friction
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S , €copperP fibers, slid In an atmosphlere of nitrogen.
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minimizes effects which result from statistical fluctuations in t_- -_- Average Peak Vol•e 3 Stotc)
the number and size of the contact spots. In the present ex- 0.40 Hoop Speedý 00-5 cm
periments all of the contacting surfaces were gold-plated in
order to avoid complications due to oxidation. /

The measurements of friction coefficient and contact re- /
sistance have in earlier studies revealed distinct sliding modes 7
and have been shown to contain intriguing information re- 0.35
garding the nature of the speed dependence of friction (Gao .

and Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf, 1990a; 1990b; 1991). On the most , /
simple level, when the friction coefficient is independent of " /

the sliding velocity, i.e., if d/ldV = 0, the sample executes a Do.0o 3/
regular pendulum motion with period To about its time av-
eraged equilibrium position, (Gao and Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf, C
1990d): 0

I 7 b 0O25a= :°O~tdt -tan -1, (2) ".,Z-2

To0  U_
For significantly large values of the oscillating frequency,
fo, is modified to 0.20 .. . . .

=IT. ~(I +,2)1/2 1(l!J21 (3 Relative Humidity %
To r 1 ýrOU Fig. 3 Graph of the aVerage peak friction coefficients and the time-

where g and r are the gravitational constant and the radius of averaged friction coefficients as a function of relative humidity, at a
otop speed of OA.S cmis and t10 same condllions described in Fig. 2.

the hoop, respectively. In our apparatus, r = 7.3 cm and Because the mode of sliding Is stick-slip, the peak values are equal to

typically g - 0.3, giving To = 0.53 s. the static friction arid time.averaged values approximately equal the
When AL increases with increasing speed at a sufficiently large kinetic friction.

rate, the result is smooth sliding, because any momentary in- . Average Pe.k VoUeS (Not Static)
crease in the velocity, as when the sample slides downwards, 0.40 - ae-ots Averaged Time Volues (Kinetic)

is accompanied by an increase in the friction force tending to Hoop Speed: 2.8 cm/s

move it upwards. In that condition the position of the sample
is ideally independent of time and the surface speed is equal
to the tangential velocity of the inner radius of the hoop, ,0.35
although in fact surface roughness causes some irregularities. - " .

When u significantly decreases with increasing speed, dp/-.) /.

dV < 0, the friction force drops at the initiation of downward Y o -. , -

motion and the sample initially accelerates. After dynamically • -
overshooting the equilibrium position the sample decelerates 0•.30 -
and stops and is then carried back up while at relative rest 0
with the inner hoop surface, thereby executing the typical stick- C
slip motion. Between these cases the slider motion shows a o
transition stage between of stick-slip and smooth sliding for i;0.
slightly negative du/dV, and between pendulum motion and "C
smooth sliding for slightly positive d/A/dV. L_

Experimental Results 0.20o.

Data were taken for 30 different conditions which included 0 20 40 6o 80 100

6 hoop speeds: 0.05, 0.3, 0.8, 1.3, 2.0, and 2.8 cm/s, and 5 Relative Humidity
relative humidities: 20, 35, 55, 75, and 90 percent, all with a
normal load of 55 grams force (-0.53 N). Figure 2 is a set Fig. 4 Graph similar to Fig. 3 except for a hoop speed of 2.8 cmit.
ofrrepresentative graphs ofotime versus the momenary ap stBecause there Is no stick-Slip mode of sliding represented In this graph
of representative graphs of time versus the momentary ap- the peak values are not equal to the static coefficient of fdriton.
parent friction coefficient for the whole range of hoop speeds
at relative humidities of 20 percent (left column), 75 percent
(middle column), and 90 percent (right coltmn). It should be at high relative humidity values, with this increase being less
noted that the apparent friction coefficient differs from the dramatic at the higher hoop speeds.
true friction coefficient because of inertial effects. In these The last point is documented in Figs. 3 and 4, which are
graphs the coefficient of friction scale is kept constant through- graphs of the average peak (i.e., "static") values and the time-
out, while the time scales are increased from top to bottom averaged moving (i.e., "kinetic") values of the friction coef-
because of the decreasing hoop speed. ficient as a function of relative humidity. Figure 3 pertains to

Without detailed consideration four qualitative features are the lowest hoop speed used (0.05 cm/s), and in Fig. 4 to the
obvious from the graphs in Fig. 2 and numerous similar meas- highest of 2.8 cm/s. For stick-slip motion (as represented in
urements: (1) the mode of slider motion tends to be smooth, Fig. 3 in accordance with Fig. 2) the peak values are indeed
somewhat irregular sliding or oscillating for low humidities the static friction coefficient, and in both stick-slip and oscil-
and high hoop speeds, (2) the mode of motion tends to be latory motion (as in Fig. 4), neglecting the speed dependence
stick-slip for high humidities and low speeds; (3) with increas- of A, the time averaged values roughly equal the kinetic friction
ing speed there is a transition from stick-slip motion to oscil- coefficient. The curves in these figures have been fitted to the
lation, and the transition speed increases with increasing data points using a third degree polynomial. Figures 3 and 4
humidity; (4) there is an initial decrease in the average friction clearly demonstrate the decrease and then increase of the fric.
coefficient with increasing humidity followed by an increase tion coefficient with increasing relative humidity. The peak
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Fig. 5 Graph of the average peak friction values as a function of hoop Fig. Graph of time-averaged kinetic friction coefficient values as a
speed for 90 percent relative humidity. At speeds up to 1.3 cm/s, the function of hoop speed for 20 and 65 percent relative humidities
sliding mode Is stick-slip and the peak values are equal to the static
friction values.

friction has a minimum at a relative humidity level around 50 "slip" episode. This difference between static and kinetic fric-

to 65 percent. tion arises from the formation of a local energy well while the

Figure 5 shows the average peak friction coefficients versus spots are at rest. The extra force needed to pull the contact

hoop speed for the highest humidity case (90 percent), again spots out of their temporary local energy wells translates into

with a best fit curve using a third degree polynomial. This an increase in the friction force during stick episodes, which

figure shows that the average static friction coefficient (as given is followed by a decrease in friction during slip.

by the average peak friction coefficient) decreases with in- As observed, the transition hoop speed between stick-slip

creasing hoop speed up to about 2 cm/s. At higher hoop speeds and smooth sliding or oscillation increases with increasing rel-

stick-slip motion ceases. Figure 6 similarly shows the time- ative humidity. This, then, indicates that the relative rate of

averaged (kinetic) friction coefficient values for 20 and 55 free energy reduction during stick periods increases with in-

percent relative humidity. Average peak values are not shown creasing thickness of adsorbed water layers, so that the resting

because these values are close to the time-averaged values for time required to attain the critical energy reduction needed for

conditions when the surface speed is close to the hoop speed, stick-slip decreases.

such as the low-amplitude oscillatory and stick-slip motion B. Effect of Nonequilibrium Excess Water Molecules Be-
which occurs at these lower humidities. As seen in Fig, 6, the tween Contact Spot Surfaces. At very low humidities, the
friction initially increases with increasing hoop speed and then adsorption film on the free surfaces is too thin to lead to any.
apparently drops slightly at the highest speeds investigated, or significant, meniscus formation about the periphery of the

contact spots. Regardless of the thickness of the water adsorbed

Discussion on the free surfaces, however, at the contact spots the local
pressure is typically so high that only a double monomolecular

A. Free Energy Reduction During Periods of Rest. Pre- layer can exist in equilibrium. Yet, contact spot motion in
vious studies (Gao and Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf, 1990a, 1990b, conjunction with finite drainage speeds prevents ideal equili-
1991) on the effects of moisture on friction have resulted in bration. Instead, moving contact spots form a kind of "bow
two particularly important experimental observations that are wave" of displaced water ahead of them. slightly ride up on
documented also herein: (1) Stick-slip occurs at slow speeds, that bow wave and thereby "bury" a small amount of excess

* provided that sufficient moisture is present, and the maximum water between the contact spot surfaces. With increasing hu-
speed which retains stick-slip motion increases with increasing midity, movement of the contact spots through correspond-
load. (2) The kinetic friction first increases and then decreases ingly thicker water layers will cause the number of such
with increasing speed. These results have been explained by a "buried" water molecules in excess of the two monomolecular
model which includes meniscus effects, a double monomole- layers to increase. The observed increased lubrication, i.e.,
cular layer between the load bearing areas of contact spots, decrease of Ak with increasing humidity at low humidities, is
and the flow of fluid about the moving contact spots (Gao et ascribed to that increased density of buried molecules.
al., 1991). In this discussion we expand our model to explain This velocity dependent trapping of an excess partial mon-
the characteristics of the data in greater detail, especially the omolecular layer beyond the two monolayers expected in equi-
valley in the friction versus relative humidity data shown in librium may be considered to be the earliest stage of
Figs. 3 and 4. hydroplaning. Still, the average density of buried molecules

The first experimental result which will be addressed is the must be very limited. We know this because the film resistivity
tendency of our samples to change from slightly irregular is extremely sensitive to the separation distance at the contact
smooth sliding and oscillation to a stick-slip mode with in- spots, due to the tunnelling nature of the current conduction,

* creasing relative humidity and decreasing hoop speed, as ev- and although the film resistivity does increase slightly with
ident in Fig. 2. To begin with, stick-slip motion arises when increasing speed, the observed small increases indicate the ad-
thestaticcoefficientoffrictionattheonsetofa"stick"episode dition of less than one tenth of an extra molecular layer of
is sufficiently larger than the kinetic coefficient that the ini- water.
tiation of motion results in a net acceleration and a subsequent Drainage of these extra "buried" molecules takes consid-
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erably more time than the viscous drainage of thick moisture and there is reasonable expectation that is also occurs in the
layers. It is this sluggishness of energy reduction through drain- adsorbed water films. Indeed, it may be related to the pencil
age and ordering which results in the low value of the stick- glide dislocation model of liquids (Kotze and Kuhlmann-Wils-
slip transition velocity at low moisture levels. This also explains dorf, 1971) via the Barker "tunnel model" (Barker, 1960, 1961.
why stick-slip motion does not occur at higher speeds. 1962a. 1962b, 1963).

C. Interplay of Excess Molecules, Meniscus Effects and
Viscous Drag. At high relative humidity levels both peak and Conclusions
time-averaged friction values increase with increasing humid- I In equilibrium, the interfacial film between contact spots
ity, as shown in Figs. 3 and 4. The most dramatic increase in in the system investigated consists of two rionolayers of ad-
friction with increasing humidity is seen in u,.,,c at a hoop sorbed water.
speed of 0.05 cm/s, as shown in Fig. 3. In our current exper- 2 A minor excess of "buried" molecules arises through
iments this represents the situation in which the contact spots contact spot motion. Their density increases with sliding speed
have the greatest time at rest during the "stick" events, and humidity, i.e., the thickness of the adsorbed water films

With thicker adsorbed moisture layers energy reduction dur- on the free surfaces.
ing rest periods arises from: (i) the drainage of water molecules 3 That excess has a lubricating effect which correspond-
from between the contact spots and the concurrent ordering ingly increases with increasing humidity.
of the remaining molecules in the two monolayers, and (ii) 4 During periods of relative rest (i.e., stick episodes in
molecular flow driven by surface tension resulting in meniscus stick-slip), various processes occur at the contact spots which
formation. Meniscus effects, which tend to increase the static reduce the local free energy and result in stiction. These include
coefficient of friction, include the negative Laplace force ex- formation of menisci around the contact spots if there is suf-
erted by the menisci around the contact spots through capillary ficient moisture, drainage of the excess water molecules and
action which adds to the applied normal force, and the fact the attendant ordering of the molecules which remain in the
that the initiation of motion requires extra force to plow through equiiibrium double monomolecular layer.
the liquid "hump" presented by the meniscus. 5 Kinetic friction somewhat increases and then apparently

Figure 5 shows that at high relative humidity (here 90 per- slightly decreases with increasing sliding speed. The initial in-
cent), the peak friction, which in this case is the static friction crease can be explained by an increase in the viscous drag of
up to about 2.0 cm/s, initially decreases rapidly with increasing the fluid layers about the contact spots, while the decrease at
hoop speed. This is a clear demonstration of the time required highes rates can be explained by "shear thinning" of the liquid
for local energy reduction at the contact spots which is re- flow around the spots.
sponsible for the increased static friction. The aforementioned 6 An observed friction minimum at about 50 percent hu-
time dependent mechanisms which reduce the local free energy midity is explained by a competition with increasing film thick-
on a microscopic scale at higher humidities are the sources of ness between increased lubrication due to the excess "buried"
the observed stiction. molecules and an increased viscous drag of the fluid flow

Variations of the time-averaged (kinetic) friction values with around the contact spots.
humidity shown in Figs. 3 and 4 have slightly different char- 7 It is expected that the model proposed herein is widely
acteristics. As already indicated, the initial decrease of friction applicable and may be employed to optimize sliding conditions
with humidity can be ascribed to lubrication through the "bur- in many systems which are deliberately or incidentally lubri-
ying" of excess molecules beyond the two monolayers in equi- cated by thin fluid films.
librium between the contact spots. They tend to reduce pt and
their density increases with rising humidity as the contact spots
move through thicker adsorbed water layers, thereby causing
the initial drop of/k with humidity. The subsequent increase Acknowledgment 0
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Fundamentals of stick-slip

Chao Gao, Doris Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf and David D. Makel
Department of Materials Science and Engineering University of Vuginia, Charlotesville, VA 22901 (USA)

Abstract

Simultaneous measurements of momentary friction and electrical resistance using the hoop apparatus have resulted
in new insights into the behavior of the ubiquitous thin interfacial films at contact spots. The experimental focus
of the present paper is the amplitude of the stick-slip motion of a multifiber slider as a function of the humidity,
speed and applied load. The stick-slip amplitude is found to increase with increasing relative humidity and
contact spot size, respectively, and to decrease with increasing substrate speed. Furthermore, the interfacial
electrical resistance spikes at the beginnings of slip episodes and shows an unexpected hysteresis during stick-slip
cycling. The data suggest a two-component model, including (i) an approximate double molecular layer of adsorbed
water between the contact spots and (ii) menisci at the periphery of the contact spots at high humidities. Together
with the general analysis presented in appendix A, this model presents a framework for the understanding and
control of stick-slip in sliding systems.

1. Introduction der Waal's electrostatic interaction resulting from elec-
tric dipole fluctuations between the contact surfaces.

Stick-s;ip, in which two sliding surfaces cycle between Kato et al. [13] proposed an empirical formula similar
relative rest and motion, is a widely observed phe- to that of Howe et al., except that t, is replaced with

nomenon, ranging from the atomic to macroscopic scale, t.f, where n is less than unity. A more frequently used
and from delicate instrumentation to daily life [1-4]. relationship for the time dependence of the static friction
Such intermittent motion has a number of very important coefficient, which may be derived from a process similar
consequences, i.e. stick or slip boundary conditions in to viscous creep, is that the difference between the
fluid dynamics, acoustic effects in stringed musical static and the kinetic friction coefficients increases with
instruments, static friction (stiction) in magnetic in- the stick time as t,", where n' is also less than unity

formation storage systems, severe wear or 'seizing' of [14, 151. Since this relationship indicates an infinite

different materials of electric contacts, and jerking of growth rate of the static friction at the beginning of

brakes [4-8]. Phenomenologically, the most widely ac- stick episodes, it is physically unreasonable for very

cepted cause for stick-slip is that static friction exceeds short times (see Appendix A).

kinetic friction or, more rigorously, that the friction
coefficient drops rapidly at small speeds [9].

To explain why the static friction coefficient 4., is 2. Various physical processes affecting static friction
higher than the kinetic coefficient uk, a number of
proposed mechanisms and experimental results have It has long been recognized that interfacial films,
been adduced over the past dccades. Bowden and Tabor whether intentional or unintentional, play a critical role
[. [71 suggested that p, is larger than Ik owing to molecular in tribological systems, and their effects on adhesion,
bonding 'adhesion' between the surfaces. Based on i.e. the attractive forces between two surfaces in close
gradually increasing interactions between opposing as- proximity, have been extensively studied [2, 15-231.
perities, Derjagin et al. [101 derived a dependence of In their classic work. Bowden and Tabor 121 describe
g±, on the stick time t, in the form of t,/(to+t,), where two mechanisms by which adhesion is enhanced by thin
t, is a constant. Using viscoelastic and plastic defor- liquid films. Firstly, menisci form around contact spots
mation theory, Kosterin and Kraghelsky f11] derived and pull the two sides together through capillary action
the same dependence or, the stick time as that of and the negative Laplace pressure (for wetting angles
Derjagin et al., while lbwe et al. [121 derived an less than 90°). The second mechanism - 'viscous im-
exponential dependence of A, on time t., ;tsing the Van pulse' - arises when two surfaces are pulled apart

0043-1648093/$6.00 0 1993 -'Elsevier Sequoia. All nghts reserved
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locally, forcing liquid to flow into the space between As in previous studies t21, 30, 33], the fiber slider
them. If the viscosity of the liquid is appreciable, the consisted of three bundles of fibers 3 mm in diameter
force required to separate the surfaces briefly can be (each consisting of 2700 copper wires gold plated to
quite large. 50 .in) mounted in a holder so as to run end-on on

Recently, knowledge regarding liquid surface films the inner hoop surface. The bundles were arranged in
has greatly expanded thanks to new techniques, in- a triangle, such that a single bundle was in the leading
eluding the use of surface force apparatus (SFA), position and the other two were side by side in the
molecular tribometry and atomic force microscopy [17, trailing position. For loading, weights were hung on
19, 24-321. Specifically, the contributions of ordering shafts connected to the sliding sample. In order to
and drainage of interfacial fluid molecules to static minimize oscillations, the center of gravity of the sample
friction have been explored and, in this regard, adsorbed assembly was made to be as close as possible to the
water has been found to have an especially strong effect center of the sample-hoop interface. The electrical
on increasing the friction force [6, 17, 22, 23, 30]. resistance was monitored continuously, using a four-

Molecular ordering occurs when liquid molecules probe circuit, and the resistance and friction data were
confined between two surfaces, spaced several nano- displayed real-time on a computer screen and simul-
meters to fractions of nanometers apart, order into a taneously stored to magnetic disk.
solid-like phase of an integer number of discrete layers, It has been found that, for clean gold-plated surfaces,
approximately parallel to the surfaces [27-291. Upon both the friction coefficient and the interfacial electrical
shearing, such layered interfacial films undergo a phase resistance are dependent on the humidity but are
transition from solid-like to liquid-like states. essentially independent of environmental gases (O2,

Molecular drainage (24, 30] refers to the squeezing- CO 2, N2 and Ar) as well as of ambient pressure down
out under pressure of interfacial liquid films confined to 0.01 Torr. Most importantly, the measured interfacial
between surfaces. Films which are more than about 10 film resistivity indicates that the interfacial water film
molecular layers thick roughly obey Reynolds' contin- has an average thickness of about 0.5 nm between the
uum theory, but for thinner films the discussed layer contact spots, i.e. a double molecular layer, regardless
ordering and strong surface interactions take place and of a wide range of the experimental variables (33, 361.
the continuum theory breaks down. With increasing With such an ultrathin film, the current is transmitted
pressure, such films are squeezed out stepwise by single by tunneling and a 0.1 nm increase in the film thickness
layers until only two or three layers remain (24, 27, would increase the film resistance by an order of
291. Both of these processes lower the free energy of woud icese the lmar e ainc are r ofthe system, thereby contributing to the static friction, magnitude. Thus, only the load-bearing area between

This paper describes an indirect study of meniscus the contact spots, plus a narrow annular region aboutformation, molecular ordering and fluid drainage for each, contribute significantly to the electric conductionthecs ofeads orderif flms. Simulta eou across the interface. In addition, the chemical naturethe case of adsorbed water films. Simultaneous mea- ofteisltn nefcalflshsn fet lo
surements of the electric contact resistance and the of the insulating interfacial films has no effect. Also,urmnsotheltrcthe ogns ftesraehsltl feto h
shear force required to initiate and sustain motion were eroge of the sufce as tte effct onathemade experimentally. These were then compared with average film thickness, since at the typical plastically
the predictions of a mathematical theory of stick-slip deformed contact spot there exists a more or less uniformwhich is described briefly in Appendix A. pressure (that of the Meyer hardness of the softer ofthe contacting material). This is the case except for

the peripheral region where the gap width increases,
3. Double molecular water layer at contact spots though this does not contribute significantly to the

current conduction.
In the present study, the coefficient of friction and Water is the most prevalent adsorbate on clean gold

the electrical resistance were measured simultaneously surfaces (371 and the conclusion mentioned already,
in the hoop apparatus [20, 21, 30, 33-351, using gold- that the film at the contact spots is (nearly) a double
plated copper solid and fiber sliders on a gold-plated molecular film of water, was established in a number
copper substrate. The sliding surfaces were gold plated of previous investigations [30, 33, 36). However, de-
to minimize complications from oxidization, and a metal pending on the humidity, the film thickness outside of
fiber slider was used to reduce to negligible the effect the load-bearing areas of the contact spots can be much
of electric constriction resistance as well as fluctuations larger, as shown schematically in Fig. 1, which illustratcs
in the number and size of the contact spots (33, 361. a moving contact spot in plan and cross-sectional views
In this case, the measured contact resistance is pro- [331. Recently, the double interfacial layer of thin films
portional to the resistance of the adsorbed film at the under high local pressure also has been confirmed by
contact spots. other researchers [24-271,

I.I
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the proposed two-component model:I
(a) each side of a contact spot carries an approximate mon-
omolecular layer at the load-bearing area with a thicker adsorption 0film outside of it; (b) flow of adsorbed molecules about the 0 I 2 3 4 5
contact spot. 0.35- Time (seconds)

4. Evidence for meniscus formation about contact 0.30
spots &

Figures 2(a)-2(c) show examples of correlated mea- 0..5"
surements of the interfacial resistance (upper part of (b) 0 I 2 3 4 5

the graphs) and the apparent coefficient of friction, i.e.
the tangent of the instantaneous inclination angle of
the hoop at the sample position to the horizon (lower 4
part of the graphs). The static friction coefficient j., : ,L.
was identified as the apparent friction coefficient value J
at which the sample starts to slip, while the kinetic 00 10 20 30
friction coefficient pk is calculated as the time-average 0.45 Time (seconds)
of the apparent friction coefficient in the slip phase.

Figure 2(a) is for a fiber sample at moderately high 2 O /
humidity (H-=60%) and shows typical stick-slip motion 4 '
with a regular cycling period. Figure 2(b) results from /I" V L,
the same experimental conditions as for Fig. 2(a), except 0.25T
for a much lower humidity (H=25%), resulting in (c) o 10 2D 30
smooth sliding. This implies that at low humidity the Fig. 7. Effect of humidity on sliding modesforgold-plated surfaces
kinetic friction coefficient increases with speed and atP=-0.5N, showingcorrelatedtracesofelectriccontactresistance
approaches static friction at small speed. Figure 2(c) (top) ard momentary position, ie. apparent friction coefficient(bottom): (a) stick-slip motion of fiber slider at medium high
is for much the same experimental conditions as Fig. humidity (62%); (b) smooth sliding of fiber slider at low humidity
2(a) but using a solid slider, and this displays irregular (25%); (c) irregular stick-slip of solid slider at medium high
stick-slip. The irregularities in Fig. 2(c) probably are humidity (68%).
due to statistical fluctuations in the low number of
contact spots for the solid sample and/or the local
variations of the friction coefficient, as discussed by of the slip episode, not at the maximum slip speed as
Rabinowicz 115). one might think, and that the higher resistance persists

A striking result shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(c) is that as long as the sample slides. The symmetric shape of
the film resistance spikes whenever the stick phase the speed peak demonstrates that the slider motion in

- breaks to a slip episode. Plotting the resistance and the slip episode is nearly that of. a harmonic oscillator,
the sliding speed on the same graph, as shown in Fig. indicating that the speed dependence of kinetic friction
3(a), reveals that the resistance peaks at the beginning is very weak (see Appendix A).
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Au.-ploled Cu fiber sticer
L-od 0 5 N, HfoopSpeed (, I 1 cm/. during the previous slip episodes and (ii) increased

1.00 Hmur,,tv 6 2. Atmospnere 7.00 ordering of the two layers. At the breaking point, the
sample slips 'over' the meniscus and thus temporarily
more molecules than amount to the double layer film

E 3-9o are 'buried' under the contact spots. This results in
S0. o the resistance spikes and the symmetry of the meniscus

'I- - breaks down, as shown in Fig. l(a).
= 0 80,,The hysteresis of Fig. 3 and the shape of the resistance
"""---Esrdo, 300 curve during the slip phase indicate that shortly after

•0.70 -d sliding begins the conditions responsible for the initial
, 7 Vatransient voltage spike are modified by equilibration
2 to the particular sliding speed, possibly involving the

.1.00 meniscus shape and drainage of some excess molecules.
So0s•, The time-dependent establishment of the equilibrium

0 .. layer thickness and flow pattern about the spots (Fig.

"o50 1 0 (a)) is responsible for the hysteresis shown in Fig. 0
ot '62•6" TI0 ... 16o 0.60 Ito 3(b).

(a) Time (sec) A simple calculation based on the Wcntzel-

Au-oltea Cu fier siader Kramers-Billouin semiclassical approximation of quan-
Leod: 0 5 N. Hoop speed 0 6 cm/s tum mechanics [38], or simply a comparison with Fig.

1,00 - H~rrnldty 62%, Atmosphere 26.11 of Holm's book [39], shows that the resistance

spike at its maximum corresponds to about a 10% S
increase in the film thickness. This will be partly due

E 0 90 -to disordering of the double laver by dislocation-like
0 defects and partly through excess buried molecules.

However, at low humidity levels, menisci cannot form
=0.80 owing to an insufficient adsorption film thickness, re-

suiting in smooth sliding, as shown in Fig. 2(b). In fact,
0o 70 according to the dynamic analysis (see Appendix A),

c smooth sliding as shown in Fig. 2(b) indicates that the
o static friction is essentially the same as the kinetic

friction at low sliding speeds.
00 The two-component model for a moving contact spot

0.501 shown in Fig. 1, namely a double-layer film between

0.50_ the contact spot and a liquid hump in front of it, is
100 .. 6•o 3.00 s5oo. 7.0 thus consistent with the experimental results presented

(b) Speed (cm/s) so far. This model will be further tested as we proceed.
Fig. 3. (a) Interfacial electrical resistance and surface speed of
a fiber slider as a function of time. The load, hoop speed and
relative humidity were 0.5 N, 0.16 cm s-1 and 62% respectively. 5. Static friction and film resiktance as a function of
Note that the speed curve has a symmetrical shape about the stick time and humidity
peak, indicating a weak speed dependence of Ilk (see Appendix
A). (b) The same interfacial resistance as in (a) but as a function
of soirface speed. The arrows show the time progression and the In the following analysis, only fiber samples are
dark root is due to the resistance reduction in the stick phase. considered, since for solid samples the film resistance

is complicated by the constriction resistancc and ir-
Furthermore, a plot of the film resistance as a function regularities already pointed out in connection with Fig. 0

of the surface speed (Fig. 3(b)) shows that the resistance 2(c).
has a hysteresis effect. The arrows in the figure indicate Measurements were made of the depcndence of Ai.

the time progression and the dark vertical root at zero on the 'stick time', i.e. the time at rest, by measuring
speed is due to the resistance decreasing with stick the critical inclination angle at which the sample starts
time. This is interpreted as evidence that menisci form to slide after different periods of rest. As it turns out.
around the contact spots during stick episodes, thereby A, is mildly time dependent in a modest vacuum or
increasing the local pressure through surface tension in any of the inert atmospheres tested. if the relative
and Laplace pressure. Thisinturncauses(i)thedrainage humidity is below about 50%. This agrees wiih the
of molecules in excess of the two monolay,:rs trapped previous deduction that changes in A, %ith time are

ii | i • •
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due to adsorbed moisture, and this idea is further Aw-ploteo C~. fbl S-de

supported in Figs. 4(a)-.4(c). 008 a N (',*I~d Cýe for '10% H.-dj)

Figure 4(a) shows the increase in static over kinetic 00000 8 0 N (Do~i'ed C,~r~ve for 751 r1~.-dIfy)

friction (± p),averaged over more than 10 cycles
of stick-slip, as a function of the stick time at relative 0.06

humidities of 75% and 90%. It should be noted that,
with a continuously rotating hoop, the stick time equals
the stick-slip amplitude divided by the hoop speed. 90 04 - -_-U

The overall trend of the curves shown in Fig. 4(a) ---

agrees with those found by other researchers using : -

different experimental conditions [13, 14, 20, 401, i.e. 002

(A-A~sj grows very quickly with time at short stick
times and then the increase more or less levels off.

Figure 4(b) shows the same data as Fig. 4(a) but 000
using a logarithmic time scale; and Fig. 4(c) shows the 0 5 0 i's 2*0

film resistance as a function of stick time with the (a) Stick Timne (sec) -

insert, also using a logarithmic scale. As may be seen
in Figs. 4(b) and 4(c), (A, -A,) as well as the film 08-A-ploted Cý (,be, bidel

resistance vary roughly exponentially with time. It should 00000 25 N

be noted that (1) the difference between static and coo N (DoiNed Curves for 75% Murr~o~ty)

k-inetic friction increases faster at the higher humidity 90 Nmidty
levels and (2) for short stick times (less than about 2 X4 do

ps), it also increases faster at the heaviest load (8 N)I/
than at lighter loads. This can be explained qualitatively .. 5s

WO 04in terms of our model: for short stick times, the formation :004-
of the menisci around the contact spots and the drainage C -

of excess molecules make comparable contributions to--
A,. For longer times, the meniscus about the average 0.02 -

S ~~~spot is -completed but the drainage continues, leading . . . .

to ordering within the double layer. These effects dom-
inate the long-time drop of the tunnelling resistance. 0.00 - 0.

This conclusion also is in line with the experiments (b) Stick Time' (sec)
on those processes as investigated using atomically
smooth mica surfaces ir- surface force apparatus and

* molecular tribometry [2-1-291. It is further strongly 01~5

supported by additional observations as follows.
Although A., is apparently independent of the stick -. 0.60

EItime at humidities below about 50% as well as in a z
moderate vacuum (down to 0.01 Torr) [33, 341, the 0055
film resistance always decreases with contact time. .

* ~~~However, the film resistance data indicate no more E05 _______

than a 10% variation of the film thickness between the -. -

cont,'ct spots throughout the humidlity range. This shows C04
(i) that a meniscus is formed only at humidities above . -

about 50%, and (ii) that a meniscus contributes to both 0)04
the friction and the resistance through negative Laplace X

*pressure, which has the same effect as adding an external 5
load to the slidcr. At low humidities or in vacuo, no 03 'Ooo 566&0- 100 Ooo .,500o0 XTO'5')Oac

menisci form and only the discussed drainage of excess WTime (sec)
molecules and ordering in the doublc layer are re- Fig. 4. (a) Difference between static and kinetic friction coefficient
sponsible for the changes in friction and film resistance. (),-p,-s) for a gold-plated copper fiber slider as a function of

If the moisture films were not swept aside by moving stick time. (b) The samte data as in (a) but with a logarithmic
contct pot, asindcatd inFig 1,and quezedout time scale. (c) Interfacial electrical resistance of the fiber slider

* cotac spos, s inicaed i Fi. IandsquezedO~t as a function of time at rest for a load of 1 r4J at 75% humidity.
under the high local pressures between the contact The insert shows the same data but with a logarithmic time
spots except for the dniiblc layer, the film resistance scale.
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would rise drastically with humidity owing to the thicker In Fig. 5, the following three features arc clearly
adsorption films. In fact, the resistance decreases with seen.
increasing humidity in spite of an expected larger
fraction of buried molecules, which is in line with a (1) Tih, stick-slip amplitude in radians. being closely
dominant meniscus effect which increases with humidity equal to 2(;L,- .kq), decreases with increasing substrate
(up to the point of flooding [6]). The double layer, speed and, depending on the humidity, stick-slip ceases
however, is of vital importance, because if it were to above some critical substrate speed. This behavior is
be removed, say. by degassing in ultrahigh vacuum, explained fully by the dynamic analysis described in
cold welding would occur and hence seizing with ji,> I Appendix A. Physically, the reason is that, with in-
[7]. creasing substrate speed, the sample experiences shorter

stick times. As a result, at the end of stick, tL, falls
increasingly short of its saturation level, which results

6. Stick-slip amplitude as a function of substrate in the observed decrease in the stick-slip amplitude
speed and humidity with speed.

(2) For all loads, the stick-slip amplitude increases
6.1. The evidence with increasing humidity. According to our two-com-

It is well known that not only the static friction but ponrent model, the effect of the menisci, and drainage
also the kinetic friction depend on experimental con- and ordering processes, is to raise .t, with increasing
ditions [20, 21, 30, 33, 40, 41]. Specifically, A, decreases humidity (i.e. thicker adsorbed moisture films), since
with increasing humidity up to about 50%, which can these effects progress faster for thicker films. Hence,
be attributed to the lubricating effect of an increasing according to the dynamic analysis in Appendix A, faster
excess of 'buried' water molecules above the double increases of A, at the beginning of stick episodes cause
layer between the contact spots with thicker adsorbed larger stick-slip amplitudes.
films. In contrast, at relative humidity levels above about (3) Stick-slip is more persistent for heavier loads
50%,,uk increases with increasing humidity, as the contact than for lighter loads. This is explained by the increasing
spots must plow through the thicker adsorbed films, size of the contact spots with rising load, somewhat
in addition to the effect from the menisci which form depending on whether they are elastic or plastic. A
only at high humidities [21, 301. subsidiary contributing effect is the corresponding rise

Figures 5(a)-5(c) show the stick-slip amplitude of in local contact spot pressure, which increases the rate
a fiber slider at five humidity levels and six hoop with which excess moisture drains out.
(substrate) speeds, at loads of 0.5 N (Fig. 5(a)), 2.5
N (Fig. 5(b)), and 8 N (Fig. 5(c)). A zero stick-slip As an illustration the calculated average contact spot
amplitude simply means that no stick-slip occurred and radius for hertzian contact (ball-on-plane geometry) is
the mntion was either smooth sliding with essentially shown in Fig. 6 as a function of the number of the
zero amplitude or an oscillating (not necessarily har. contact spots and the applied load [42], assuming no
monic) motion. Similar plots for the solid sample are functional coupling of the two variables. Here, the heavy
not shown here on account of data scatter, as dem- horizontal line indicates the transition between elastic
onstrated in Fig. 2(c). and plastic contact spots, i.e. the condition for which

70 15

2

ý2 0 00 0005 .& JJ-

00 71 Os 0 ~
73 75

(a) (5 b) 9'(c) ,

thus wilth elastic contact spots. (b) The same as (a) but for a load of 2.5 N. (c) The same as (a) but for a load of i8 N. and thus
p!astic defor5ation at contact spots, as shown in Fig. 6.

ths ih latc onat pts ()Th sm a ()bu ora od f . N c)Th am a a)bu oralod f8 , n tu
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the average contact spot radius for the solid sample
is much larger, because of the much smaller number
of contact spots (of the order of 10) 133, 35]. Since in
both cases the contact spots are plastic, the contact
pressures are essentially the same, i.e. near H,, but
there is a large difference in the contact spot radii.

* Therefore, we may conclude that the size of the contact

spots at least contributes to and may well be dominant
-~ "for the persistence of the stick-slip motion at lower

humidities, regardless of the deformation nature.

*"6.2. The model
The data in Figs. 4 and 5 are accounted for by the

following model: in agreement with Fig. 1, the amount
"of moisture required to form a meniscus is proportional
to

Fig. 6. Calculated average contact spot radius [421 as a function

of load and number of contact spots respectively. The three L - 2ira
heavy dark points are for the experimental loads of 0-5, 2.5 and
8 N. The heavy line divides the figure into regions of elastically where L is the circumference of a contact spot and
deformed contact spots (lower) and plastically deformed contact the rate of meniscus formation rises with the amount
spots (upper). of available excess molecules around the contact spot.

In the case of an initial static contact, that amount is
the average elastic hertzian pressure equals the Meyer nearly equal to the liquid volume of the free surface
impression hardness (H,) of the softer of the two film displaced by the contact spot. In the case of moving
materials, which in this case is gold plate with contact spo ts, the sweeping effect of surface film ma-
H,= 4.5 x 108 N m- 2 . Above the line, the local pressure terial, as indicated in Fig. 1, extends to some distance
(p) is essentially constant at H, but below thisp decreases ahead of the spot and builds up to some thickness,
with decreasing applied load (P). with dimensions approximately proportional to the spot

The number of contact spots for the fiber sample diameter. Therefore, the growth rate of g, owing to
used is estimated at only about 1500, based on the fact meniscus formation will be roughly proportional to the
that after testing only about 20% of the fibers appear swept up volume (Q) divided by the meniscus circum-
to be polished when examined in a scanning electron ference, i.e.
microscope. Using this number the effects of the contact
spot size, pressure and the type of deformation can
be compared with the experimental results. Specifically, where A = ira' is the contact area and d the thickness
in Fig. 5 it is seen that stick-slip extends to lower on the free surface film. Accordingly, gL, increases with
humidities at higher- loads. According to Fig. 6, for stick time faster for higher loads (larger a) and for
1500 contact spots, the two lower loads (0.5 and 2.5 higher humidities (larger d), as demonstrated by Figs.
N) are in the elastic deformation region and the highest 4(a) and 4(b). From the dynamical analysis outlined
load (8.0 N) lies in the plastic region. Also, the average in Appendix A, it then follows that the stick-slip motion
contact spot radius increases with increasing load, as should be more persistent at higher loads. Indeed, this
indicated by the heavy solid line through the dots result is in accordance with Fig. 5, because a faster
marl'ing the three loads used. Contact spot area vs. increasing k, at small stick times leads to a higher
load calculations also show that the local pressure critical speed up to which stick-slip motion persists.
increases with increasing load. This rules out any possible
effects of the deformation type, since for the two lighter
loads the deformation is elastic. 7. Conclusions

We arc left with the question of whether the increasing
persistence of stick-slip with increasing load is due to The dynamic analysis, as outlined in Appendix A.
an increase in the cont.act spot size or pressure. In this demonstrates that A,> k, is a necessary condition for
connection, it is highly relevant that stick-slip is much stick-slip and that (d±t,/dt),_,t, i.e. the rate with which
more persistent at low humidities and high substrate A, increases at very small stick times, is a critical
speeds for a solid sample at 0.5 N (33, 351 thar= for parameter. Based on the proposed two-component
the fiber sample at 8 N. Although the load for tl'e model, together with the dynamic analysis, the cxper-
solid sample is smaller than that for the fiber sampl.-, imental results on stick-slip motion and interfacial
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resistance are explained semi-quantitatively through the 11 3. I. Kosterin and 1. V. Kragbelsky, Relaxation oscillation in
interplay of meniscus formation, moisture drainage and elastic friction system, Frict. Wear Mach., 12 (1958) 111L
ordering processes at contact spots. Specifically, the 12 P. H. Howe, D. P. Benton and I. E. Puddington, London-Vander Waals attractive forces between glass surfaces. Can. J.
experimental results are as follows. Chem., 6 (1955) 1375.

13 S. Kato, N. Sato and T. Matsubayashi, Some considerations
(1) The static friction increases and the electric on characteristics of static friction of machine too. deway,

contact resistance decreases with increasing time at Trans. ASME J. Lubric. Technol, 94 (July 1972) 2 -247.
rest. 14 C. A. Brockley and H. R. Davis, The time-depe nce of

static friction, Trans. ASME J. Lubric. Technol., 9, January
(2) The electric contact resistance spikes at the onset 1968) 35-41.

of slip after a stick episode and shows hysteresis during 15 E. Rabinowicz, Friction and Wear of Materials, Wiley, New
the slip. York, 1965.

(3) The stick-slip amplitude decreases with increas- 16 J. L. Streator, B. Bhushan and D. B. Bogy, Lubricant per-
idand there exists a critical speed formance in magnetic thin film disks with carbon overcoating substrate speed -Part I: dynamic and static friction, Trans. ASMEJ. Tribol.,

beyond which no stick-slip motion occurs. 113 (1991) 22-31.
(4) This critical speed increases with increasing hu- 17 A. M. Homola, 1. N. lsraelachvili and P M. McGuiggon,

midity and with increasing load, leading to increasing Measurements of a relation between the adhesion and friction
prevalence of stick-slip motion at higher loads and at of two surfaces separated by molecularly thin liquid films,
higher humidities. Trans. ASME J. Tribol, 111 (1989) 675--682.

18 N. L. Cross and R. G. Picknett, The liquid layer between
(5) Stick-slip motion is more persistent at higher a sphere and a plane surface, Trans. Faraday Soc., 59 (1963)
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*d )
with •o and a arbitrary constants. Then, denoting

Appendix A 0,=0-0o, with 0. the time-average position of the
slider, and neglecting higher orders of 0, which are

Nomenclature quite small, eqn. (Al) can be rewritten as
g earth's gravitational constant
K spring constant of measuring systems d20+ ag dO,
m sample mass dt 2  (1 + tan2 0o) dt
P normal force between sample and substrate + w2 0, + cos 0, [tan 00- (Mg + aVo)]= 0 (A3)
r hoop radius
t time Here, Oo=tan-(tio+aVo) is, by definition, the time-
to time in a slip episode average position. The oscillation frequency is
t* time in a stick episode r2

V absolute sample velocity -- cos 0,{l+(po+aVo) tan Q
V, substrate velocity 1r

Vc critical substrate speed above which stick-slip [ ,\ 1

motion ceases (r) {I + (hlo + aVn) 2
1}" (A4)

Vh hoop velocity (equals V.)
V, maximum speed ir. a slip episode where we have made use of the facts that doId-
V, relative velocity (velocity between sample and d0/dt and that grr> V,), since Vi<5 cm s` and r-

substrate) 7.3 cm in this case. For a typical value of Ak= 0 .3. one
obtains w- 11.85 Hz. As can be seen from eqn. (A.3),

a coefficient for the linear term of At-V curve the hoop apparatus is dynamically similar to, say, a
13 effective damping coefficient of measuring sys- pin-on-disk device with an effective spring constant of

terms K mw.
0 momentary angular position of sample on hoop Denoting/3= ag/2{I + (,A, + aVo)2}'", the general so-
80 time-avetage angular position on the hoop lution of eqn. (A3) is
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0,a0-Oo--A exp(A+t)+B exp(A -t) if f/3f w oil-
0, O9- 00 =A exp(f3t) +Bt exp(j3t) if 11I=w (A5)

withA and B to be determined from the initial conditions, I"'
while - -P i(e?-/3 2). 12 .

The above equations can only be applied to the slip •
phase of stick-slip motion. Stick-slip motion as a whole,
however, can be considered as follows: during a stick - '-/ I

episode, the slider velocity equals that of the substrate.
When relative motion begins (at the bcqinning of a
slip episode), we define t = 0 and the displacement is
0,.> 0, (the time-averaged position). After the slider (a) *11.k-sPI P.eiL-

reaches its lowest point 06,. (if no backward sliding,
there will be no further stick), the direction of its --

velocity changes to the direction of the substrate's, and
the slider start to accelerate. If the slider velocity reaches I
the substrate velocity, V, vanishes and the sample sticks
to the substrate once again, at t=t' and with a dis- /
placement of 0-, < 0o. Therefore, the observed stick-slip ,,, /
amplitude isex, =r(to -o 0-,). The boundary conditions Z. C
at the separation point (t=0) for the displacement andI
the velocity are I

O(A, B, t=0) =0÷, ;7/ z It
d~t (A~a) (b) "-=--,--,-- .,

r dt(A6a) Fig. Al. Graphical method for finding the stick-slip amplitude
dt-_o0 X, if the time dependence of static friction is known and is of

the type in Fig. 4, according to eqn. (All) of Appendix A. (a)
Similarly, the boundary conditions at the stick point The value of X, at the intercept gives the stick-slip amplitude.

(t are (b) The value of t, at the intercept gives the stick-slip amplitude
via X, - Vot,.

(A, B, t = 0-, harmonic oscillation (if 0> fj> - w), while for a stronger

rd L (A6b) speed dependence the motion is smooth sliding for
I, V0,.,, w or is unstable for /3< - w.. More explicitly, the

motion in the slip phase is derived from eqn. (A5) as
From eqn. (A6), it can be seen that the total stick

time is t,"r(O+,-_,)fV 0 . O(A, B, t)-Oo= exp(-/P) (A cos fit+B sin fit)

Evidently the four equations in eqn. (A6) are in- dO
sufficient to determine the stick-slip amplitude, since • - exp(-3){(fA4 - fiB) cos fit (A8)

there are five unknown constants, namely A, B, 0+,, 0
0_, and t'. The requisite fifth equation is that 0.. also +(flA + OB) sin flit}

has to satisfy the force-balance equation at the sep- where fl = ( 2 _p/32)1,1. Equation (A8), of course, rep-
aration point, i.e. resents harmonic motion if /3=0 or near-harmonic

tan 0.,=- ,(t,) or 0.,--O0---14,(t,)--Mk(Vo) (A7) motion if 131 -=w.
Applying eqn. (A6) to eqn. (AS) and after someThus, the stick-slip amplitude x, =r(O., -O_, Vot, algebra, one arrives at"

can be determined from eqns. (A6) and (A7), and no
stick-slip will occur if the solution gives unrealistic 01-00- -(0.1-0o)
relation: (0i.- 0 _.-) (.

To illustrate how to derive the stick-slip amplitude if 1131 4t £0 (for any Vo)
for a general form of A,(t,), assume that ja1<22/g in e,_-0o- -(0+.- 0) exp(-/37r/fl)
eqn. (A2), ie. the kinetic friction is a linear slowly if Vo-0 (full stick-slip)
varying function of sliding speed, so that 1131 <w. Ac-
cording to eqn. (A5), the motion in this case is either 0_,-0o= -(0.,-00) exp(-2ff/fl)
a damped harmonic oscillation (if 0< P < &j) or a driven if Vo -- Vi. (nearly no stick-slip) (A9)
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We can draw quantitative conclusions regarding the the same figure, as shown in Fig. Al. The point of
stick-slip amplitude by making use of eqn. (A9) to interception, if any, gives x, (or t,) and, hence, one
obtain finds the stick-slip amplitude x, = t,.

As can be seen from Fig. Al(a), increasing w, i.e.
x,-r(0, - 0_) = r(0,,- 0o)t1 + exp(- P3t')} increasing the stiffness of the spring, at a given substrate

0, (A10) speed increases the slope of the straight line. Con-
or 01,= O+ I +exp(- 3t') sequently, the point of interception moves toward the

origin of the coordinate system, resulting in decreasing

and with the aid of eqn. (A7) to arrive at stick-slip amplitudes. At a critical value of ca, the two
curves only meet at the origin, leading to a zero stick-slip

Ib amplitude and thas the cussation of stick-slip for larger
p( x,--.X,) -pX-.(V/) values of w.

Similarly, increasing the substrate speed reduces the

O.2Vo stick-slip amplitude. Physically, this occurs because the

g{1 + exp( - ft')} t, /L 3(t 3) -. ,(o) (All) stick times shorten progressively and there is increasingly
less time for Mu, to increase. Mathematically, a larger

recalling again that oc =glr for small A ft' ---,•r for substrate speed increases the slope of the straight line

V, ca< Vm (full stick-slip) and fl- 27r for Vo - V, (near when using t, as the variable instead of x,, as shown

extinction of stick-slip), in Fig. Al(b). At a critical value of V, and above, the
two curves only meet at the origin, indicating a zero

For a given dependence of g, on stick time, in a stick-slip amplitude and thus the cessation of stick-slip
general functional form, the stick-slip amplitude now motion.
can be obtained graphically from eqn. (Al 1) by plotting
the left-hand side of the equation as a function of x, Reference for Appendix A
(or t.), which is a straight line with a constant slope, Al C. Gao, D. Kuhlmann-Witsdrf and D. D. Makel, The dynamic

and by plotting the right-hand side of the equation on analysis of stick-slip motion, to be submitted.

S
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Abstract

The evolution of the microstructure of cold-roaled pure aluminium (99.996%. was studied by transmission electron
microscopy (TEM), extending a previous study that was limited to 30% strain (, - 0.36). The present work concentrates
on rolling strains from 50% (e = 0.69) to 90% (, - 2.3). The observations are explained through the governing principle
that, in the course of polyslip, grains break up into volume elements within each of which fewer slip systems operate
simultaneously than required by the Taylor model. The boundaries between the volume elements accommodate the
lattice misorientations arising from the correspondingly different glide. They are therefore geometrically necessary
boundaries and in TEM they appear variously as dense dislocation walls, different types of microbands and subgrain
boundaries. The morphology and the spatial arrangement of the geometrically necessary boundaries were characterized
and it is discussed how these boundaries form with increasing strain as an integral part of the microstructural evolution.

1. Introduction selection of simultaneously acting slip systems differ
between neighbouring volume elements and that in

In a recent paper [1] the microstructural evolution every element the number of slip systems is in general
during the plastic deformation of polycrystals was smaller than that required by the Taylor model (81 for
analysed in terms of two governing principles: (i) a microscopic strain accommodation.
continuous subdivision of grains into volume elements Fewer slip systems lead to a reduction of dislocation
deforming through different combinations of slip sys- intersections and thus fewer jogs and lower flow stress
tems and (ii) mutual trapping of dislocations into low at the expense of less perfect approximation to homo-
energy configurations (LEDS). Good agreement was genous deformation. However, the constraints between
found between these principles and transmission the differently oriented grains will, with locally fewer
electron microscopy (TEM) observations for a number simultaneously operating systems, lead to the corre-
of medium or high stacking fault energy materials sponding subdivision into volume elements with
deformed by different modes to low and medium increasingly different lattice orientations but which col-
strains [1-71. The governing principles should also lectively closely approximate homogenous strain. The
apply to materials deformed to high strains but experi- subdivision appears to take place on a smaller and
mental observations in the strain range from 0.7 to 2.3 smaller scale beginning with relatively few domains per
are scarce. This range was covered in the present grain at small strains to many cell blocks and finally to
experiments where the microstructural evolution was a large number of subgrains as the predominant
analysed in cold-rolled pure aluminium (99.996%) arrangement at large strains. Each volume element is
deformed 50%-90% by cold-rolling, characterized by its own combination of slip systems.

therefore by different lattice rotations with strain, and
the dislocation boundaries between the elements arise

2. Governing principles out of geometrical necessity. It is therefore suggested
191 that such boundaries should be termed geometri-

0 In refs. 1 and 3 it was suggested that a governing cally necessary boundaries (GNB) in order to dis-
principle of plastic deformation is that the number and tinguish them from ordinary cell boundaries which are

0921-5093/92/S5.00 0 1992 - Elsevier Sequoia. All rights teserved
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due to mutual trapping of elide and forest disloca~tions4
and have been dubbed incidental dislocation bound- 0
aries [91. In previous wyork different types of GNBs
have been analysed, among others dense dislocaition
walk, which are Ion, Lind hale relaitively larae laittice
rotations across. The spacing between the dense dislo-
cation walks decreases with strain as an integral pairt of
the _,rain ,ubdivision. Other types of GNBs are micro-
hand., Lind a combination of dense dislocation wvalks and
microlbands. Althoueh the GNBsý differ in morphology
they have similar funiction. A list of definitions for th-e
various dislocation arraneements has been sugg-ested in
ref. 1. The definitions ot cell blocks, dense dis,ýlocation
wvalls aind microhands are given below.

Cell blocks (CB.5). These are domains of contiguous
dislocation cells which share the same selection of
operating glide systems Fig, 1, Thin foil from a tongitudinat section oif 50%! cold-rolled

Dense dislo~cation wtalls (DD11IVs. These are undis- aluminium. The direction% tit the tDt)-.\ll3I aire mairked by
sociated dislocation rotation boundaries with a hiih thick arrows%.,rth rollini± direction is mairked rd.
dislocation density separating adjoinirng cell blocks. i.e.
separalifl regions with different combinations of
stimultaneously operating glide systems.

Alicrohands* ,'AIIP). Welformed plate-like zones of
material bounded by dislocation rotation boundaries
whose morphology and crystallography indicate that
the combination of operating olide systems in them dif-
fers from that of the adjoining material and which
accordingfly are hounded bv rotation boundaries. MBs
are therefore CBs, .\Bs are commonly subdivided into
dislocation cells, which are smaller on averaoe than the J
dislocation cells in the adjoining material.

First g~ene'rationl microband~s ('JR I), M icrobands
which are developing through the splitting of dense dis-r
location walls over part or all of their length. u

.Second generation inicrobands (AffB2s). Mficrobands, IN ____

which are narrow plate-like zones passing through one
or more pre-existing dislocation -cells along one of the
Crystallographic slip planes.

3. Microstructural evolution in rolled aluminium Fi~g. 2. Thin foil from a lonigitudinal section of 50" cold-rolled
aluminium. The t)DW-Ntt3tsý arc mainly Kvim- in oine direction.

The starting material was aluminium of 99.996% which is marked bv thick arro'ks. In a few,. pl~acestlW-ts

purity having an average grain size of 1 30 yin. The a"! obsersed lyine almosti pMZr1lt to ihe rollini: direction. A thin
arros" is placed to the riuhtiot the hand ol cclts.

thickness of the material before the final cold-rollingy
was 2.6 mm. Specimens were produced trom rolling
plane sections and from longitudinal sections. It was
possible to produce thin foils from longitudinal sec- 0. = 111 -0.361, The characteristic, -mid the tretquency
tions alter 90"', cold -roll ing, the specimen thickness in of a nu Lmber ()f ty'pical in icrotruticU ral leatuire% led to a1
that case being, only (0.20 mm. The material and the classification into thr-eestrain rances v. hich s' ill be used
experimental methods are further described ira ref. 3. in the description of the experimental observations

The rnicrostructural evolution was studied with which follows.
increasing degree of cold-rolling from 50"%. to 90",1 Typical microstrUcturcs, are shown ini fijg. 1 -6, and
(,-0.)69-2.3, where - i's the true strain, to extend characteristic features are illustrated scheRMaICallV in
earlier observation% in the range I10";-30"1/) Figs. 7(a)-7(d.
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0 r

Figt. 4. Thin foil from a loneiitudmnal section of 80% cold-rolled
aluminium. [a the ochi the structure mainix conmsist ofa lam nar

stucur atlonieatcd suhe~rains makinie aneles of I) -10 %kith
the rolline, direction. Some areas ito the Icti with DDWk-%IB Is are
marked by thick arrows-

Fie, 3. Thin foil from a lonL'itudinal section of 70% cold-rolled
aluminium. The structure is dominated by large areas with only
one set ot DDW-M131s, the direction of w~hich is marked by
thick arrowss. 'These areas are separated by narrow areas of a 1I

0laminar structure consistine of bands of e loneated cells isub- 4
grainsi. wshich make angles, of approximately - IS* to + 150 with
the rolling direction. The directions of these hands are marked
by thin arrows. Note the pronounced S-shape of the
6DDW-%MB s at A and the sharp intersection between bands at B
(see the text and Fig. 7(c)).

3.1.1.s't fo'rt rin(I' -Oi
The major micrositructural features are cells cell

Oblocks Clls;. dense dislocation walls JNWs) fir sl
tzener~ation micrtohatds A1131Is) and mixtures of wallsk
and hands DI)W-M B13 s see Fivs. I and 2. TiR
tmajority of I)DW-MN lils form an angle of approxi- Fig. 5. Thin toil fromt a loingitudinal ,ection of 90'%, cold- rolled
matetv 40'r with the rollintz direction, as seen in the Ion- aluiminium. Ihe inajoritv of the structure i-s composed of a
gitudina]l plane. A second set of I)1)W-NM Ils forms an lamninar structure containinie subi~tain boundaries 11,iiw s ithltn a

ani~e o 15 orles ývth he ollne iretio, aainits few deteree% oftihe rolline direction- Seseral recosered %uhirains

O an le )1 1 5~ r le s w th t e r llin ! d rect on, agai S arce se n. sam e of w hlich are m arked I-. r. To the left ot the three
seen in the lonintudlnal platte. The t5( sets of arro%% at band oif elone1iietd Nsuberains is seen makinc an anele of
t)DW-M1B I s have 11een described previously 101 . 47'%%~iih the rolline dircction.
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The microstructure evolves from (i) predominantly
3, , ! ordinarv dislocation cells after 10% deformation to (ii)

p redominantly DDWs. CBs, MBIs and DDW-MBIsYafter 20%-50% deformation. Thus, the number of
DDW-MBIs increases with deformation and the width
of the CBs decreases (see Table I and Figs. 7(a) and

r. I7(b)). Also, the cell size in the CBs and the width of the
cells in the MB Is decrease with strain. The width of the
MBIs and the number of cells across the MBls
reaches its maximum in 30% deformed material and is

smaller in 50% deformed material.
The angle between the DDW-MB ls and the rolling

plane remains approximately constant independent of
the degree of deformation. The lattice rotations across

Fig. 6. Thin foil from a longitudinal section of 90% cold-roiled the DDW-MB Is increase with increasing deformation
aluminium. An area of limited size is seen consisting of narrow
DDW-M\,IRs. the direction of which is marked by thick arrows. from 10% to 30% and remain practically constant
To the left and to the right laminar structures are seen lying when the deformation is increased from 3 0% to 50%.
almost in the rolline direction. The lattice rotations can be as large as 10*- 15*. Finally,

1PM rd (b) PDO

BS

Fig. 7. Sketches illustrated in longstudinal sections. %,hich show the most charactcrn'tic chanees in microstructurc uhich take place.
when the degree of cld-rolhing is inrcrasd from 30',% to 10)1%. In taj and Ib) the DtI)Ws are drawn a% thick lines. and subgraim in MI BI s
are dotted.
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TABLE 1. Width of microbands and cell blocks (longitudinal bands and frequently the two types of structure are
section) clearly separated from each other (see the markings B

Deformation Width of Width of CBs Width of CBs in Figs. 3 and Fig. 7(c)). However. in a number of cases

(%) MBIs' between inlamellar the DDWV-MBI structures are curved towards the

(,um) MBIs structure direction of the lamellae in the area where the two
(0m) (pum) meet. This characteristic S-shaped structure is seen

00.5 1.4 near the markings A in Figs. 3 and 7(c).
30 ( 0.5 -. 5 The crystallographic orientation of the planes of the

(0.2-1.0) (0.5-2.5)- -

50 0.15 0.8 - lamellae was calculated from the direction of the traces
(0.07-0,4) (0.4-2.5) of the lamellae and the orientation of the longitudinal

70 0.1 0.55 0.3 plane, assuming that the plane of the lamellae lies
(0.05-0.3) (0.25-1.2) (0.1-0.7) approximately perpendicular to the longitudinal plane.

80 (0. 0.4 0.3 This assumption is based on the observation in trans-
90 -b 0.45 0.4 verse sections that the subgrains are elongated with

(0.02-0.08) (0.15-1.0) (0.1-2.0) boundaries approximately parallel to the transverse
direction. The results from two grains show that the

'Only microbands forming an angle of approximately 40* with lamellae lie on planes which form angles of 12"-31*
the rolling directon were analysed, with the nearest ( 111 plane (see Table 2). For the same
"The mean was not calculated as the number of microbands was
small, two grai, a was examined whether there is an angular

correlation between the lamellae, where the S-shaped
features are observed and either the t 1111 planes or the

the frequency of grains subdivided by DDW-MBIs rolling plane, but no such correlations were found.
increases with strain to about 80% at a strain of 30%; However, further work is needed.
the rest of the grains are dominated by an ordinary cell By increasing the degree of deformation from 50%
structure, i.e. incidental dislocation boundaries, to 70% the spacing between the DDW-MBIs de-
Figures I and 2 show typical microstructures of 50% creases. The width of the MB Is as well as the width of
deformed material. the cells in the MBIs decrease. and many walls are

observed which contain no cells. These observations
* 3.2. Intermediate strain (70%) are shown in Table 1 and can be observed by compar-

After 70% cold-rolling a new microstructural fea- ing Fig. 1 with Fig. 3 and Fig. 7(b) with Fig. 7(c).
ture has developed in all grains which contain
DDW-MB Is (see Fig. 3 and Table 1). The new feature 3.3. Large strain (80%-90%)
is layers of elongated cells or subgrains forming a In 80% and 90% cold-rolled aluminium the lamellae
lamellar structure. The lamellae are grouped in bands dominate the microstructure. The angle between the
which have a width of 0.5-3 um. The lamellae make lamellae and the rolling direction decreases with
angles between 15* and zero with the rolling direction. increasing degree of deformation, being between - 100
The lamellar structure can be described as an elon- and + 10' after 80% cold-rolling and only a few
gated cell block structure mostly containing only one degrees after 90% cold-rolling (see Figs. 4 and 6). The
cell or subgrain across the cell block. The structure is lamellar structure consists of elongated cell blocks, the
different from the first generation microband structure large majority of which show only one cell across. Mis-
observed at low strains, as no small dislocation cells are orientations across individual cell block walls up to
found in the walls between the cell blocks. The width of I0"- 15* are observed in the lamellar structure, largest
the cell blocks is in the range 0.1-0.7 pm (see Table 1). in the 90% deformed material. Still the lattice rotation

The lamellar structure makes up about 2 5% of the from one end of a grain to the other is small owing to
structure in grains containing DDW-MBIs. This per- more or less alternating rotations. The S-shaped struc-
centage varies somewhat from grain to grain. In many ture seen in 70% cold-rolled material is less frequently

* cases the lamellae meet forming a Y shape (see Figs. 3 observed in the highly deformed aluminiu m.
and 7(c)); in other cases the lamellae form an undis- Approximately 20% of the grains in 30%-90%
turbed band as shown to the left in Fig. 7(c). The deformed aluminium are dominated by an ordinary
density of bands of lamellac can be estimated from the cell-sutgrain structure. At large strain these grains
spacing between the bands measured from centreline show elongated pancake-shaped subgrains lying within
to centreline. The spacing was measured as 6.4 a few degrees of the rolling plane. forming cell blocks
u pm t 1.3 pm with a minimum spacing of 4.5 prm. with only one cell (subgrain) across. This microstruc-

A DDW-MB I structure making an angle of 4)* with ture shows subboundaries, which are more wavy (less
the roiling direction is present between the lamellar straight) than the boundaries in the lamellar strlicture
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TABLE 2. Relation between planes of the lamellae. j I 111-planes and the rolling plane, the lamellae are grouped in bands and numbers
2-5 are the four groups of lamellae seen in Fig. 3 from left to right in the micrograph (longitudinal section)

Grain Band Longitudi- Rolling Trace of Plane of Angle Angle Angle
number number nal plane direction band in band between between between

plane of trace of plane of trace of
thin foil band and band and band and

rolling nearest trace of
direction (111 )-plane !1111
(deg) (deg) (deg)

! (12.7,141 (T7. 140.56) -2 20 16
2 [18,21.311 (M, 125. 21) -13 . 1 29
3 (T77) [12,7, 141 (5,1,41 (3• 51.31) +12 12 0
4 [9, 7, 121 (TM, 111,35) -,4 24 21
5 [5,1,4) (,33,51.31) +14 12 0

2 1 (23) 1i211 (J2,16,71 (62,29.4C) 11 17 17

described above. Otherwise the two structures re- until ,iaally slip system combinations change for each

semble each other, also as to the misorientations across subgrain at large strain [ 11.
the subboundaries. No correlation between the crystal- The abrupt lattice orientation changes due to the S
lographic orientation of the grains and the charac- operation of the different slip system combinations in
teristic microstructures was found. neighbouring volume elements are accommodated by

After 90% cold-rolling a very small number of dislocation boundaries, for which the average spacing
bands is observed, approximately 2 urn in width and correspondingly shrinks with strain. The average mis-
5-20 um in length (see Fig. 5). These bands make orientation across those geometrically necessary
approximately the same angles with the rolling direc- boundaries (GNBs) must increase with strain until the
tion as MBls, i.e. about 40", but they are separated final orientation due to the respective slip system com-
from the neighbouring structure by high-angle bound- bination, all operating at the same resolved shear
aries. These bands have the characteristics of shear stress, is attained. It is expected that the lattice rota-
bands and on average only one is found in each grain, tions across GNBs decrease with the number of simul-
Shear bands of similar appearance have been observed taneously active slip systems since this permits a closer
both in single crystals [11] and in polycrystals of alu- approach to the condition of homogeneous deforma-
minium t12, 13). tion. The material between GNBs is subdivided by

90% cold-rolling results in some recovery of the ordinary cell walls having a relatively small misorienta-
microstructure. Three subgrains which have undergone tion across. These walls are formed by dislocation
recovery are shown in Fig. 5. trapping and they are the incidental dislocation bound-

aries as described in ref. 9.
The various types of GNBs have the same function

4. Discussion but they differ in morphology. Dislocation boundaries
between domains have not been studied in detail.

4.1. Strain accommodation and subdivision of grains While it is still unclear whether DDWs are in fact
The microstructural evolution of pure aluminium domain boundaries, their development into MB Is has

specimens, deformed up to 90% in cold-rolling (i.e. to a been discussed previously IIj in great detail. The
true strain of 2.3), follows a general pattern for poly- present observations show that at large strains the typi-
crystalline deformation of cell-forming metals (see Sec- cal DDW-MB 1 structure develops into a structure
tion 1), namely that grains break up into volume dominated by GNBs almost parallel to the rolling
elements in order to accommodate the macroscopic plane. This lamellar structure has frequently been
plastic strain by simultaneous operation of fewer slip observed both in single crystals and in polycrystals
systems than required by the Taylor model (1, 3, 5, 6, 8, deformed at large strains 113, 16-2 1J.
14, 15]. This break up with abruptly changing slip The relative frequency of the different types of 0
system combinations, will take place on a smaller and GNBs shows some variation both with grains and
smaller scale, say from relatively few domains per grain between grains. Such differences may be the result of
at the start of plastic deformation to many cell blocks different factors such as grain size. initial crystallogra-

I I I II I I I0
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phic orientation, and interaction among neighbouring elements within each of which fewer slip systems oper-
grains. In spite of such differences, the observed micro- ate simultaneously than required by the Taylor model.
structural evolution is quite uniform and in good agree- The volume elements subdividing the grains are
ment with the suggested pattern for polycrystalline characterized by individual combinations of operating
deformation. slip systems and the boundaries between them accom-

modate the lattice misorientations arising from the
4.2. Spatial arrangement of geometrically necessary correspondingly different glide. These boundaries are
boundaries therefore geometrically necessary boundaries (GNBs).

The GNBs may have different spatial arrangements Two dominating types of GNBs are recognized. one
and orientations with respect to the sample axes. This more or less parallel to the sheet, the other remaining
has been observed in cold-rolled samples 11, 3, 5, 101 inclined about 4,* against it, which implies a good
where different characteristic types have been identi- mobility. At large strain the GNBs inclined against the
fled: sheet plane are gradually eliminated.

(i) DDW-MBIs forming angles of approximately The formation of GNBs and their spatial arrange-
40* and 150 or less respectively with the rolling direc- ment has a significant effect on the microstructural
tion (in the longitudinal plane)- evolution and may also have a pronounced effect on

(ii) a lamellar structure built up of straight disloca- the texture development which is being investigated.
,ion boundaries forming angles between 15' and zero
with the rolling direction;

(iii) extended subgrain boundaries lying within a few Acknowledgments
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DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF STICK-SLIP MOTION
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ABSTRACT

The most widely accepted cause of stick-slip motion is that

the static (g,) exceeds the kinetic friction coefficient (A.), or

that gk drops rapidly at small speeds. Using a dynamic analysis it

is shown thaL the rate of increase of A,(t) with time during stick

epsoides is a crucial parameter in addition to the condition of A,

> ;A, and that, in contrast to the normal requirement of a rapidly

decreasing Ak, stick-slip may occur even if A. increases with speed

(V). A general equation is derived which describes the stick-slip

amplitude (X,) in terms of substrate speed (V0 ), spring stiffness

(K), and damning (7), for an arbitrary 1,(t) and a linearized gk(V),

in contrast to a set of previous equations derived by Brockley et.

al. for an exponential A,(t) and a linearized A,(V) (I).

Additional equations are developed for the "saturation" speed (V.),

below which X. is independent of V0 , and also for a critical

substrate speed above which the stick-slip amplitude vanishes. In

between V, and V,, depending on the detailed A,(t) curve, the stick-

slip amplitude decreases with increasing V0 , K and 7. Depending on

the detailed sliding-conditions, different sliding modes including

smooth sliding, near-harmonic oscillations, or stick-slip can

* result. Equations developed in this paper suggest practical

methods of reducing or eliminating stick-slip for a general system.



NOMENCLATURE

A integral constant
B integral constant
g acceleration due to gravity
K spring constant of measuring system
m sample mass
P normal force between sample and substrate
r hoop radius
t time
t' time in a slip episode
t, time in a stick episode
t" time beyond which static friction ceases to grow
tw infinite time
V absolute sample velocity
V0  substrate velocity
V. critical substrate speed above which stick-slip motion

ceases
V6 hoop velocity
V, relative velocity (V-V0 )
V, saturation substrate speed below which stick-slip

amplitude is independent of the substrate speed
X momentary sample displacement"
X0 time-averaged sample displaceaent
X,, maximum sample displacement
Xv, minimum sample displacement
X, stick-slip amplitude
X4  displacement at beginning of a stick episode
X+, displacement at end of a stick episode
dX/dt=V absolute sample velocity (V)
a coefficient of the linear term for the A-V curve
B effective damping coefficient of measuring system
7y damping coefficient of measuring system
a momentary angular position of samp:e on hoop
00 time-averaged angular position of sample on the hoop
or difference between momentary and time-averaged angular

position (e-e 0)
W oscillation frequency in harmonic motion
n oscillation frequency in damped or pumped harmonic motion
X± two roots for second order auxiliary equation
s, kinetic friction coefficient
JS static friction coefficient

"All displacements measured relative to the free spring position
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I. INTRODUCTION

Stick-slip motion, in which two sliding surfaces cycle between

relative rest and motion, is a widely observed phenomenon in

friction-measuring systems such as pin-on-disk tribometers, the so-

called hoop apparatus, atomic force microscopes, surface force

devices, and others (2-9]. Its effects range from atomic to

macroscopic scale, as well as from delicate instrumentation to

daily life. Phenomelogically, the most widely accepted cause for

stick-slip is that the static friction coefficient (j,) exceeds the

kinetic friction coefficient (uj), or more rigorously, that g drops

rapidly at small speeds [4,10).

Generally speaking, M, and 1k can be complicated functions of

sticking time and surface speed, respectively. Furthermore, static

friction is a constraining force during stick, while kinetic

friction is an applied force during slip. Owing to these

complications, stick-slip motion is ordinarily studied by graphical

methods (10,11] which give only semi-quantitative results.

Bowden and Tabor [4] treated stick-slip motion analytically

for an undamped system for constant Ak and constant A, (>A). They

showed that for such systems the stick-slip amplitude is exactly

proportional to the difference between A, and Ak, regardless of

experimental parameters. As they pointed out, hcwever, the

assumption of constant IA, and A, is certainly an over-

simplification.

To deduce the speed dependence of 4 from stick-slip motion

while assuming constant A,, Sampson etc. al. (12] dealt with the
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stick-slip problem semi-analytically for both damped and non-damped

systems. They concluded that for most sliding surfaces Ak depends

weakly on, and can be linearized with, speed, and that g, depends

on sticking time.

By assuming a linear dependence of the kinetic friction on

speed and an exponential dependence of the static friction on stick

time, Brockley et. al. [1] obtained three coupled equations for the

critical substrate speed V, above which stick-slip motion ceases as 0
follows. For substrate speeds tending to zero, they derived an

approximate equation for stick-slip amplitude as a function of

substrate speed, and then deduced the critical substrate speed by

letting the amplitude approach zero. Howeve2 their equations are

flawed by the assumption of very low substrate speeds (V0 ) compared

to the critical speed (V,), which holds true only for stick-slip

amplitudes near saturation but breaks down as the stick-slip

amplitude approaches zero.

Based on experimental results for different surface geometries

and lubricants, Eguchi and Yamamoto [13] proposed an empirical

relationship in which the growth rate of the static friction force

is proportional to the product of critical substrate speed and the

spring constant of the system. Their empirical equation is close

to the theoretical equation derived herein, except that the present

analysis also takes into consideration system damping and the speed

dependence of kinetic friction.

In this paper, starting with a general dynamic analysis, it

will be shown that A, > Ak is a necessary but not sufficient

4
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condition for stick-slip motion, that dg./dt is a crucial parameter,

and that in contrast to the requirement of a rapidly decreasing Ak,

stick-slip may occur even if g. increases with speed (V). Explicit

equations for determining the slip mode, the stick-slip amplitude

(X,), the critical substrate speed (V) above which stick-slip

ceases, and the saturation substrate speed (V,.) below which the

stick-slip amplitude is constant, are developed in terms of V0 , K,

7, A,, Ak, dg,/dt and dAk/dV. These equations are based on the model

of a general g,(t) and a linearized Mk(V) . Comparisons are also

made between the theoretical predictions of these equations and a

wide range of experimental observations.

II. BASIC MATHEMATICAL THEORY OF SLIDING WITH VELOCITY DEPENDENT

FRICTION

A. Equation of Motion for a General System

Although the present mathematical description was stimulated

by experiments conducted with the so-called hoop apparatus whose

essential geometry is shown in Fig. 1 (a) [2,14-16], it is equally

applicable to other-friction measuring systems such as a pin-on-

disk tribometer (Fig.lb) or a surface-force-apparatus (Fig.lc).

In the last two friction measuring systems, the slider (assumed to

be a point-mass) is acted on by a spring force, Kx, and a friction

force P;k(V). The corresponding equation of motion for the slider

then is
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Sd2x + -. + kx = P P•* ( Vr)

Here the surface velocity between the slider and the substrate is

V,=V0-dX/dt, while y designates the system damping other than the

inter-surface friction, k=m, 2 the spring constant with w the syctem

frequency, and P the normal force. It should be noted, however,

that eq. (1) can only be applied to slip phases since during

sticking the static friction is a constraining force.

B. Equation of Motion for the HOOR Apparatus

In the hoop apparatus a sample with mass m slides in a

rotating hoop under the actions of gravity (-mg sinO) and friction

(g mg cos8) where, as seen in Fig. 1(a), 0 is the angle between the

hoop tangent at the momentary position of the sample mass and the

horizon. In effect, the hoop provides an infinite plane with

variable inclination angle 0 and a controllable substrate speed.

The apparent momentary friction coefficient, A,,P=tanO(t), is

monitored using a polarized beam of light whose intensity is

modulated when it passes through a polaroid sheet mounted on the

top of the moving sample holder. The polarizing angle, and hence

the light intensity, changes as the sample moves on an arc up and

down on the inner surface of the hoop, and the resulting light

intensity is measured using a photo diode.

Thus for the hoop apparatus, as shown in Fig. 1 (a), the

assumed point-mass slider moves on the inner hoop surface in

response to the friction force, mg cosO Ak(V), and the gravitational

6
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force, -mg sinO, resulting in the following equation of motion

d-- = g cosO pk(V) - g sinP2
dta )_gSn (2)

with r the hoop radius, V0 the hoop speed, and V,=V0-rdO/dt the

sliding surface speed.

In order to solve eq. (2) it is desirable to define the

angular position of the slider in terms of the time-averaged

position (00) and the displacement away from the time averaged

position (0,), as shown in Fig. la. In substituting 0,+60 for 0,

higher orders of 0, can be neglected because Or<i and 0,<<O,,

thereby permitting eq. (2) to be rewritten as

r d 2
)r + [coseo+pvk(t')sinfo] 0, + [sine0 - p.L( V)cosO0 I = 0

g dt2 (3)

This is an important approximation for achieving a tractable

equation for slider motion in the hoop apparatus. Again eq. (3)

can only be applied to slip phases.

C. Solution to Equation of Motion for Linearized Kinetic Friction

In general, uk(V) can be a complicated function of surface

speed due to viscous flow, shear thinning, or friction heating

[4,14,17], for example. A complicated gk(V) would make it

impossible to achieve analytical solutions for either a general

system (eq.1) or the hoop apparatus (eq.3). In suci cases, one

must turn to graphical or numerical methods. Nevertholess, in the

context of stick-slip motion, possible effects of chaotic behavior

7
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on the motion trajectories can be neglected [11] because of the

short time scale of each slip phase.

Both eqs. (1) and (3) are readily solved analytically, and are

indeed equivalently the same, if Ak is assumed to be a linear

function of speed, an assumption which was found to be quite

satisfactory in an earlier analysis of stick-slip [12]. Namely in

that case

Ilk = gI + a Vr = go + a V0 - a d4

da dr(4)= go + aVo - ar-dt for the hoop pacu

with go and a arbitrary constants. Such a speed dependence of At

is shown in Fig. 2(a) in which the vertical dark line at V,=O

denotes the increasing static friction coefficient g, as a function

of stick time.

Using the linearized form of p (V,), equation (1) becomes

d 2x + y+aP dx + w2(x xo) =0
dt 2  m dt (5)

where X0=(M0+aV0 )P/K defines the time-averaged position.

With this same Ak(V,) and again neglecting higher orders of

O,dO,/dt=dOr'/2dt, eq. (4) for the hoop apparatus becomes

d2() r_ d+r 4+) 2
0 + coseo [tanG0 -(go+aVo) 0

dC2 ]i+tan2O 0 dt (6)

where tan8O=M0+aV0 defines the time-averaged slider position 60.

While the oscillation frequency for mass-spring systems is defined
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by w=(K/m) 1', in the case of the hoop apparatus the frequency is

found as

0 = cos8O[l+(PO+cV0)taneO] = [ (7)r 1 (7)

* where we have made use of the facts that dO,/dt=dO/dt, and that

gr >> V0
2 since r=7.3 cm and V0 < 5 cm/s.

From eq. (7), we can see that the hoop apparatus furnishes a

0 'spring' without system damping. In the particular experiments

cited in this paper the hoop radius was 7.3 cm as already

indicated, and for a typical value of gk=0. 3 the angular frequency

was w-11.85 Hz. That sliding in the hoop is indeed a type of

pendulum motion, can be recognized by considering the frictionless

case, in which according to eq. 7 for p. = 0 the motion is harmonic

at small angles with frequency w=(g/r)'/.

Comparing eqs. (5) and (6) shows that the hoop apparatus is

dynamically similar to the systems described by eq. (5) but with the

* following notable differences: (i) the frequency, as given by

eq.(7), is independent of the slider mass, and (ii) the system is

undamped (7=0).

* Denoting

[ Y for general systems
ag for the hoop apparatus (8)

the general solution of eq. (5) as well as eq. (6) has the form of
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x(t) -x. =Ae"'* + Bex1 t if IPI* )
x(t) -x, = Ae• + BtePt if 1I0I=a ) (9)

where A and B are determined from the initial conditions and X, is

the time-averaged slider position, and further

As can be seen from both eqs. (9) and (10), the motion of the

slider depends on the relative magnitudes of the parameters.

Several typical modes of motion can be identified according to

relative magnitudes of the friction parameter (a) and the measuring

system characteristic (w,y,V0 ), as discussed in the next section.

III. APPLICATION OF THE EQUATIONS TO DIFFERENT MODES OF SLIDING

As an introduction to a discussion of the sliding modes

described by eqs. (9) and (10), Fig. 2(b) summarizes them according

to ranges of the effective damping parameter Bm(7+cP)/2m (eq. 8).

In this analysis, corresponding to different values of X+ and X. in

equation (10) (such as positive or negative, real or imaginary), B

5 -w leads to stick-slip motion, -w < B < 0 to driven oscillation

mixed with stick-slip motion, B=C to harmonic oscillation, 0 < 3 <

w to damped oscillation, and B a w to smooth sliding.

Fig. 3 shows some experimental examples of these modes

observed in the hoop apparatus, namely (a) smooth sliding at 0.5

cm/s hoop speed and 25% humidity corresponding to the case of B >

10
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S, (b) near-harmonic motion at 2.8 cm/s hoop speed and 62%

humidity i.e; approximating 3 = 0 for large sliding speeds, (c)

* stick-slip at 0.05 cm/s hoop speed and 62% humidity for 3 < -w at

small sliding speeds, (d) negative stick-slip at 0.15 cm/s in air

after prolonged testing in a vacuum of 0.04 Torr, indicating B > w

at small sliding speeds but < 0 at large sliding speeds , and (e)

irregular stick-slip. A fiber slider was used for (a) to (d) and

a solid slider for (e).

The above sliding modes are in turn (through eqs. 4 and 8 )

related to the speed dependence of A. as follows:

Case 1. When Ak is constant in cases of no system damping (a=o

in eq.(6)), or when gt decreases with speed such as to

counterbalance the system damping, i.e. a=-y/P in eq. (5), parameter

B vanishes. In these cases X+=iw and k.=-iw, and the islider

executes harmonic oscillations (see Fig. 3b). Thus, the only

effect of a constant or slowly decreasing friction force at low

system damping is to place the time-averaged position of the

oscillation at AP/K from x=0 in the direction of substrate motion.

Case 2. When the kinetic friction coefficient gk increases

slowly with surface speed such that 0 < a < (2mw/P - 7 /P), B is

positive and j32 < .2. Then X÷=-B+i(W2-_ 2)" 2 and Xy=-_-i( (W2-3 2 ) 12 and

the motion is that of a damped harmonic oscillator.

Case 3. If Ak increases with speed fast enough so that a 2

(2mw/P - 7/P), then B a w. In this case X4 =-B+(B'-w 2 )'I" < 0 and X=-

3-(j_2-1•2) < 0 (both X÷ and X. are real and negative). In this case

the motion is exponentially damped resulting in smooth sliding
0
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after any excitation (see Fig. 3a) and neither the position of the

slider nor the sliding speed varies with time. This mode can be 0
understood physically since any momentary increase in surface sr -ed

is accompanied by an increase in friction force tending to decr se

surface speed, and conversely any momentary decrease in surface 0
speed causes a decrease in friction force which increases the

surface speed. Thus the slider moves smoothly with a more or less

constant surface speed equal to the substrate speed V0 . 0
Case 4. For g slowly decreasing with speed, i.e. 0 > a > -

(2mw/P - 7/P), then 0 > B >-w. X.=II+i(W2-B 2)'2 and X=I8I-i(0-

B2) W. In this case the motion is that of a driven harmonic 0
oscillator.

Case 5. For a ;till more rapid decrease of friction with

speed, i.e. a : -(2mw/P - y/P), then B : -w. In this case 0
X+=IBI+(B2 -W2 )"M > 0 and \.=IBI-(B 2-_W2)12 > 0, and any excitation leads

to an exponential increase of both displacement and velocity.

It should be noted here that the above solutions of cases 4

and 5 are formal only, since for negative values of B the motion is

unstable. Negative B values either lead to stick-slip motion (Fig.

3c) for S s -co or to a mixture of both stick-slip and oscillation 0
for -w < B < 0 [10). This complication arises from a physical

constraint, in that using the assumption of a linear decrease of Ak,

a cut-off speed is required to prevent the friction force from 0

becoming negative. If this cut-off speed is very small the

situation closely resembles the situation of A, > Ak(0), since the

slider spends only a very short time interval in the low speed

12
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region. Experimentally it is very difficult, if not impossible, to

differentiate between these two situations as both are dynamically

unstable (10,18).

Case 6. The final sliding mode is an unusual type of motion

called "negative stick-slip" [14) in which the sample slides

smoothly at a fixed position, suddenly slips to a smaller

displacement, and then immediately returns to smooth sliding, an

example of which is shown in Fig. 3d. This behavior is the result

of a Ak which is schematically displayed in Fig. 2c. Here friction

increases with surface speed at low speeds (smooth sliding) but

decreases at slightly higher and statistically achievable sliding

speeds. This case of "negative stick-slip" (14] is rare but

certainly not unusual. The reason is that the described type of

speed dependence of Ak as shown in an idealized form in Fig. 2c,

can be caused by flow of adsorbed fluid films, most prominently

moisture, about contact spots which at low speeds is viscous but

transitions to shear-thinning at high speeds (14,16,19]. Similarly

the condition of Fig. 2c can be caused by a speed induced

transition from dry- to full lubrication (17), as on occasion

probably by softening of surface layers through friction heating.

IV. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONSON STICK-SLIP MOTION

To this point the analysis has only involved the slip phase.

Stick-slip motion as a whole can be treated in terms of Fig. 4

depicting a general motion trajectory X(t) in which during stick

episodes the slider velocity equals that of the substrate. In the

13



diagram of Fig. 4, the relative motion of a slip episode after a

stick phase begins at t=O at a displacement of X,, which is larger S
than X0 , the time-averaged position. Inertia continues to carry the

slider further upwards for a short interval to X., where :ts

absolute velocity vanishes, then to become increasingly negative.

The maximum relative velocity is reached at the average position X,

and then diminishes. After turning at the lowest point of the

displacement curve at X., the sample speeds up to catch up with 0

the substrate. The velocity of the sample reaches the substrate

velocity, i.e. V, vanishes at t=t', when the sample sticks to the

substrate once again at a displacement of X., < X0. The observed

stick-slip amplitude is thus X,=X÷,-X.,.

Obviously, the slider velocity equals that of the substrate,

i.e. V,=O, for the duration of each stick event. Interestingly, the

velocity of the slider can become larger than the substrate

velocity and thus the slider can overshoot the previous sticking

point where V,=0, but only in the rare case of 4, >3 uk, as will be

shown in the Appendix.

As long as A,(t,1-#)< 3 gk(V-O) so that overshooting does not

occur, the slider velocity and displacement are subject to the

following boundary conditions: at the stick point (t=t')

x(AB, t=t:') x_8C l K V 01 1 a )
dt (•a

and at the separation point (t=O)

14



X (A, B, C=O) =x.,1

dt

From this analysis the total stick time is t,=(X÷,-X.,)/V 0 and the

stick-slip amplitude X,=V0 t,.

The four equations in eq. (11) are insufficient to determine

the stick-slip amplitude since there are five unknown constants: A,

B, X+,, X.,, and t'. The requisite fifth equation is that X+, must

also satisfy the force-balance equation at the separation point

K x., = PpL.(t,)

(12)

Equation (12), in fact, describes the static friction force on

the slider in the stick phase, during which V,=O. In this way the

stick-slip amplitude, X,=(X+,-X,)=V0 t,, can be determined from

eqs.(11) and (12) for a general motion trajectory, and no stick-

slip will occur if the solution yields X., equal to or larger than

x +'

V. STICK-SLIP AMPLITUDES AND CESSATION OF STICK-SLIP

A. Solving Eguations for Linearized Kinetic Friction

To illustrate how to derive the stick-slip amplitude for a

general form of 4,(t,), we shall consider the example of Ak(V,)

described by eq. (4) (see also Fig. 2a) with Jai < (:mw/P - 7/P).

This is case 2 or 4 in which the kinetic friction is a linear

slowly varying function of sliding speed, so that ji• < w and an

analytic trajectory can be found from the equation of motion.
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Accordingly, the motion is either a damped harmonic oscillation if

0 < 8 < w (case 2), or a driven oscillation if 0 > B >-w (case 4), 0
while as we saw for a strong speed dependence the motion is smooth

sliding for B > w (case 3), or is unstable for B :< -w (5). With

the assumption of Ak slowly varying with velocity, the motion in the
0

slip phase is readily solved from equation (5) or (6) as

x(A,B, t) - x. = e-0c(AcosOt + BsinCt)
x= -eO'€[(PA-QB)cosft + (QA+3B)sinot]

dt
with 0 a V75 (13)

L K +V)= AKC

Eq. (13) represents, of course, harmonic motion if B=0, or near-

haizmonic motion if J81 << •

Applying eq. (l1b) at t=0 (the beginning of the slip episode)

to equation (13), we find

A=x,- -X0 E X.3- P (PO aV0 )
B = +X.S-X + X P (t•0+a v0)B= +..-o- •+x.-

K0
x(t) -x 0 = e"Al [(x.x-xo)cosQt + Vosinnt (x.,-x )sinOt] (14)

V(t) = e-P[Vcosir -P-Vosinit - (l+P)O(x.5 -x 0)sin t)

Since dx/dt=0 at the first turning point, i.e. at t=t.,, the

maximum displacement X.=X(t.) and maximum speed Vx=V(t 1 ,+ir/2n)

are described by
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ecam( VO + 2 02Vo(x.-xo) + Q((I+ P2) (x.,-xo) 2)

with ta n•2 02

V2+ 0 (I1 .-L) (x.-x") ] 2a 02

e 2U

* v,,•= [V~oZVop (x.=-Xo) 02 (x.,-x0) 2J

• v0+gv02+ ( j1( (x.,-x 0 ) ]2

noting that x+, is to be determined from eq. (12).

* Similarly applying eq. (lla) at t~t, (the end of the slip

episode and the beginning of the stick phase) to eq. (14), we

obtain

x., - xO= e-+tan 2 O' [(x.,-x,) ( ctan t' + + ]V

(x.-_xo) +(P (x-S_Xo) V2 0 +.p'd.• + V (16)

* ctanQt'=- IQ a-) ( (x.,-x2) -
X+"-X-s

Here vt < nt' 5 2v because sticking can occur only after turning at

* the point when t=ti..

Ideally, x.5 in eq. (16) and shown in Fig. 4 should be

expressed in terms of x+, which in turn can be determined from

eq.(12). But as one can see from eq. (16), it is very difficult,

if not impossible, to obtain an explicit expression for x,, except

in the following cases.
S

1. In harmonic oscillation, B=O (see Fig. 2), X-,-X 0=-(X.÷-X 0 )

by symmetry, and the same solution will approximately hold for near

harmonic oscillation when 1I1 << .

17



2. For any value of 1, we can see from eq.(15) that when V0-0

or V0 << Vm, it is X+,-X•, meaning at'--v (t,-*0) and there is ill

stick-slip.

3. Similar'y, when V0-*V.,, X÷, -X 0 meaning nt'- 217, lead: to

near extinction of stick-slip.

Thus, from eq.(16), we obtain

x._ -x 0 = - (x., - xO) if jff • a (for any V0 )

X- = - (x,, - xO) e if V.-O (full stick-slip) (17)

x -x 0 = -(x.- xo) e if V.-Vm (near no stick-slip)

B. Graphical Determination of the Stick-Slip Amplitude

Calculating the stick-slip amplitude (X,=X+,-X.,) is still not

trivial, since a specific form of static friction as a function of

stick time, A,(t,), has to be supplied. Appropriate forms of g,(t.)

can be quite diverse, depending on the assumptions and the specific

experimental conditions (2,12,13,20-27]. As an example, Fig. 5

shows experimental curves of A, as a function of stick time for a

gold-plated copper fiber sample sliding in a gold-plated copper

hoop in an atmosphere of humid nitrogen. The interesting feature

here is that the initial rate of increase of A, apparently rises

with increasing applied load. This is in accord with a

theoretically developed model which takes the size of contact spots

into consideration [2].

At any rate, both theories and experimental observations
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[2,12,13,20-27] indicate that the static friction coefficient

initially increases rapidly with stick time and then levels off

asymptotically at long periods of stick, as depicted in Fig. 6. On

this basis, we can draw quantitative conclusions regarding the

stick-slip amplitude by making use of eq. (17) to obtain

x s 3 x . 9- S., = (x .,-x ,) (lU e -O')Ix=xo+ (18)namely x., = x0 + a~~c

and with the aid of eq. (12) to arrive at

KPl=ePt' x, = - Vk(VO)p(l+e-Pt')

Namely K = P'(t') - Pjk(V0) (19)
N P(i+e-Pc')

recalling again that KXO=Psk(VO), nt'l- for V0 << V_ (full s•tick-

slip), and nt'-2n for V0-V, (near extinction of stick-slip).

For a given dependence of g, on stick time Ln a general

functional form, the stick-slip amplitude can now be obtained

graphically from eq. (19) by plotting the left side of the equation

as a function of X, (or t,) which is a straight line with a constant

slope, and by plotting the right side of the equation on the same

figure, as shown in Figure 6. The point of intersection, if any,

gives X, (or t,), and hence the stick-slip amplitude, X,=V0 t,.

C. Cessation of Stick-Slip

As can be seen from Fig. 6(a), at a given subs crate speed,

increasing K (the stiffness of the spring) rotates the straight
1
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line counter-clockwise. Consequently, the point of intersection,

if present, moves toward the origin of the coordinate system,

indicating a decreasing stick-slip amplitude. At a critical value

of K the two curves meet only at the origin, leading to a zero

stick-slip amplitude and indicating cessation of stick-slip for

larger values of K.

Similarly, increasing the substrate speed reduces the stick-

slip amplitude. Physically, this is because stick times shorten

progressively and there is less time for M, to increase.

Mathematically, a larger substrate speed increases the slope of the

straight line when using t, as the variable instead of x, as shown

in Fig. 6(b). Since A, saturates more or less after, say t,,, we

find g1 (t.) M.(t,). Therefore, from eq. (19), the maximum stick-slip

amplitude x,,=V0 tw =(P/K)(l+e6"*)[g,(t,) - Ak)], will be affected very

little by substrate speed if V0 < V,. This, therefore is named

the saturation speed, and is defined by

V s= t(o K too +(e.) Ilk] (20)

because the stick time t, for a substrate speed less than V,, is

larger than t,,. For V0 > V., however, the stick-slip amplitude

decreases with rising substrate speed until a critical substrate

speed, V,. Above V, stick-slip motion ceases.

This critical substrate speed can be determined as follows:

As can be seen from Figs. 5 and 6, the slope of the g, curve has

it's maximum for t,-0, while the straight line has a constant slope.
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Therefore the two curves will intercept only if

* K
P(i+e-') ax,

Namely IV° @ 1te o J(21 )
Here, equality of the two terms of each equation represents a

trivial solution of X,=0 (zero stick-slip amplitude). Physically,

this defines a critical substrate velocity above which no stick-

slip occurs. As shown previously, t'=2r/n when stick-slip is near

extinction. Thus, the critical speed is obtained as

I(t+e )(22)

As may be deduced from Fig. 3, this critical speed is on the order

of 1 cm/s in the case of the hoop apparatus tests, and depends on

humidity, load, and type of slider.

VI. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTS

Based on eqs. (19), (20) and (22), and the above discussion

the stick-slip amplitude stays essentially constant as the

substrate speed increases from zero to V, and then decreases until

the extinction of the stick-slip motion as the substrate speed

approaches V,. Experimentally, the occurrences of both V, and V,

0 have been reported in the literatures (2,13-17,26,28]. In

particular, experiments using the hoop apparatus at different loads

and humidities (Fig. 7a), experiments reported in ref. 17 with a
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pin-on-disk type system for different spring constants (Fig. 7b),

and experiments of ref. 13 using a block-on-flat for different 0
lubricants (Fig. 7c) show the same features as our theoretit -1

deductions. Further, eq. (22) has been empirically determined :d

experimentally verified by Eguchi and Yamamoto (13] unaer 0
lubricated conditions for different surface geometries. Clearly

from eqs. (19), (20) and (22), the stick-slip amplitude, critical

speed and saturation speed all depend on the details of the
0

experimental parameters and the static and kinetic friction

properties.

Also, the effects of the damping (8 > 0) or pumping (8 < 0) on

the stick-slip amplitude can be understood, specifically via eq.

(19). In the case of 1 > 0 (damping) in which g, increases with

speed slowly or decreases with speed too slowly to cancel the

damping term, the effects are two-fold. First, the slope of the

straight line in Fig. 6 is increased, resulting in a smaller stick-

slip amplitude. Second, the difference between A, and gk(Vo) is

smaller, also resulting in a diminished stick-slip amplitude. In

the case of 3 < 0 (pumping), by contrast, the effects are the

opposite, namely resulting in a larger stick-slip amplitude. Thus,

from the relation of B=(7+amg)/2m, we can see that dg./dV=a < 0 is

only one of the cases which will induce stick-slip motion. Indeed,

even dA./dV Z 0 may cause stick-slip motion as long as eq. (21) is

satisfied.

In this manner eqs. (19) to (22) explain why, in practice,

increasing the spring stiffness, substrate speed, and/or system
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damping, not only reduces the stick-slip amplitude but also can

completely eliminate stick-slip motion, as in the observation

related by Rabinowicz (17].

Finally, two limiting cases are worth noting. (1) If there

is no difference between static and kinetic friction, as would be

represented by a horizontal line coinciding with the stick time

axis in fig. 6b, regular stick-slip motion cannot occur since

equation (21) cannot be satisfied. (2) If g, is constant but

higher than g,, meaning a discontinuity of g. or a positive

infinitely large slope at t,=O, equation (21) is always satisfied,

but stick-slip cannot occur unless the slip speed becomes equal to

the substrate velocity. In that case, the motion may be smooth or

oscillatory sliding without any sticking while V,*O, and the motion

is independent of the properties of u,.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

By means of a dynamic analysis, a complete set of five

equations has been derived which describe the stick-slip motion for

an arbitrary slip trajectory. Different slip behaviors including

commonly observed stick-slip motion result, depending on specd

dependence of the kinetic friction and time dependence of the

static friction.

Assuming a linear speed dependence of the kinetic friction,

equations describing slider trajectory in slip phases -Jor a spring-

mass system and for the hoop apparatus have been obtained

analytically from the equation of motion. The sliding modes are
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controlled by the effective damping coefficient B (eq. 8). Smooth

sliding occurs for large positive B values, damped harmonic motions

for small positive 3 values, harmonic oscillations for vanishing B,

driven harmonic oscillations for small negative B values, and

unstable sliding (leading to stick-slip) for large negative B

values.

For modes other than smooth sliding and for a general static

friction function A,(t,), an equation has been derived for

calculating the stick-slip amplitude in terms of substrate speed,

system frequency and damping, and kinetic and static friction.

Based on that equation, the critical speed V, above which no stick-

slip occurs, and the saturation speed V,, below which the stick-slip

amplitude is almost independent of the substrate speed have also

been determined. Starting at V,, depending on the details of /(t,),

the stick-slip amplitude decreases with increasing substrate speed

until the extinction of stick-slip motion at V,.

Further, a condition (eq. A3) for which the slider may slip

over the previous stick point has been determined as given in the

appendix. Visually,_ such a slippage may occur only when the stick

episode traverses at least the free spring equilibrium position.

This paper has also shown that stick-slip motion does not

necessarily occur even if static friction is larger than kinetic

friction. Rather it depends on detailed experimental parameters 0

such as sliding speed, spring stiffness, and system damping. Above

all, stick-slip depends on d14,/dt, i.e. the rate at which g,

increases with stick time above its' initial value of 4. This
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growth rate, in turn, depends on specific sliding conditions such

as sliding materials, lubrication, contamination, environment,

surface roughness, etc. In addition to the case of a rapidly

decreasing gk with speed V, stick-slip also may occur even if jsk

increases with speed. In this regard, the system damping 7 acts as

a positive component of dgk/dV which can be, in effect, added to the

linear term of /1k(V) as shown in eq. (8).

The predictions of this analysis are fully consistent with a

wide range of observations on stick-slip amplitude, sliding modes,

critical and saturation speeds, not only of this research group but

also others, conducted over a wide range of experimental

conditions. Correspondingly, the equations presented in this

analysis are confidently expected to be widely useful for

understanding and controlling the different aspects of stick-slip

motion in terms of both friction and system properties.
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APPENDIX

It has been stated in the text that the velocity of the slider

can become larger than the substrate velocity and thus the slider

can overshoot the previous sticking point where V=O, but only in

the rare case of A, >3 gk. This is so because static fric-ion 0

provides a constraining force which is ý°-:ual and opposite to the

spring force during stick but does not come into action until V,

vanishes. Normally, at the onset of stick no net force acts on the

slider resulting in no acceleration or deceleration, and sticking

occurs when the velocity of the slider increases to the substr: .e

velocity, i.e. when V=O.

However, in cases of g, >3 gk, the sample can overshoot the

stick point where VO. As a simple example of this concept

consider the case of harmonic oscillation, when B=O or when Ak is

constant in the absence of system damping (case 1 of the previous

section): By symmetry the difference in displacement between the

separation (slip) point and the time-averaged position is the same

as that between the stick point and the time-averaged position,

i.e. X+,-X 0 =-(X.,-X0 ) .- Noting that KX0 = P~k from eq. (5) and

KX+,=PjL,(t,) at the separation point, we have

S~Kx.
L,(t,) +- 2 Lk

P (Al)

In regard to the position of the stick point, two cases need to be

distinguished. (i) The case of sticking at a negative displacement,

i.e. X., < 0, if the restoring force of the spring is larger than

the static friction at the instant of stick, i.e. if
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-Kx_, > PiL ( t,=0)

(A2)

the slider is accelerated toward the spring equilibrium with a

velocity larger than the substrate velocity. (ii) For a positive

stick point position, i.e. for X. a 0, slippage at thie stick point

requires that KX., > Pg,(ts0). This, however, is not possible

because it is equivalent to requiring at least /½ > A,(O), since KX.,

< KX0=Ppk, leading to no stick-slip. Combining eqs. (Al) and (A2)

the condition for the slider velocity exceeding the substrate

velocity at the "stick" point becomes

p,(ts) - p,(O) > 2tk

(A3)

This can occur only when the motion during the stick episode at

least includes the free spring equilibrium position. As.;uming

p,((O)=-- Eq. (A3) may be simply expressed as 14, > 39k [12], which is

highly unlikely.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. Schematic diagrams for the dynamics of (a) the hoop

apparatus; (b) the pin on disc device [adapted from ref. 17, Fig.

4.38); (c) the surface force apparatus [adapted from ref. 28,

Fig.2]. K, -y, and V0 (or V) are the spring constant, the damping

coefficient, and the substrate velocity, respectively.

Figure 2 (a) Schematic graph indicating the range of the

static friction coefficient, and a linear dependence of the kinetic

friction coefficient (0) on the relative velocity (V,) between

sample (V) and substrate velocity V0 . Note that the static

friction coefficient A,(V,=0) rises with stick time t, and that a S
positive sample velocity (V=dx/dt) decreases V, by -dx/dt.

Ficure 2 (b) Parameter diagram. Under the assumption of the

linear speed dependence shown in (a), the five indicated sliding

modes will be observed depending on the parameter B=(7+aP)/2m ii

all friction measuring systems shown in Figure 1.

Figuue 2 (c) As Fig. 2(a) but showing a bilinear dependence

of the kinetic friction coefficient (0k) on the relative velocity

MV).

Figure 3. Experimental traces of A(t) under different

conditions, all for a gold-plated copper fiber slider on gold-

plated copper in the hoop apparatus, except for 3(e) which refers

to a solid slider. (a) Smooth sliding at 0.5 cm/s hoop speed and 0
at 25% humidity, corresponding to the case of 8 ? w. (b) Nearly

harmonic oscillation at 2.8 cm/s hoop speed and 62% humidity, i.e.

approximating 1 = 0 for large speeds. (c) Stick-slip motion at
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0.05 cm/s hoop speed and 62% humidity, meaning B < 0 for small

speeds. (d) Negative stick-slip at 0.15 cm/s hoop speed and in air

immediately after a prolonged testing in a vacuum of 0.04 Torr,

indicating B > w at small sliding speeds but < 0 at large sliding

speeds. (e) Irregular stick-slip motion of a solid slider at 0.15

cm/s hoop speed and 68% humidity. The load was 0.5 N in all cases.

Fitcure 4. Schematic illustration of the displacement and

velocity in stick-slip motion.

Fiqure 5. Experimental data for - as a function of stick

time for three different applied loads as indicated.

Ficrure 6. Graphical method for finding the stick-slip

amplitude, x,, if the time dependence is known (shown here of the

type in Fig. 5, also see Fig. 4.42 in ref. 9), according to

equation (19). Fig. 6(a) The value of x, at the intercept gives the

stick-slip amplitude. Fig. 6(b) The value of t, at the intercept

gives the stick-slip •mplitude via x,=V0 t,.

Figure 7._ Experimental stick-slip amplitude as a function of

substrate speed, (a) in the hoop apparatus at different humidities

and loads, (b) in a pin-on-disk type device for different spring

constants according to ref. 17 (Fig. 4.44), and (c) in a block-on-

flat type system for different lubricants according to ref. 13

(Fig. 6). Note the saturation speed V. (eq. 20) below which the

stick-slip amplitude is nearly constant, and the critical speed V,

(eq. 22) above which the stick-slip amplitude is practically zero,

all of course, depending on the detailed experimental conditions.
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Abstract-The microstructural evolution during polyslip in f.c.c. metals is investigated by the examples
of Al. Ni. Ni-Co alloys and an Al-Mg alloy, deformedzit room temperature either by rolling or by torsion.
The principles governing this evolution appears to be the following: (a) There are differences in the number
and selection of simultaneously acting slip systems among neighboring volume elements of individual
grains. In any one volume element (called a cell block), the number of slip systems falls short of~ that
required for homogeneous (Taylor) deformation, but groups of neighboring cell blocks fulfil the Taylor
criterion collectively. (b) The dislocations are trapped into low-energy dislocation structures in which
neighbor dislocations mutually screen their stresses. The microstructural evolution at small strains
progresses by the subdivision of grains into cell blocks delineated by dislocation boundanies. These
boundaries accommodate the lattice misorientations. which result from glide on different slip system
combinations in neighbouring cell blocks. The cell blocks are subdivided into ordinary cells and both cell
blocks and cells shrink with increasing strain. All observations appear to be in good accord with the
theoretical interpretation. However, some problems remain to be solved quantitatively.

Risumni-On itudie l'ivolution microstructurale pendant le glissement multiple dlans les metaux c.fLc.. dans
des alliages d'AI, de Ni, de Ni-Co et de Al-Mg, diforrnes S la temperature ambiante soit par laminage.
soit par torsion. Les principes qui gouvernent cette ivolution sont les suivants: (a) 11 existe des diffirences
dans Ie nombre et le choix des systemes de glissements simultaniment actifs parmni les iliments de volume
entourant les grains individuels. Dans un iliment de volume quelconque (appele bloc cellulaire) le nombre
de systemes de glissement niatteint pas celui que requiert la deformation homogine (Taylor), mais des
groupes de blocs voisins remplissent collectivement Iv critere de Taylor. (b) L~es dislocations sont piegees
dans des structures de dislocations de basses energies dans lesquelles les dislocations voisines constituent
mutuellement des ecrans de contraintes. L'ivojuztion inicrostructurale aux faibles deformations consiste
en une subdivision des grains en blocs cellulaires dilimit~s par des parois dle dislocations. Ces parois
accommodent let disorientations du reseau, qui risultent du glissement sur des combinaisons de differents
systemes de glissement au voisinage des blocs cellulaires. Ces blocs sont subdivise en ceilules ordinaires
et tant les cellules que les blocs cellulaires retricissent lorsque Ia diformat~ion augrnente. Toutes les
observations semblent en bon accord avec l'interpritation tiborique. Cependant, il reste ii resoudre
quantitativement quelques problimes.

Zusamnsentas~stng-Oie'Entwicklung der Mikrostruktur in k.t.z. Metallen wiltrend Vielfachgleitung wird
an den Beispielen Al, Ni, Ni-Co-Legierungen und einer AI-Mn-Legerung, verformit bet Raumtemperatur
durch Walzen oder in Torsion. untersucht. D.s dieser Entwicklung unterliegende Prinzip scheint wie folgt
zu sein: (a) Es bestehen Unterschikde in Anzahl und Auswahl der gleichzeitig aktivierten Gleitsysteme in
benachbarten lolumelementen der einzelnen K6rner. In jedlem Volumelement (genannt Zellblock) ist die
Zahl der Glcit!- :temc geringer als die ffir homogene (Taylor.) Verformung erforderliche. aber Gruppen
benachbart~r Zellblocke erfullen kollektiv das Taylor- Knrienum. (b) Die Verseizungen werden in
Konfigurationen niedriger Energie. in denen henachbarte Versetzungen ihre Spannungstelder gegenseatig
absrhirmen, eingefangen.

1. INTROLI"CTION to a structure consisting of cells or subgrains. The
profuse jogging and kinkinig at low !tains. which

The development of tdeformation rmicrostructures in gives the visual impression of tangling, is due to
f.c.c. metals at low homologous temperatures has dislocation point dcfect interactions and is not signifi-
'--n studied exlensivt~ly in sinRlc cryStdls and poly. ;ant except at the lowest stresses [8]. Additionally,
crystals [e~g. Refs 1-14)- For materials with a med:,tnt especially in polyslip. a number of larger inhomno-
or high stacking fault energy the earliest mi cristruc- vencities also characterize the diformed slate.
lures develop with strain from "tangled" dislocations for example der,-- dislocation wail... microbands,

AMi 4,Z V-A 205
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trensition bands and shear bands (7. 131. The struc- A unified description of the development and
tural characteristics of these inhomogenetties depend interrelationships of these structural features has
on several metallurgical parameters, including grain been lacking. The present paper provides this unified
size, initial texture, and stacking fault energy (SFE'), description for medium to high stacking fault energy
and on process parameters such as plastic strain, (SFE) metals under conditions of stable polyslip.
strain, rate and deformation mode. This unified descnption for cell forming metals is

(a) (b)

1d) -- DOW

-OW POS

I) -ON POý

C ow I- Doow

Fig. 1. Idealized microstructures. (a) Dense dilocataon walls (DDW's de'!neatrng cell blocks 1CB's)
consisting of ordinarw equiaxcd cells. (b) Slip line pattern on the surface of grain havinR the microstructure
shown in (a). (2) flislocation structure formed at a larger strain than that in (a). The structure is subdiidedS by long consimuous DDWS which ornm first generation microhands (MB's) shown as double wattls C)
First generation MR's may iake the form of paired dislocation sheets lPDS), double walls (DWI. or strinys
of small pancak, -shaped cells SPC) (Note. that in real structure, dislocation rotanton boundaries cannot
simply end as shown in (d). fhere are groups of disorganired dislocations at the end of the walls and it

the gaps in the walls]l
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energy, via the formation o1 losA-enlergý dislocation
structures (LEDS IS[, 15 5-19

The outlined microstructural evolution, based on
10121 plus subsequent res.ults, is schematically' pre-

sented in Fig. 1. It is further illustraited by selected
micogrphsfor the high-SFE materials in Figs 2-12.

and for the aluminum- magniesium alloy in Fig. 13.

Rverification of still uncertain points. their detailed
discussion is preceded by an outline of the theoretical
background. This background includes the general

- lJ~flbehavior of dislocations and the elfects of polyslip on
microstructural e, olulion- A list of definitions is

Fig. 2. Microstructure parallel to the rolling plane in pure suggested in the Appendix for the v~arious dislocation
aluminum following 30% cold rolling. An example of the arrangements observed.
sharp DDWs which form in aluminum is marked D. Part of
this DDW has been replaced by a first generation MB com- 2. DISLOCATION' ARRANCENIENTS INDEPENDENT
posed of'small pancake shaped cells. The three microhands OF POLYSLIP CONDITIONS
marked %I border cell blocks of ordinary dislocation cells.

2.1. Dis/ocation intteractinlOt he' LEDS timcepr)

illustrated by TEM observations on aluminum. nickel Acc(-dtng to the LEDS %:oncept 18, 15-191. the
and nickel-cobalt. deformed by rolline and torsion. increase in dislocation dcnsit% curing straining is due
An analogous description for non-cell forming metals
is illustrated by TEM I observations on MI-5 ,5 '1 M g, 7 4 M11r M 6 w lThe evidence clearly indicates that in high-SFE
polycrystalline metals individual grains subdivide
into volume elements (named -cell blocks" or CB's)M 3
which deform by fewer slip systems than specified by -M '

the Taylor criterion for strain accommodation [101.
The C13s in turn -are subdvi'ded into oreiinary dislo-
cation cells. All of these elements shrink with increas- -N

ing strain. The above behaviour is the result of
general theoretical principles applied to individual
dislocations and their group behavior. Their group
behavior is important at two levels: (a) the selection v
and interaction of locally different glide system com-
binations arid (b) the reduction of free dislocation

* ~B 2-

U.v
Fi irotutr. rlelt h B2igpan npr

almnmtlown0t 1l. ln h wdho he

Fig. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~Fg 3. Microstruciure paralltthlnitdnlpaei bcwnth I 'h alleiote rn ing planrenaion pr
purenickl folowng 2% cod rolin. Thse cntinous inumRD fol~inl 4old'1 toum ling Thso widnttio(,I icros

DOW whch re aralelto ll lans wthi 5 deine to the mitrol ansrall~elhns irom c~j ko 4 Thelonisorienatns

CB's oif ordinary cells 0ashed lines. indicijte the trace tit acro.sscell h,,undarics within the niicrohand% rinie itori' 021
Ill p~lane90t to the microeriph in this HI = 101)11condition to 12 , while thosc bci~ccn :o~ls within the same CB %ange
The rolling direction is 70 from the hori.-ontal DD%)Ws. trm 0 2 ito 2
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- -a few simple cases (e.g. 261 we cannot predict the
detailed shape of' the cells or the directions of the

g F 1angular misorientations among them. We can how-
R ever predict some general features, which will be

g outlined in Section 2.4.

(b)

~7
g Il

Fig. 7. (a) Microstructure parallel to the longitudinal plane
in pure nickel following 10%~/ cold-rolling. Two intersect-
ing sets of walls are observed. They have a paichy discon-
tinuous character compared to those shown in Fig. 3 but
form in a long organized line. Manv of the walls are
subdivided to produce double walls [as sketched altihe lower
right of Fig. t(dil and are marked with arrows, Misorienta-
lion measuremenits were also made across the discontinuous
DDOWs and MB's. These misonenrtations h.:sc been tabu-
lated in [1121 with the location ke,,ed to Fig. 7(a). A complex r
pattern oi small misorientations for this region difTers from
pure aluminum in which a clear alternating misorieniation.
pattern of lag misorien Ia lions occurs from (iflo tCB. 110)1.-
(b) An enlarized view of' the subdisision of a DOW into a

double s' all. 2p

generally favored over at quasi-uiniform three-dimen- Fie. 8. Microstructure in pure nickel follossing torsion
sional distribution since I-or a Lisen total dlisloceation deformation to a strain of t, -ý 1)136 %4hih I, ouipJ(NC t0
denisity, the dislocation spacinti land therebv the 20'o cold rolling. RiN NtrUitUte IN 'fdisiii11 inilha hie tr.m

that formed durinier rolling ol pure nitkel (I it! 7) The
energy per unit leng-th of' dislocaition lie) is smallcr graduail csolution Irom cqluiaxed cL01-ond dticis dislocaton
in th~e arrays. The ubiquitous dislocation, cells 122. 231 walls to at double wailled tnicrobaind structure and Inter-
arc thus the %cry i~ pc of" structure theoretically hpre atnddsoain~isi rsi gAncration NI Its) 0
expected 1241 Cells aire forming the mosaic block can be imagined hs siessiniz the progression of sirustures
structure that %was inferred froim N-rai diffraction tram the bottom to the top of the t:~ure Main% of the

DD"~ N in the lii'ure h ise doJic %ills w hit h appear dtrk
patterns first by Dr~kirn f-251 ind] Nubsequently ute hs i'cio ~niin Dashed iinc-, are traj~es of
confirmed in innumerable experiments. Yet. except in anpuants
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00

Fig. 9. Examples from a diffraction contrast experiment [111 in pure nickel follossing torsion dctormation
showing that the types of participating Rurgers %ectors of a iicA double Asall N1B do~fer from one waill
to the other. They 'are not dipolar w4alls since the contrast would remain similar durinv tiiting tor dipolar
walls. Note that in (a) for g =[3111 near B [ 0111 both wAlls are Similar in thicikness hut differ in
arrangement, sshile in iN) for g [0201 near t[0011 more dislocations are in contrast in the top Aall than
the bottom one. In (c), withig [I111] near B jolt1]1. both hall ae many similar diklokaitons iný J101 f)
but their density and distribution differs- The bottom xall in id~i ig = l111 near B - 111:0 has more
dislocations in contrast and is thicker than the top Aait. This difference is opposuec to that shown in kb),

*Many planar arrays are eeomctrically possible but obsersed by I TEM. is quite difficult in detail. esen
only-a small fraction are free of long-range stresses as though it may be somew.hat siimplified by use of a
required for LEDS. Indeed, there are only two types graphical method [28. IHoweser. such effort is rarely
of two-dimecnsional dislocations arrays which are needed. The magnitude and crN .stallographic direc-
LEDS. These typ Tes are. firstly, dipolar or multipolar tion of the lattice rotation are more simply found
walls in which parallel dislocation segments of the from electron diffraction patterns of the areas on

* same type, but with Burgers vectors of opposite sign. either side of the wall. The identification of the LEDS
are equally frequent on a small scale and, secondly, character %khich includes the fi:._dom from (signifi-
dislocation rotation boundaries, cant) loniz-ranve strescses is indicated by (fairk~

Dislocation rotation boundaries define at boundar'- uiniforrm TELt contrast neair the Bragg condition. on
across which the lattice orientation changes abruptly, either side of the houndi),% While the contrast is
The theoretical tool t`r identilsinu such arrasýs is Uniform in the lattice the contrast slute ditfers frmm
Frank's, formula 1271 one sideJ Of the l`0uitfir% to the other The contrast

0 B= 2intf~ 2[u (I) cance okk~tir,, Miruptl.ý it tle %.lJ.hs ee
B ý 2 ýint(-) 2)juTh e lirmialiotl 0 kli10k,iiion k hsbe

where N- is the aunuLd of relatis e rotatioin between the diskitseil ihoke on the h~,; - lie I II DS c:oncept
lattices on ci tlir oide of tnhe houtidar% and u is uinit Also Cr octal is the lass of the cisratosof
vector pr.irle lidto tlie axis of' relanrie riiiorientation Btirecrs %ctior s. comrar,&i b to the tiwk oft the
Next. v is any arbitrary unrit %ector in the boundars consers ition (if electrical h.irec Ncc:ording to it,
and RI is the %ectiril sumn of' ill dislocaitions inite- Biur cers secctors cainnit he (crated nor dcstros-d As
sected hsý k. B is ilsoi the su/e if the closure failure of" j result1 dt1loCaiton1S Ldn A1111 Ie created PITAurWi.
a Burg'ers circuit cn~urclirna all dislotiosirs intersected llosseer. Ohe tor~miuion of at ri~ation boundfarv
by an .iihitrairý unit seýctor %in the hoiindii-Nr Thre iciliircs in ismnti n~sot klislok~tions with
verificatiorn o1 equation (It b r dislocaition "'walls-' is the requijsj<ijte irFCt seCCtrs Sitnilat ly the BRkgertS
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(a) (b)
Fig. 10. (a) Microstructure parallel to the longitudinal plane section in pure aluminum following 30%/.
cold-rolling. Two and three DDW MB's belonging to two intersecting sets of first generation MB's are
seen. The thin foil is perpendicular to [128] and is tilted to [0011. Ib) Measured rotation angles about the
[1001 component of the rotation axis itt of" equation 1I)l for the five DDW MB's seen in (a). In all cases
the rotations about the [001] component of d are smaller. As seen, the relative rotations alternate in a
fairly regular way according to a three-dimensional checkerboard pattern but invoking more than one

rotation axis. The arrows mark the directions of the measurements.

vector content (in particular B) of any dislocation This refinement with stress occurs in Taylor
rotation boundary cannot be destroyed. Conse- lattices and dipolar multipolar structures formed
quently, walls may be quite mobile but they are in fatigue as well as in ordinary cell structures [291.
persistent. Therefore. unlike dipolar.multipolar walls The refinement of a cell structure requires dis-
for which B = 0, ,.ithout an asymmetrical influx of sociation of dislocation walls or the generation of
glide dislocations new cell or CB walls can only be new dislocation walls within preexisting cells. The
formed pairwise or by the dissociation of preexisting latter can occur via the formation and subsequent
walls. splitting of dipolar multipolar walls into two similar

walls but with opposite angle of rotation
2.3. Ta'ior laiices [8, 28. 30, 31]. The dislocation cell size and in general

The formation of dislocation rotation boundaries the arrangement of dislocation walls is significantly
is greatly facilitated by three-dimensional dislocation affected by wall-end stresses 120. 21, 32. 33]. Numeri-
mobility since a large fraction of the dislocations cal computations (20, 21] have shown that in a mosaic 0
involved must leave their respective glide planes. As block structure, in which the cell walls are connected.
a consequence, crystals with significantly dissociated the end-stresses are much lower than in the geo-
dislocations, such as fc.c. metals with low SFE. metrically equivalent distribution of isolated cells
do not form dislocation cell structures but Taylor in a matrix lanalogous to pebbles in concrete)
lattices f8j. Crystals in which solute interactions 120. 211. Additionally the computations have led to
increase the friction stress and promote planar the conclusions that for a mosaic block structure
glide may also form Taylor lattices. The Taylor composed of dislocations with three co-planar
lattices are composed of sets of parallel dislocations Burgers ,ectors. the energy per unit length of dis-
of alternating sign in a three-dimensional arrange- location line is lowest Ahen the cells are Ii) similar., (i)
ment of quasi-uniform dislocation density. Relatively roughly equiaxed. mlii) of similar size. tiv) relatively
much less is known about these than about cell rotated about the same :txts by equal but alternating
structures [81. angles. and (v) are parallelepipidal rather than of

hexagonal shape as would minimize the wall to •2.4. Refinement and mo~rp/iholoy o( die defo~rmatirn volume ratio.
structure Together the above points describe the so-called

Deformation structures have been widely observed "checkerboard structure' [20. 30. 341 In polyshp the
to shrink in scale as the ,.pplicd stress is incieased. same tendencies are preserved even though more
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Fig. II. Grain boundary offsets at DDW/MB grain boundary intersections observed in longitudinal plane
sections. (a) Pure aluminum cold-rolled 30%. Four 0.5-1.Opm deep offsets marked with arrows on the
micrograph. (b) Pure nickel cold-rolled 37%. Three 0.7 pmn deep offsets are marked with arrows. Dashed

lines are traces of t I I I, planes. Hollow cone dark field (about I 111 diffraction spots).

than three co-planar Burgers vectors participate. 3. EFFECTS OF POIA SI.IP CONDITIONS
4 Thus a definite tendency to form parallelepipidal ON DISLOCATION• ARRANGEI.MENTS

cells in a checkerboard pattern has been observed

(10, II. 13. 141 and will be illustrated later in this Strni

paper. End-stress reduction can also be a driving .
force to cause dislocation walls to line up, even when Polycrystalline deformation has been described
different selections of Burgers vectors participate by a number of models 1361 of which only the

along the line up. Since the strain energy rises as the Taylor model (37. 381 will be considered. According
1 square of the stress level and wall-end stresses drop to this model, slip is uniform within each grain

oll with distance they must act towards a uniform of a polycrystal and strain compatibility is achieved
spac:ing among parallel dislocation walls of similar by simultaneous operation of at least live slip

type (351. systems.

09
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The number of simultaneously acting glide systems boring CB's. the CB's will begin to interact in the
(N) is presumably the result of two competing effects. same manner as did the initial grains. As a result, new
The flow stress is lower with fewer N because the CB's will be required to accommodate strain. New
number of intersecting dislocations and thus the CB's %,ill be formed through the subdi'.ision of the
density of dislocation jogs decreases. Conversely, initial CB's.
stress screening becomes more effective as the number 3.2.2. 1st generation .UfB's. The most frequent
of different Burgers vectors increases. The number of mechanism for the nucleation of new CB's is
Burgers vectors increases with increasing .V. How- the splitting of preex,stine DDW's into two or
ever. the individual contribution to stress screening more roughly parallel walls whose cumulative angle
from an additional Burgers vector diminishes signifi- of rotation initially equals that of the splitting
cantly when the total number of Burgers vectors DDW. The result of this splitting is approximately
increases beyond three or four [20. 21]. Consequently parallel double or multiple DDW's. which in the
N may fall short of the five systems expected on the TEM. appear as bands of morphologically distinct
basis of the Taylor model. The active glide systems. dislocation cells. These bands are known as "micro-
N may be realistically estimated at three to four, bands" (MB's). The morphology of these microbands
even when the imposed stress is entirely uniform. is sketched in Fig. I~d). In the volume opened up
Independent of the number of slip systems operating, between the edges of anv split DDW, a different
strain accommodation is required. Thus deformation selection of glide systems operates than on either
of poiycrystals with a reduced number of slip systems side- Thus. the zone between the split parts of
can take place by volume elements of individual an earlier DDW is a ne, CB and is bounded by
grains (i.e. cell blocks) each characterized by a specific new DDW's that arose from the pre-existing DDW,
selection of glide systems [10]. While each cell block Sometimes DDW's and the microbands formed
will conform as best as possible to the Taylor cri- from them have a crystallographic orientation along
terion, but with less than five systems cannot fulfil it, a preferred slip plane. While there may be a tendency
neighboring cell blocks will fulfil it collectively. This for this orientation, there is no compelling theoretical
deformation pattern is schematically illustrated in reason for this. Rather. the slip plane orientations
Fig I(a-c). of DDW's may often be coincidences and much the

same holds true for ordinary cell walls.
Since this form of CB nucleation described above3.2. Break-m p of polvcrystals into rotated rolume tends to be the earliest, the corresponding bands

elements on two let'els and their underlying dislocation structure have been
12.1. Initial cell block formation. At the start of dubbed "first generation microbands" to distinguish

deformation different slip system combinations are them from the "second generation microbands" to be
activated in different parts of any one grain through discussed presently.
the interaction among grains t40-421. At the surface 3.2.3. Second genieration .B's. A less common way
this is manifested by change in the slip line pattern to start new CB's is through the intersection of the
(see Fig. (lb)] subdividing the grains into regions. cell structure by glide on a previously dormant glide
Frequently, intersecting slip lines are seen in these plane. The initiation of glide on an intersecting plane
regions, testifying to the simultaneous action of two requires the jogging of a large fraction of the dislo-
or more glide systems in each. i.e. polyslip does take cations threading the plane. Therefore, like the
place as expected 143]. This, then, is the break-up of phenomenon of "overshooting'" in 2-brass, glide
grains into differently oriented regions whose defor- initiation under these conditions requires a slight
mation collectively will conform as best as possible to higher stress than further glide on the prior plane.
the Taylor condition [101. Consequently. after initiation of the intersecting

For grain sizes above a few microns. the regions glide, there is local ard momentary work-softening
deforming with any particular selection of slip sys- [18], The degree of Aork softening increases with a
tems are initially much larger than the cell size, higher densit, of threading dislocations. Fairly uni-
meaning that each CB contains several to many form narrow glide zones form by this mechanism.
ordinary dislocation cells as indicated in Fig. 1(a). These lide zones can become (C'Bs which may opcr-

Since the deformation within a CB does not fully ate with one or more Burn-ers ,ectors The resulting
obey the Taylor criterion, the average orientations of dislocation structures ha3e been dubbed ",second
neighboring CB's increasingly deviate, As a result the generation microbands" because theyi appear as
boundaries between CB's are both longer and associ- bands in the TENI and they form atter first generation
ated with larger aseraue rotation angles t in ordi- microbands. Second "enera.on microbands tend to
nary cell walls. These boundaries are identified with intersect first generation MSlls with noticeable shear
the prev.tously discovered "dense dislocation walls" offsets,
(DD\W (9. 10] and drawn as heavy lines in Fig. 1(a). In I'c.c. metals, second generation MB's are
Due to ihe gradual lattile reorientation, the aerage necessariy parallel to i I I I I planes. Since the slip
resolved ,hear stresses will change in each CB. concentration %ithin second eener'tlion microbands
Because that reorientation will differ among neigh- is the result of the operation ol a new slip s.stem
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parallel to {lllI, any second generation microband trated in Figs 2-13 and the reletant experimental
can develop into a new cell block. Like first gener- parameters are summarized in Table I. The exper-
ation microbands. the second generation can also be imental techniques and a number of quantitative
subdivided by small dislocation cells, structural observations of Al. Ni and Ni--Co are

described in detail elsewhere [10. II].

3.3. .Mficrostructure at large strains

At small strains the lattice rotation across DDW's 4.2 Cell blocks and dense dislocauton italls
increases at a higher rate than at cell walls (Section For Al. Ni and Ni -Co. the microstructure develops 0
3.2). However, at strains above 30%. the rate of with increasin2 strain from a taneled dislocation
lattice rotations decreases. Thus, the averagzed ro- structure to a structure consisting of cquiaxed cells.
tation angle across DDW's will increase at a much Within this structure, dense dislocation walls
slower rate at large strains than at small strains. By (DDW's) are formed as the grais are subdivided into
contrast, the increasing dislocation density will con- cl oks aresforsee Fs 2 and 3. This icro

tinu tocaue te rtaton agleacrss rdiary cell blocks (CB's). see Figs 2 and 3. This microstruc-tinue to cause the rotation angle across ordinary tural development w :~': •. same for both rolling and

dislocation walls to increase. Thereby the resolved tor a s d eel t by compa me for 7 and

shear stresses in neighboring cells within any one CB torsion as seen by comparing Figs 7 and 8.

will diverge. Ultimately cells within a cell block
can no longer operate with the same glide system 4.3. First generation icrobands
combination. As rotation angles across cell walls
increase. cells will become subgrains. The above At increasing strain. _> 5-10%1. the sinele DDWs
reasoning leads to the theoretical expectation that split into two or more walls. The volume elements

at large strains the size of CB's will decrease to swept out by the splitting DDW's are first gener-
the size of one cell or subgrains. At large strains there- ation MB's (Section 32). Initially. MB bound-

fore the structure will consist of individual sub- aries and interior cell walls are formed from the

grains, which are the last stage developing from dislocation content of the parent DDW's. However,

a complex hierarchy [15] of different dislocation almost immediately within the MBs their own specific

rotation boundaries, combination of glide systems begins to operate and
add to the dislocation content of the DDW's. The *
new glide systems will also cause previously unreal-

4. DEFORMATION STRUCTURES OF ized dislocation annihilation and affect the develop-
POLYCRYSTALS ing misorientations.

This developing pattern of misorientations across
4.1. Introduction MB's and CB's [10. 12] reveals the function of MB's.

The theoretical interpretation of the microstruc- Progressing across the MB, the lattice misorienta-
tural evolution of polycrystals was partly derived tions include a component of rotation w hich proides •
from the detailed analysis of many TEM micro- a transition from one misoriented cell block to the
graphs. Some of these studies have been documented adjacent CB, but other components which rotate the
in two recent papers describing the microstructures MB orientation away from that of either CB. The
observed by TEM in Al deformed by rolling [101 and new rotation component is the result of the new
Ni and Ni-Co deformed in torsion [I 1]. More recent selection of glide systems within the MNB. Conse.
experiments cover similar microstructural studies in quently the MB is a new CB.
Ni and Al-Mg deformed by rolling [12, 44). These Although all microbands define platelike regions,
new experiments allow a comparison, firstly between first generation microbands appear in three different
different metals deformed by the same dcfor- morphologies. (a) Strings of "small pancake shaped
mation mode, secondly, between different defor- cells" [SPC's, see bottom left of Fig. l(d)]. (b) long
mation modes, and, thirdly, between metals (in our paired dislocation sheets tPDS) formed from the
case Al and Ni) in which a dislocation cell structure division of long continuous DI)X "- (e g. the nearly
is readily formed and an example of a metal (in this horizontal trace at the top of Fig l(d). and ic double
case AI-Mg allovs) which does not form cells but walls (DW"\; formed from ,plihtine of 4hort l)l)\'s
Taylor lattices, Typical microstructures are illus- [bottom right of Fig. ltd)]. or small DOW segments.

Table I

Delorma.ihon
,it icrml mode Ch.arjicri'lic %ir.on, 0 urn•

Al 004 94W.) Rolling 0 in 30*. in th it•knins 4. 10. l1
"NI o'iN 44' "I Torsion Up to 2006 sheir rlrain i!r, ) 5. ,.,
N ii ii',1 I91ý) Roliri•i 0 ito 37% rcoductioin p ihii.kncýi I t. I '
N,,,I o Torsion Up 1o 200% hear sirain IT,,)
AI-5 5". Mi Rolhng 0 to 15o, rdiiio. n in thickness !

'All delormitaon ,as done ai room Iemmcrature.
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Microbands which are composed of a string of The checkerboard pattern is also identified by
SPC's are mainly observed in Al (Figs 2 and 4) (101 determinations of the average lattice orientations of
which also has the most sharply defined DDW's. CB's. both in Al and Ni. These determinations show
However. on occasion such bands of SPC's are also that the rotation axis directions [(u ofequation (l)J of
observed in Ni (Fig. 3). They tend to develop from one parallel set of DDW MB's tend to be similar,
long continuous DDW's in grains with well-formed while the rotation angles (0) are of similar magnitude
cells. This suggests that the parent DDW's formed but alternate in sign. This pattern is most clearly
very early when CB's were large, perhaps already as observed in grains with only one set of DDWiMB's
boundaries between the regions generated in response obtained from longitudinal sections of rolled Al. In
to interactions among neighboring grains as sketched grains which contain two intersecting sets of MB's the
in Fig. 1(a). alternating misorientations belonging to each of the

In the above description, first veneration micro- two sets of MB's show a three-dimensional chequer-
bands evolve gradually from DDWs. Shear offsets, board pattern (Fig 10(a. b)]. Thus the checkerboard
like those observed in deformation twinning, were pattern, which had initially been predicted only for
not observed at either MB-MB intersections or MB- dislocation cell walls [211, is now clearly documented
grain boundary intersections for newly formed MB's for DDW's and MB's.
at small strains (10. 121, However. at larger strains,
localized shear was observed within some preexisting
first gencration .11B's (Fig. 1I). 4.5. Second generation murobands

A less important microstructural feature, second
4.4.b..lhnts of DDiI's ant! firt generation licro- generation microbands are characterized by their
bands crystallographic onentation and shear offsets where

DDW's and MB's tend to form with a geometric they intersect other walls. These MB's are gener-
orientation to the sample axis. This geometric orien- ally observed as narrow slip zones about 0-2 pm
tation is along the direction ot maximum shear stress wide along (111) slip planes (Fig. 12). Unlike first
(Figs 2. 5-8). These aligned DDWs and MBs may generation microbands. shear offsets associated
have either a high-index crystallographic orientation with second generation microbands form as the
or be oriented along a slip plane. In Fig. 5 two microband is created.
families of geometrically aligned DDWs and MBs are Second generation microbands were not observed
shown. These DDW MB's delineate about 20 CBs. in aluminum nor in nickel after torsion defor-
The CB's form a parallelepipidal structure (see Sec- mation. but they were observed in rolled nickel
tion 2.4) with a checkerboard pattern. These paral- (Fig. 12). They have been frequently reported and
lelelipidal CB's are themselves subdivided into much emphasized. especially for copper rolled to inter-
less regular cells, mediate and large strains [7.45-49]. In most

An early form of the geometrically aligned DDW's studies 145-48]. however. no distinction was made
which results in a checkerboard pattern, appears to between a first generation microband formed from
be seen in Figs 7 and 8. These micrographs show the a DDW along (I ll) and a second generation
poorly defined cells and short discontinuous DDW's microband. This distinction is sometimes difficult,
with a very high dislocation content which are typical since the appearance of first and second generation
for Ni and Ni-Co at lower strains [II]. In Figs 7 and microbands can be similar at later stages of their
8 the short DDW's are arranged such that their cross development.
sections form discontinuous lines. The alignment of
these shorter DDW's into sets of rather straight and
regularly spaced sheets is explained through their 4.6. Tayvlor lattices in A.-1hg alloy

end-stresses (see Section 2.4). Individual sections of In Al-Mg [44], %,hich does not form cells, the
these single DDW's in Figs 7 and 8 subdivide into formation of Taylor lattices separated by domain
double %ýalls (D\'s• forming microbands as shown in boundaries and microbands parallels the evolution of
Fig. 7(b). A similar subdisision into DW's has also cell blocks separated by DOW's and MIF'• in the cell
occasionally been observed in long continuous forming metals. The sheet-like dislocation structure
DDW's like those shoskn in Fig. 3 [121. The interpret- of the domain boundiries and microhands is show n
ation ol the DW as a microhand is c:onfirmed by in Fig. 13. These domain boundaries and microbands
determinations of the Burgers vectors in DW's as well separate regions of apparently random dislocation
as their rotation iNis direction and angles of relative networks in Figs 13(a) and (b). I oever. these
mi~orientation 6l e. u and 0- ofequation (1), respect- "random" dislocations are imaged in Fig. 13(c) to
ivels] ,ing ditTraction contrat techniques [I I]. An reveal their organization into a multi-Blurgers %ector
examplc is gicen in Fig. 9, in Mhtch the parent DDW Taylor lattice. As in Al and Ni, new microbands at
was not a dipolar or multipolar wall. If the DW had small strains in Al Mg do not produce shear olTsets
formed I'om the 'uhdisision ol an ordinary cell A all, (441. Shear offsets hke those reported previously
rather than a DDW. a dipolar or multipolar wall [45. 461 were confirmed in preexisting tirt gencration
would hase been found. MB's at larger strains.
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5. DISCUSSION serve as glide planes and non-crystallographic slip
lines have been frequently reported [57.5S]. Thus also

5.1. Evolution of deformation structures second generation MB's may not always appear as

In general the observations presented in Section 4 straight features parallel to t 11 I ) planes.
are in good agreement with the theoretical predic-
tions outlined in Sections 2 and 3. The formation of 5.3. Worksoltening in microhands
DDW's. CB's and MB's has been observed for all the In the absence of geometrical worksoftening. con-
materials and deformation modes examined. This centrated shear is always the result of structural
subdivision of the microstructure is very character- worksoftening, %khich is a decrease of the critical
istic for microstructural evolution in materials de- resolved flow stress on planes after glide on them has
forming by polyslip. For materials with adequate been initiated. Little or no structural sork softenng
three-dimensional dislocation mobility, the described
mechanisms for subdividing the microstructure with the shear in first generation NiB's compares to that in
increasing strain is prototypical for microstructural the adjinirs. By contras the formatin

evoltio undr awid rane o coditins.The the adjoining CB's. By contrast. the formation ofevolution under a wide range of conditions. The second generation M B's implies at least some modest

described mechanisms follow the basic principles and amont ofnsrutural ior is ateast see S on32.

agree with the wide range of micrographic evidence This structural work softenine results from the

in the literature (e.g. [50-56]) as well as our own
results. At present our detailed examination of micro- ire-rsesting di constru ent ifulaslipaio n

struturl eoluionals inluds dta t lrgestrinspre-existing dislocation structure. Plentiful slip line
structural evolution also includes dtat large strains evidence [57. 58[ and the •%orksoftening observed
in torsion. These results indicate that subgrains are in the phenomenon of "overshooting" in 2-brass
formed as a last stage of the structural evolution and [59-611 supports this dcstabilization process. Another
that subgrain walls tend to be aligned with a more or potential cause of structural worksoftcning is the
less uniform spacing between the walls. These obser- removal of point defect debris, e.g. as left through
rations are in good agreement with the theoretical prior radiation damage [621. There is no reason to

predictions (Section .. expect a significant contribution to structural work

softening through this last process in our case.
5.2. Morphology of microbands At low strains a third cause for structural worksoft-

Characteristic for the structural evolution is the enine can be an initial scarcti% of long dislocation
links with a requisite Burgers %ector. Once the first

formation of CBns bounded by DDW's and the glide dislocations with the initiallt rare Bureers %ec-
nucleation of new C's via the morphologically they will automatically provide
distinct MB's. In the more common first generation torheb fore theycwill aut

B'ssources for more dislocations and the local flow stress
MB'stherequsit bondares re orme bythe will decrease. At its extreme. the increase of floss

splitting of parent DDW's. In the second generation stress through the absence of dislocations imparts a

MB's the interior walls are mostly formed by an vess high th to dislocation s impals a

asymmetric influx of new dislocations, but the very high strength to dislocation-frce crystals (631. n

outer walls are essentially of dipolar type, at least our case this mechanism ma be discounted, as the

initially. -extra flow stress is liable to be compensated at small

Although newly formed first and second generation to moderate strains due to the presence of three or

MB's may be quite different, at a later stage their more operating glide systems.

appearance- can be very similar. Consequently the
MB's are subject to adjustments in morphology and shearnhans
orientation as their dislocation content and the local shear hands
stress distribution changes. Therefore walls inter- In the overshooting as well as in the debris-clearing
sected by second generation MB's will not remain types of worksoftcning only the friction stress T, is
in an offset configur-'ion. but will easily realign decreased. Therefore the relatise magnitude of the
because of end stresses. This mobility permit- corresponding softening cannot he large in all moder-
ting ready recovery from stepped contigurations is ately to tighl', strsSeCd I.C.c metal,,. E[en so on
evident because the plastic deformation which pro- account of low workhardenimn the extent of localized
duced the dislocations does not determine the LEDS glide in the second .gencration MUBs can be sizcable.
wall morpholovy nor cause serrations parallel to local in the neighborhood ofo nde thseserin % ew (it the
intersecting glide. narrow width of the NI tii\ and their nioderate relaii se

Second gencration MB's which are formed through volume this local strain .0ill trainslate into a rclatitely
concentrated intersecting glide are necessarily small contribution To the miacroscopic ,hear straiin.
(nearlyj parallel to a prominent crystallographic glide It follows that if a local decrease of T,, through
plane. It is therefore not surprising that in our intersecting glide is the maior cause of the stratn
microeraphs they are froughly) parallel to (Mll) concenitraion ohscrxcd in -ccond -cneration NIll's.
planes f'ig. 12). lfosseecr. particularly in Al, and at the connection of these \%ith i.acroscopic ,hear
high strains, other crystallographic planes can also bands is only tenuous. Althougn a deciease of T,,
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* In conventional alloys ductility decreases with rising flow stress to negligible values at some maximum
yield stress Jtr.), w~hereas high-pfc rforma nce alloys. e.a. formed thirou~h mechanival alloying or
nano-powders. can have much higzher yield stresses with ductility, but tend to worksoftcn. A simple
theory is presented. based on the LEDS concept. to account for both o~f these behaviors: The flow
stress is r = to + const VL9 with e the dislocation density, and the workhardening coefficient is
0 ;tdr,/dy, + CII with P the rate of glide dislocation trappingJ. #? dcpends on the specific LEDs formed
but always decreases with stress and can become negative fortr > r,., at artificially high to Worksoftening
results w~hen unconventional manufacturing methods have produced LEDS witth metastable n and/or
to values that are higher than conform to the LEDS generated through the conventional straining
conditions in testing or use.

In konventionellen Legierungen nimmt die Duktilitat mit ,urtehmender Fcsti-ekett ab. urn bei ciner
obercn Spannung Jr.,) zu verschwinden. Dagegen kbnnen v~escrlich hohere Streckgrenzen mit
nennenswerter Verformbarkcit durch mechanisches Legieren oder Veruwcnduntg Von Fein~itpulvcrn
crzieit werden. aber solehe Legierungen neigen zur Erweichung dutch Verformung. licide Erscheinungcn

* kdnnen aufgrund des LEDs Konzeptes wie tolgt crkliirt werdcn: Die Fliellsparnnung ist r -to + const

L'e (e Versetzungsdichte). und der Vcrcfesigurigskoclfizienit ist 1) :;dr0, d-; + Cfl Ift Rate der Vet.
setzungszunahmetk if hiingt von der spezifiseheni LEDS ab. sinkt aber immer mit der Spannung und
kann bei iiberhohten Versetzu~ngsdichten negativ werden. ErweichungE kann desweiten dutch metastabile
LEDS mit zu hohien to und/odcr p-Wertcni entstchen. wic sie etwa durch unkon vent tonclic Herstellungs.
methoden erzcugt werden.

* 1. Introduction

The LEDS (low-energy dislocation structure) concept has proven to be a very fruitful
guiding principle for understanding plastic deformation and work hardening [L. 21. According
to it. the dislocation content ofecrystalline materials approaches that among all cotfielurations
accessible to them which most nearly minimizes the free encerg per unit length of dislocation
line. When dislocations are relatively free to leave their glide planes. they minimize their
energy by mutual trapping into dislocation rotation walls (3 to 41. This is the reason for
the widely observed formation of cell structures. typically composecd of dislocation rotation
walls variously distinguished as Ii) ordinary dislocation cell walls, and as (ii) dense dislocation
walls I DDW'sJ. and (iii) microbands JIM B\) oý different types which together delineate cell
blocks (CB*,s). wherein the manifold details depend on the t'%pc and severity of the preceding
plastic deformation (9 to 121.

* The very general correlation of high yield ,trcni~th and low ductility oif conventionally
produced alloys, which seemingly puts an uipper limit on achievable strength combined

')Charlottesville. VA 21901. USA.
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with ductility as best exemplified through spring steel, must evidently also derive from
LEDS behavior. The present paper correspondingly aims to give a broad-based explanation
of that phenomenon in line with earlier work [7], and add to this a simple theory of
worksoftening in specially produced alloys, e.g. as made through the compaction and/or
extrusion of nano-powders. produced via chemical vapor depobition. mec•hanical alloying.
splat cooling, or other.

2. The Dependence of the Flow Stress on Dislocation Density in LEDS

From the broad-based perspective of the LEDS concept. the correlation between the
dislocation density (Q) in crystalline materials and their strength in terms of the critical
resolved shear stress on the operative glide systems 10I. is very simple. It is in accord with
the very widely observed empirical correlation between o and T first documented by Bailey *
and Hirsch [13]

r - to + rr ;z ro + iGb 1 (I)

with G the shear modulus. T. that part of the flow stress which depends on temperature
as G [14]. b the Burgers vector. 2 equal to 0.4 within a factor of two or so. and r, the
frictioral stress acting on the dislocations. •

The underlying reason for (I) has been repeatedly explained for the case of the typical
dislocation cell structures (e.g. [71 and [91). In general it is that ever new glide dislocations
have to be formed. normally through the supercritical bowing of dislocation links from or
through the present dislocation structure. The requisite Frank-Read bowing stress [I5. 161
rises with increasing dislocation density, i.e. decreasing average free link length. and this is
that part of the flow stress which is proportional to G 11417 In the less common case of 0
Taylor lattices, e.g. as best investigated for a-brass type alloys 14. 7. 81, passage between
parallel sequence of dislocations plays the same role as supercritical bowing does in cell
structures. Thereby the value of a is changed but otherwise the theory is not significantly
affected.

In either case. the reason for the increase of dislocation density through plastic deformation
is mutual trapping of glide dislocations into configurations out of which the applied stress 0
cannot release them. The simplest example of such trapping are two similar dislocations
on parallel glide planes d apart. When the prevailing resolved shear stress is smaller than
Gb/[(l - u) 8ndJ, the two edge dislocation will trap into a dipole. which is the potential
start of a tilt wall if they are of same sign. and of a dipolar wall if they have opposite sign,
The application of a higher resolved shear stress would release the dislocation out of this
mutual trap, but smaller stresses and any amount of annealing short of that required for *
climb will be ineffective. Thus the dislocations are certainly not in equilibrium, but as they
react to their mutual shear stresses to form a dipole. they minimize the total of their free
energy per unit length of dislocation line among all possible arrangements accessible to
them (i.e. in this case being limited to glide on their glide planesl.

In the more general case, since ordinary low-tempcraturc plastic deformation is accom-
plished by the formation and glide of multitudes of dislocations, the application of increasing *
flow stresses will cause the release of isolated widely spaced dislocation pairs. but that effect
will be dwarfed by the profuse generation of increasingly closely spaced dislocation
groupings. As in the idealized example of the isolated edge dislocation pasr. the physical
cause of such trapping is the elimination of long-range dislocation stresses through mutual
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stress screening. Strictly speaking, in the absence of climb as is assumed throughout, this
is confined to the resolved shear stresses of the interacting dislocations, which for two
parallel edge dislocations leaves a great deal of stress. However. the involvement of a variety
of slip systems. largely in the form of "forest" dislocation [3 to 91. greatly increases the
effectiveness of stress screening [4, 9, 17]. After some modest strain, therefore, the described
trapping amounts to an effective elimination of longer-range stresses beyond the near-
neighbor dislocation spacing, I, i.e. of

mire (2)
with the geometrical constant, Fn. somewhat dependent on details of the structure but
typically not far from unity. In this simple way. then. the configuration and average spacing
of mutually trapped dislocations give rise to (i), except that in a more precise treatment
the logarithmic terra in the Frank-Read stress (161 imparts a moderate stress dependence
to 7 1181.

Somewhat paradoxically, therefore, while the density of the trapped dislocations and the
free energy of the dislocations as a whole typically continue to rise in the course of plastic
strain, the free energy per unit length of dislocation line decreases with decreasing screening
distance V. Most notably, and as repeatedly indicated, the free energy per unit length of
dislocation line will be near minimum for all configurations accessible to the dislocations.
If this is not so. the excess free energy of the momentary confieuration will be present in
the form of unscreened longer-range dislocation stresses, and as these build up they will
trigger the motion and/or formation of dislocations that will screen those stresses.

The application of the above simple principle of free energy minimization per unit length
of dislocation line. i.e. the LEDS principle (1. 2], has already been variously used to interpret
details of increasingly complex dislocation structures. not only for the case of unidirectional
deformation (e.g. J4, 9 to 12. 19 to 23]) to give a somewhat arbitrary selection, but also
very effective in fatigue (e.g. [24 to 29]).

In all cases (1) remains eminently useful although the different types of dislocation rotation
walls introduced above have somewhat different characteristics: Ordinary cell walls are
what has been dubbed "'incidental" boundaries while DDW's and M B's are "geometrically
necessary" boundaries [8, 11, 12, 30). For the present purposes this is unimportant except
that, typically, geometrically necessary boundaries have so high angles that they are
"'subboundaries'" defining subgrains. with the individual dislocations in them not always
still evident. As a result they generally contribute to the flow stress of the material in
accordance with the Hall-Petch relationship [7, 8, 31 to 33] and not in accordance with the
Frank-Read bowing stress as discussed above.

The continued usefulness of (I) rests on the fact that the necessary correction gives rise
to only a modestly modified stress dependence of 2. In fact the functional difference betwcetn
the simplified and the improved expre..sion is dilficult to determine experimentally 133]. [he
salient points, then. are hI) that (1) with a mildly stress dependent ,alue of x represents the
data well. and Iii) that 3 is somewhat but not drastically different for dilicrent specific
LEDS's. and thus for different deformation conditions.

3. The Workhardening Coefficient

With the dependence of flow stress on dislocation density given through I ll. workhardening
results principally from the accumulation of dislocations in the course of straining since rt
is normally almost independent of strain. The workhardening cocilicient can be derived
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with various degrees of sophistication. Most basically. and neglecting a number of
refinements such as found in [7, 20, 34] and those due to the different types of dislocation
rotation walls just discussed, we may simply consider the supercritical bowing of dn
dislocation links per unit volume. On average these sweep out an area of L' = (gi)2. i.e.
'ypically the cross-section of a more or less quadratic dislocation cell or subgrain of diameter

L, before impinging on dislocation boundaries where they are partly annihilated.
Let us introduce the "dislocation retention parameter-. 0. as the fraction which the newly

trapped dl.',cation line length represents of 4L. i.e. the line length which had been generated.
With it. the incremental dislocation density increase caused by the supercriticai bowing of
the dn links is

de = 4LP dn = 4gifl dn, (3)

while the incremental shear deformation is 0

dy = L 2 bdn = g 2lIbdn. (4)

Combining (3) and (4) with (1) and (2) yields

drG =w 2a#G dy (5)

mg

and the workhardening coefficient
dr dro + 2",iG

dry =o 0 +: dy M (6a)

with which the typically small strain dependence of ro often reduces to i
dec; 2afiG

0 =-- U - . (6b)

4. Stress Dependence of the Dislocation Retention Parameter it High Stresses

For a number of years it had been tentatively assumed that the decrease of 0 in stage Ill.
after substantially constant workhardening in stage 11. was caused by the establishment
of a constant minimum value of L. so that the parameter g increased while # remained
constant. The discovery and investigation of stage IV [35 to 391 proved this assumption to
be incorrect. Instead it seems now clear that both 2 and g decrease moderately with increasing
flow stress [91 and m cannot vary greatly as long as a dislocation cell structure persists. As
a result the stress dependence of the workhardening coefficient substantially mirrors the
stress dependence of the dislocation retention parameter it 17, 40].

The end of stage I1 appears indeed to mark the point at which If begins to decrease
through the onset of cross slip. much as had since long been argued by Sceger 1141 and
Haascn 141.421. Albeit. it seems that full-blown cross slip develops only gradually in the
course of stage Ill. causing the observed gradual decrease of the stress-strain curve, until
in stage IV. I? stabilizes at a low value due to the full operation of cross slip on a multitude
of atomistic slip planes. In other words, it has been suggested 140) that cross slip becomes

increasingly prevalent as the flow stress rises in stage Ill. until pencil glide has been
established in stage IV.
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A theoretical derivation of P has not yet been possible. In fact. the stress dependence of
Scan presumably be quite complex. and it is not intended to pursue that subject in the
present paper. devoted to worksoftening in high-performance alloys. i.e. stresses so high
that stage IV will normally be attained. What we shall examine, instead, is a further possible
reduction of I1, and in fact the decline of # to negative values. That possibility derives from
the often observed upper limiting dislocation density through plastic deformation, of about
:z 4 x 10" cm- 2, for which Rigney has offered a theoretical explanation (43) which is in

fine accord with the present paper. At any rate. there certainly is a stress level so high that
most crystallographic lattice planes containing the Burgers vector can become active, and
at which glide dislocation loops are formed spontaneousl.%.

Naming this critical upper limiting stress r.t, the parameter 1I must depend on stress such

that it vanishes at r,; = r.. Assuming as a first simplified model that mutual dislocation
annihilation occurs principally between parallel dislocations, there will then be a limiting
distance of approach which leads to certain destruction. i.e. in first approximation.

P•fl..=o(1 I (7a)

yielding

0" :t- 00 -1 ). (7b)

where the subscript 0 denotes the behavior when dislocations are far apart.

Alternatively, one may consider that dislocation destruction occurs whenever anywhere
dislocation lines approach more closely than the critical distance. i.e. that there is an excluded
volume proportional to o. In that second model one obtains, again in first approximation.[-o (r), ] (8a)

yielding

o 00 [1- (-1 ,8,

5. Negative Values of p and 0 through Extreme Deformation Condiuionm

At least formally, (7) and 18) suggest the possibility of negative fl-values and thus negative

workhardcning rates if by some or the other means a higher than critical dislocation density
* has been generated. This cannot happen through progressive deformation in any one mode.

Therefore. in the course of continuing deformation 11 will decrease tin accordance with i7al
or (8a) or similar, as the case may be) until 0 vanishes, unless fracture has occurred before
then. No doubt r,. /I,, and 0,, can. indeed must. somewhat depend on deformation conditions
and the specific LEDS formed. As long as these remain essentially unchanged with r,, 4 r•,.
the stress-strain curves in continuing deformation. i.e. without change in the type of LEDS

* generated, is found from 17a) and 8Ial its

O - Cxp 19)

\*,./
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Fig. 1. Theorctical stress--strain curves for uniform deformation and nehgigible friction stress. assumine
that the dislocation trapping parameter /JI decreases linearly (mode 11 and quadratically Imode Il) with
stress in accordance with 17) to 110)

in mode I and 0

t+ = T, tanh (.00 (10)

in mode 2.
Fig. I presents these two curve types and shows them to be rather similar. In either •

case. necking and fracture will ordinarily have caused failure well before r. is attained. In
any event workhardening ceases asymptotically as the critical dislocation density

t, 2 (11)
Q, •(iGb)

is aproached, and thus r, cannot be exceeded through continuing deformation at same or
slowly changing a.

However, considering the methods of making some of the modern alloys already
mentioned. e.g. mechanical alloying, splat cooling, and compacting of nano-powders through
extrusion, leaves little doubt that these will cause extraordinarily high dislocation densities
and will cause different LEDS's than can be attained by simply continuing some form of
conventional workhardening, be it through forging, twisting. rolling. etc. At least one crucial
feature here is the deliberate or incidental application of high hydiostatic pressures
superimposed on the deforming tractions. In first approximation this causes a reversible
increase of flow stress due to the pressure dependence of the shear modulus (44, 4•I. but
also generally changes r,. Presumably there are additional aspects of ihe manufacturing
conditions of the most advanced alloys which have much the same effect of inducing
super-high dislocation densities and/or r, values, as specilically the establishment of -

nonequilibrium degrees of solid solution and;or partial amorphization.
The dislocation densities t) > tt., in such alloys are metastable. They do not simply %anish

once the inducing conditions have ceased. In fact. relative stability of the alloy structures
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is an indispensable feature of successful unconventional manufacturing processes. A major
reason for the metastability of the ultrahigh dislocation densities is doubtlessly the
geometrical arrangement. namely overwhelmingly in the form of subarain boundaries
delineating a very fine subgrain size. At any rate. on th,: bis cf the preceding arguments.
without pre-existing flaws which would cause brittle failure. a material with a dislocation
density in excess of that a. which would be established in use conditions, will exhibit
negative values of fl. Thus it will worksoften on the basis of 17) and IS provided that rt is
small or at the least does not significantly change with strain.

6. Flow Stress-Flow Strain Curves

6.1 Effect of decreasing p at negligible or con.stant ol

Even at negligible or constant zn as assumed so far. actual stress-strain curves are not only

affected by the discussed dependence of I orn. floŽw stress but also by correlated changes in
the values of x. m. and g. Such changes are bound to occur. especially in the case of
worksoftening which will be accompanied by a gradual change from the initial metastable
LEDS to the LEDS appropriate to the testing or use conditions. That same behavior is
known already from fatigue experiments in which cyclic softening is accompanied by the
establishment of new. lower-energy LEDS.

In the present case of worksoftening high-performance alloys, the new LEDS may not
always be obviously different from the old one. Typically both %,ill contain fine subgrains.
perhaps of different shapes and mutual misorientations. and in the new LEDS the grain
size will presumably be somewhat larger. but certainly the dislocationt networks in the
subgrain boundaries will be at least subtly different. A detailed theoretical prediction
of those changes is still well beyond our capabilities. In terms of semi-quantitative theory
we can at this point do no better than present stress-strain curves which are expected on
the basis of 17) and (8) with all parameters except f remaining constant.

For the case of pre-straining to different levels of workhardening. without change between
the conditions of pre-strain and testing or use. (9) and 110) simply predict substitution of
elastic deformation to the level of the previously highest flow stress. This conventional
behavior, indicated for mode I in Fig. 2. generates the expected curves for ordinary metals

f I I

0.75-

0.50 0C21

025

Fig. 2. Theoretical strcss-strain curves for modlc I. derived from that in I. g. 1. for different prc-,trmins
Iin units of r,,lto) as indicated at the curves

IA ph~w thi Il I
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and alloys pre-strained to different levels of hardness through one and the same type of *
deformation. By contrast. if unconventional manufacturing conditions have established a
flow stress

r = r, + 6rm, (12)
worksoftening results as

dr= - l)di (13)

in mode 1. and

dr = -) djd (14)

in mode I1 in accordance with (7) and (8).
Integrating 113) and 114) yields, for the virgin material.

r=T.+ 6r,. exp (15)

for mode I and

r m =rcoth[(+~'2 (16)

for mode 11, with ;,, that negative strain for which r would become infinite.
Fig. 3 presents worksoftening curves, without pre-strain after manufacturing, resulting *

from 115) and (16) for 6t,,jrm 2/3, which requires 7 0 = 0.694r,., 0 .

I I

Figt. 3, Theoreticalt worksoftcning, curms due to niceative values; of the trarppne pramarneer !1on acc.u'tu.
of( excess% dintocation density fo•r mode I and mode I I in ac.cordanci: with I5 I.Sintl iibs)

12

t0
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2 ' ' Fie. 4. Worksoftenein curves due to nesa-
I •j c it/f-valuc. for mode I. as in Fig. 3. but

t for different intizal flow stresses caused by
¢ithcr pre-strain or annealing

I I
02

At such rather high excess hardening through the manufacturing process. the aifference
between the two modes is evidently more pronounced than for the conventional cases
shown in Fig. 2. That difference will. of course. decrease with decreasing 6r,,/r,. Dependence
on this parameter is shown for mode I in Fig. 4. %shich at the same time presents the
evolution of the worksoftening curve when 6r. is progressively reduced through either
straining or annealing after manufacturing but prior to testing or use.

6.2 Effect of decreasing r,

Changes in -c have two independent effects. On the one hand. r, is simply additive in
accordance with (1), on the other hand. increasing r, shortens the closest distance of
approach of the dislocations before they can annihilate, which has the effect of increasing
i3 ts well as L..

Matters are further complicated because part of the increase of rt through hydrostatic
pressure concerns the Peieris-Nabarro stress and is simply reversible, but another part is
due to the increased stress required for dislocation cross slip and dislocation intersections
[46. 47]. The latter can in fact cause a reduction in (I through decreasing the number of
dislocation nodes. It is therefore possible that this latter effect. plus perhaps other more
subtle changes in the LEDS including possible r istiitiouiiuli of precipitates and inclusions.
can in cases more than counterbalance the first effect. In that case there %%ill be
a net reduction of /i when ro is increased through hydrostatic pressure.

There is no known intrinsic maximum value of r,,. and the most likely cause of reductions
in r, on straining unconventionally formed alloys is the rcorgaiiation of the dislocations
into a LEDS pattern with fewer nodes. Therefore. the most simple assumption should be
that each newly released loop decreases r, by a like amount, while /f is, nearly zero .o that
the dislocation density remains essentially constant at Lj,. In that case, since the %train
increment per loop would remain constant until the excess frictional stress l6r.1 h.as been

* removed at some final strain ;-,- it would be

Sr" = S,,, 1 (171

1I,
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1 3 I Fig. 5;. Worksoftenmin due to dccrease of
excess friction •ircs- in .iccordancc with 417)
kith conant f, for different initial flow stress
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We may estimate the value of ;'r from considering that transformation from the old to
the new LEDS %%ill be completed. and thereby 6r, wNl have been eliminated, when the
newly generated loop length equals some moderate fraction. C. of the dislocation density
Q.. Thus in accordance with (2) to 14). with it, the number of links that have been activated
between ;, = 0 and ;',f

nr4 gi = CQ& (18)

and

7( nrg 2-Ih = Cgmh Vt2H•/4. (19)

This type of worksoftening curve is represented in Fig. 5 with ", independent of ,6t0. the
initial value of the friction stress. Such constancy of C is, however, not a foregone conclusion
as follows.

In order to estimate a probable range of values for -'- one must first estimate C. Clearly.
C must lie well below unity but cannot be a very small number. This is for the reason that
the new dislocations are repiacing an cqua, length of p"z ,:,, "ng dislocation length that
had been subject to the excess frictional stress, and will have triggered additional spontaneous
reorganization among the pre-existing dislocations. Thus for somewhat similar initial and
final LEDS's 0.1 < C < 0.5 may be a reasonable range. With those values and wirh
h 3 3lx -1" m,e = 4 x 10i1 m -. m z 1. and gz : 25 typical for highly -trained metals
1 one finds ;-r to range between about I% and 10%. That result appears to be in line

with observed worksoftening curves.
However, one will expect C to be larger when initial and final L.EDS configurations and

encrgies are similar. i.e. %vhen the driving forces are small, than when those dillerences and S
the driving forces are large. such as presumably tend to accompany large drops in the
friction stress. This reasonable argument suggests that C decreases with rising 6r,,,. Also
the value of o2,,. while probably not deviating much from 4 c It1)' cm " as previously

01
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Fig. 6. Worksoftcnine curves based on 417). as in Fie. 5. but assumring ihjat ,' is proportional toSto, and b) ;-f is inversely proportional to 6or,

introduced. will in fact not be the same in all cases and indeed the LEDS reorganization
will generally not take place at accurately constant dislocation density.

In order to assess the overall effect of these complications, somewhat arbitrarily one may
assume that. for relatively large LEDS energy differences, the value of -., could be inversely
proportional to 6ro0 . On the other extreme, every loop might simply decrease 6t, by the
same amount independent of LEDS energy differences. which would amount to -,' being
proportional to 6r,. These extreme behaviors are depicted in Fig. 6.

7. First Comparison with Experimental Data

The theory evidently provides a broad framework for the classification of different types
of worksoftcning. and thence hopefully an entrance to their deeper understandine. An
independent paper 1491 shall benm this task. Here only one first example as shown in Fig. 7.
namely Fig. 6 of 1481. obtained from two very similar mechanically alloyed aluminium-
niobium samples of same grain size and composition except (Or ihe faddition of I wit".. of

Y,0 3 to the B2 alloy. As seen, this addition caused a strong increase of Nield strength.
followed by a much steeper worksoftening curve on straining thaun •,ithout it.

A dtltaikd metallov raphic examination and perhaps still other studies will doubilcs,,v
be needed in order to determine the distribution of the 'ttrium oxide and its effect otn the
friction stress and. presumably, on the LEDS formed. However. independent of such ,tudics.
the curves clearly are not of the type in Fig. 3 and 4 hut they do conform to Fe. ih. The

present theory therefore leads to the following conclusions.
(i) the worksoltening in both alloys is due. at least principally, to a reduction of the

friction stress during straining.
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(ii) The effect of the yttrium oxide is to strongly raise thc friction stress beyond the already
high level present without it.

(iii) The yttrium oxide caused a sienificant increase in the ener~v stered in the LEDS in
the as-recetved state, while the energy and presturably georritit of the LEDS established
through straining is not much affected by it.

i'l Therefore the transformation into the new LEDS required the mosement of fewer
dislocations in the alloy with the yttrium oxide than needed %wihout it.

(v) On the basis of 1 191 applied to Fig. 7. the percentage of newly generated compared
to pre-existing disioca tion density required for transformation of the LEDS. was about
50% without and 25% with the yttrium oxide.

(vi) Since the activation of one link increases the dislocation length from Tto 4g!. more
or less. with g believed to be near 25, this means. therefore. that the activation of only 0_5%
and 10.25%. respectively, of the pre-existing dislocations was sufficient to transform the LEMS

(vii) That fine scale of the dislocation reorganization is the reason why the drastic
worksoftcning observed is not yet accompanied by Lueders band formation.

The above conclusions must, of course. be checked against all available evidence. first
and foremost the micrography. and depending on the results obtained the theory may have
to be modified andior expanded. That task will be beg~un in the follow-up paper 1481.

8. Summarizing Discussion

To the simplified first approximations discussed herein. %vorksoficninig due to negative
values of /I is characterized by concave work hardeni i,, curese. This result i,, indepenident
of specific assumptions as to the functional dependence of fton i). provided that It ikecrc~kses.
and the flow strcss increase,,. monotonically with the excess population of dislocations, and
that 1; vanishes asymptotically at the equilibrium flow ,tress re,.

By contrast. there is no known a-prIorn argument to relate the magniitiude of excc%% friction
stress to the dislocation density and therefore none to relate it-, decirease: to the shear sitain.
The most simple assumptions lead to at linear decline of stress with strain. whereby thie
slope of the decline is proporiional to 6r~,, the initial excess frictional stress. In that most
simple case. the rcfor -. worKsoften ing ceases at some strain ý, independent of ~rIn.ev.
since large drops in tir1, ar: presumably correlated with rclaiti--cly large dislocation energy
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* ~differences and thus drivina forces to establish the new LEDS. probabilities are that ;

decreases with increasing 6rh values. The specific experimental example of Fig. 7 appears
to bear this out.

At the other extreme. driving forces may have no effect at all and every loop could cause
the same reduction of 6rn no matter what the conditions. In that case the slope of the
workhardcning curve is independent of 6r~i.

* Doubtlessly different assumptions or, better, different actual conditions in the alloys. can
give rise to a still much wider variety of stress-strain curves in wsorksoftening due to
decreasing r,). At any rate. the theory will have opened a new s%.jv for further research into
worksoftenine. of wh'ich an example. including a number 01 tentative conclusions. is presented
in connection with Fig. 7. A subsequent paper t48 will expand on these.
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0w Mosic Blok Smitm

Since 1914 crystallographers have known that real crystals are overwhelmingly composed of a 'mosaie block struc.
ture' (I) which in P. Ewald's words of 1933 (2) consists 'of many by themselves ideal *coherent' blocks.., which are Fitted
together with mutual small rotations..' Correspondingly, as soon as dislocations were recognized as the carriers of plastic
deformation (3,4), materials scientists have accepted that the mean free path of dislocations starts and ends at mosaic block
boundaries (3.5.6). Further. already in his epoch-making papers proposing the first dislocation based theory of workhard-
ening. G. 1. Taylor introduced the edge dislocation tilt wall as the prototypical mosaic block boundary (3).

That all mosaic block boundaries are composed of dislocations, being what we now call dislocation cell walls or
subgrain boundaries, as the case may be, was not known for decades to come. Namely, when finally dislocations could be
directly observed in the electron microscope, the ubiquitous presence of the mosaic block structure had faded from active
consideration and no connection was made between mosaic block boundaries and the pervasive dislocation *tangles' mid
"cottonwool structure" seen in lightly deformed single crystals. This is quite understandable since tangles and cottonwool
structures did not at all conform to the expected appearance of mosaic block boundaries. When accumulating evidence
showed that with continuing strain those woo'ly structures gradually developed into dislocation cell walls and thes into
subgrain boundaries, their initial explanation as obstacles against glide due to random dislocation collisions was not aban-
doned. The identification of dislocation walls with mosaic block boundaries was first established only in 1968 (7), and for
the outlined and other historical reasons discussed in greater detail elsewhere (8), it did not find ready acceptace.

Nowadays there can be no doubt left that all dislocation cell and subgrain structures are mosaic block structures:
Tie typically abrupt change of electron diffraction contrast across the boundaries and its typical constancy over individual
dislocation cells and subgrains testify that those volume elements are substantially free of lattice misorientations and that
the dislocation walls defining them accommodate well-defined lattice rotations. This qualitative evidence is buttressed and
transformed into quantitative knowledge by a constantly increasing mass of detailed lattice orientation determinations, e.g.
(9,10). Phrased differently, it has been established without reasonable doubt that the boundaries delineating dislocaitio
cells and subgrains arc "dislocation rotation boundaries'. The task, then, is to understand why and how dislocations so
overwhelmingly assemble into mosaic dislocation rotation boundaries and what effect that has on mechanical properties.

Frakn" Emula

The concept of 'dislocation rotation boundaries" is by far not as widely understood as would be commensurate with
its importance. It is based on F.C. Frank's brilliant insight (11) elaborated in W.T. Read's book (12) that, besides the dis-
cussed lattice misorientations, every arbitrary two-dimensional dislocation arrangement with finite. uniformly distributed
net Burgers vector content is associated with long-range stresses unless it obeys a very stringent requirement. This re-
quirement, known as Frank's formula, is that BI, the sum of the Burgers vectors of all dislocations intersected by unit
vector V' of arbitrary orientation in the network, be

Er' - 2in(0/2) [a' x v-1I

where u is the axis vector of relative misorientation between the material on either side of the boundary, and 0 is the
magnitude of the misorientation angle. Of course, IU can vanish for all orientations of v" simply because the wall has no
net Burgers vector content; but if W' is finite for any orientation of V' and eq. I is no fulfilled, the wall has long-range
stresses. Evidently, then. dislocation cell and subgrain boundaries fulfill the stringent requirement of Frank's formula at the
least in first approximation. We shall further discuss eq.l in the next section for the polygon•ation structure.
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If a given density of dislocations is randomly distributed, their mutual distances will be larger than if arranged in the
form of planar arrays. Since further the stresses of the dislocations in dislocation rotation boundaries are screened to the
range of their mutual spacing, more or less, in accordance with Frank's formula, theory establishes dislocation rotation
boundaries as the form of lowest possible free dislocation energy. Even so, theory cannot yet predict the specific boundary
geometry which will minimize free energy and thus be the most stable.

The simplest type of dislocation boundary structure is the polygonization structure which consists of (nearly) pal-
lel tilt walls It is most perfectly observed in bent plate-shaped single crystals with the most highly stressed, and only signifi-
candy activated, glide plane containing the bending axis and
the active Burgers vector parallel to the narrow side face
(13), the geometry indicated in Fig.l. With only one active
slip system, BE must have the direction of the one active
Burgers vector, while according to eq.l B' must be normal
to both i" and 50. Since f' can have all orientations in
the boundary, I' is thus normal to the boundary, and the
rotation axis U' lies in the boundary. Lastly, with only one
set of parallel dislocations present, 1r vanishes only if v' is 411
parallel to the dislocation lines, and therefore it must also
be parallel to the dislocations. Thus the 2j dislocation
boundary which fulfills Eq.l and is constructible with but one EMI Idealized polygonization structure of a bent
set of dislocations is the edge dislocation tilt walL single crystal gliding on just one slip system.

The empirical observation that dislocations very commonly assemble into a mosaic block structure composed of
dislocation rotation boundaries suggests the general rule that actual dislocation structures nearly minimize the free energy
per unit length of dislocation line, among all configurations accessible to the dislocations under the constraints of applied
tractions and dislocation mobility (7,14). This theorem, now known as the LEDS principle, follows from the second law of
thermodynamics, to wit that forces act to drive systems down energy gradients. LEDS, from the acronym for Low-Energy
2islocation atructures (15,16), are dislocation structures in which neighbor dislocations mutually screen their stresses.

The specific theoretical reason for the formation of LEDS, and in particular also for the LEDS principle, is that
dislocations interact with glide forces in accordance with their elastic stresses, and as they are mobile in glide, populations
of dislocations will move until they have mutually screened their resolved shear stresses to the level of the friction stress to.
In other words: glide forces will compel the dislocations to move until nowhere along their length will there be any re-
solved shear stress in excess of 7-0# including any strcesse with which curved dislocations act on themselves. Le. those most
simply regarded as due to line tension. In the case of just one Burgers vector, Le. in the polygonization structure, only one
stress component will thus be screened, and similarly in the Taylor lattice, a checkerboard pattern of alternating positive
and negative dislocations (3,17). It is for this reason that lower energy per unit length of dislocation line is achieved with
increasing number of Burgers vectors (18). Hence stress-screening becomes more effective with increasing number of
Burgers vector directions available in the LEDS, and any stress component in excess of ro will tend to move and suitably
multiply dislocation with Burgers vectors of a kind that can screen those stress components.

As an example of the above, somewhat imperfect Taylor lattices can be formed in fatigue (17) when dislocations of
opposite sign are forced to mix intimately, and in uni-directional deformation when dislocations cannot leave their resper-

slip planes, as is the case when dislocations are extended as in a-brass (21) but not otherwise since unidirectional glide
tends to separate dislocations according to sign. In fact. and as already Taylor recognized. his edge dislocation lattice is
unstable against lateral spreading and has to be confined between mosaic block or grain boundaries (3). Tnis instability is
due to the unscreened alternating zompressive and tensile stresses in the parallel slabs of material defined by the rows of
like dislocations on the glide planes. We shall return to the specific dislocation motions triggered thereby when we consider
the cell formation in fee metals that marks the onset of stage 11.

In order to gain some insight as to which dislocation configurations might have the lowest possible energy when
three coplanar equivalent Burgers vectors are available, such as on 4 111 ) in fcc metals, a series of computations were
performed on the stress distributions about simple dislocation cells constructible from dislocation rotation boundaries with
such Burgers vectors (19). The results confirmed that increasing number of participating Burgers vectors decreases the
energy per unit length of dislocation line. They also showed that dislocation cells arranged in the form of isolated rotated
velume elet.--nts, much like pebbles in concrete, have a much higher energy than the mosaic block structure. Next they
showed that roughly equiaxed cells would be preferred and, finally, that a three-dimensional checkerboard pattern of siai.
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lar rectangled cells. misoriented about the same rotation axis but with alternating sense of rotation has an especially low
energy. Thcse. then. arc features theoretically predicted from the LEDS principle, and they arc indeed very largely ob-
served (see 14, 18,20 and many examples in refs. 15 and 16).

Meebsinkm of Didlocatioo Ce.ll Formtion adW Tyr Ditxtom"Q

In single crystal experiments in macroscopic single glide, the onset of stage II is characterized by the profuse gener-
ation of non-primary dislocations. typically outnumbering the primary dislocations by two to one even before double glide
sets in. These unpredicted dislocations were dubbed 'forest dislocations* because they appeared to be pre-existent, or at the
least immobile so that they had to be cut by the glide dislocations. In fact the role of those dislocations is quite different as
may be best clarified by discussing the transition from stage I to II in fcc single crystals, as follows (18,21,22).

At the end of stage I there exists a poorly formed Taylor lattice. It exhibits the already mentioned alternating
compressive and tensile stresses due to the extra and missing lattice half planes of the edge dislocation sequences of
opposite sign on parallel glide planes (18.21.22). When with increasing dislocation density these have built up to the level
of the flow stress of the material in the slabs, they trigger 'unpredicted glide' on intersecting glide planes. This is carried by
the dislocations which are commonly mistaken for *forest dislocations" but whose function is to relive the said stresses and
in the process to transform the sequences of mutually repubivc similar edge dislocations into tilt walls, in accordance with
the LEDS principle. Jackson et al. were among the first to make a detailed study of those stresses and the resultant complex
dislocation motions in pure fcc metal (23-25). A subsequent analysis of these motions in terms of Frank's formula estab-
lished the underlying mechanism of cell formation through strain energy reduction without a doubt (22,26). As it turns
out, the rotation axis of the tilt walls replacing the initial sequences of like edge dislocations lies in the glide plane, normal
to the primary Burgers vector. They are responsible for the so-called 'Yamaguchi-Taylor roller orientation* that had been
discovered through Laue X-ray asterism and correctly interpreted by Taylor (27) and Yamaguchi (28) many years before.

Besides those studies on the mechanism of dislocation cell formation in early stage 11, a very detailed investigation
of dislocation wall and cell formation in stage I of tensile specimens, again of fcc single crystals, has been presented by
Takamura and coworkers (29). Another analysis was performed on peculiar dislocation patterns in rolled iron single crystals
(30), and recently there have been searching studies on the evolution of cell and subgrain boundaries in rollcd polycrystals
(9, 10). Together, these studies establish details of the dislocation motions which produce observed dislocation cell struct-
ures, and the stresses triggering them. for a large enough number of cases to remove any further doubt that the principles
are well understood. From those studies, too. it is indisputable that 'forest dislocations* are formed in response to un-
screened stresses of accumulating glide dislocations. Thus they are not pre-existing, are not stationary, and are not inter-
sected by the glide dislocations. Correspondingly, the term "forest dislocations' ought to be dropped. In summary, then,
dislocation cell formation is impossible with only one Burgers vector but it requires the involvement of at least two Burgers
vector directions. In cases of small strains in single glide, the non-primary dislocations necessarily involved in dislocation
cell formation were named 'forest dislocations'. Since at the nodes of two sets of networking dislocations a third set with a
different Burgers vector is formed (in fcc metals happening to be Lomer-Cottrell locks (22)), the non-primary traditional
"forest dislocations', outnumber the primary ones by about two to one, even while macroscopic single glide prevails.

Gle Polveizatoa. D)mamiesl Recs r and Point Defcai

In an unpublished Ph.D. thesis, H. Shen (31) studied the geometry of polygonization walls in bent aluminum single
crystals and the effect of annealing treatments thereon. Rather surprisingly, and in opposition to some earlier work by
Gilman (32) and Hibbard and Dunn (33). neither the locations of the polygonization walls nor their rotation angles were
affected by long anneals up to a few degrees of the melting temperature. The only change observed was a clearing of the
background intensity between the wails and establishment of some additional polygonization walls.

This result is ever more remarkable because the walls are composed of glide dislocations and can move readily, In
fact. already the very first in-situ observations on specimens strained in the electron microscope (34,35) showed all disloca.
tion cell walls to be highly mobile during straining. From moment to moment they remained individually disangtaishable.
but with fluid dislocation densities and shapes. Moreover. elements of beginning tilt walls could be seen forming already
while the dislocations were still in motion (36) in the process dubbed "glide polygonization'. By itself, Shen's result thus
implies that already directly after deformation the structure is close to thermal equilibrium, in excellent accord with the
LEDS principle, albeit metastable since the removal of all dislocations would of course reduce the free energy. Beyond
this, the in-situ observations demonstrate that the mutual trapping of glide dislocations into the cell structure configuration
may already begin while they are still moving through the cell interiors. but at any rate is essentially completed by the time
they reach the cell walls and are incorporated into them.

Ouite at odds with the demonstrated tendency for minimizing the stored energy per unit length of dislocation line in
accord with the LEDS principle is the kinkiness that characterizes cell wall dislocations alter low deformations and which
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gave rise to the nomen "cottonwool structure'. According to early work, it results from dislocation-point defect intcractions
in a process dubbed 'mushrooming.(37-39). While this interpretation has never been questioned in the literature, it still
needs independent verification. Facts are that large numbers of point defects are inevitably generated through glide and
that these cannot be retained in the lattice and must somehow be removed through absorption at dislocations, thereby
causing local climb.

Mushrooming is envisaged to occur at low homologous temperatures, when local plating out of supersaturated
point defects at dislocation cores gives rise to kinking. as seen especially clearly in radiation damaged metal (40). The jogs
so formed must be dragged in glide and therefore give rise to further distortions of the dislocations when stress is applied.
However, in the proximity of nodes, point defects may be adsorbed through simple readjustments of the dislocations at
these, and they can escape through free surfaces. Therefore, the cottonwool structure can appear only at combinations of
temperature and dislocation density such that pipe diffusion is too slow to transport the defects to nearby nodes or free
surfaces. Correspondingly the cottonwool structure is not formed at elevated temperatures nor in very thin foils, and also
not when dislocation densities are high. and it is easily removed through mild annealing. It seems almost certain, therefore,
that the recovery mechanism indirectly observed by Shen (31) was the smoothing out of the cottonwool structure and the
attendant sharpening of the tilt wall structure.

While as indicated, LEDS structures are stable relative to glide, and thermal activation even at temperatures up to
the melting point cannot significantly assist glide motions, they are not stable relative to climb. Recovery annealing, at
temperatures permitting significant climb rates can thus reorganize LEDS structures, - always subject to the law of the
conservation of Burgers vectors, of course. Through climb, dislocation walls can thus coalesce but only such that the net
Burgers vector content in them is conserved. The frequent increases in the rotation angles of polygonization walls through
recovery as first observed by Gilman (32) and Hibbard and Dunn (33) are doubtlessly due to such climb-induced coales-
censes. In general, recovery annealings can similarly coarsen any cell structures and thereby decrease the total strain
energy, partly through decreasing the overall dislocation density and partly through decreasing the average screening dis-
tance among the dislocations.

In light of the discussions in this section, the widely used although ill-defined word "dynamic recovery', if meant to
explain the presence of seemingly "recovered' LEDS structures directly after plastic deformation, does not appear to serve
a useful purpose, since it evokes the image of effects of dislocation dynamics and of thermal activation. Quite likely it is a
lingering memory of Becker's early theory of plastic flow (41,42) which assumed that plastic deformation was a fundamen-
tally dynamic process due to thermally activated but otherwise unspecified elementary glide steps but without an equilibri-
um state (compare the discussion in 8). Becker's ideas remain relevant when deformation temperatures are high enough to
permit climb, i.e. in the creep range, but at low homologous temperatures, at which the cumulative effect of thermally
activated flow steps during plastic strain amounts to only a fraction of the elastic strain (43), facts are in much better accord
with G.L Taylor's 1933 workhardening theory (3) based on force equilibrium among glide dislocations in the Taylor lattice,

The Demidmm of Dijocatim CeA Si on Flow Sum

The flow stress in Taylor's theory was the stress required for further edge dislocation generation and motion via the
passage of dislocation rows in the Taylor net past each other. The restriction of Taylor's considerations to edge dislocations
is natural because screw and mixed dislocations would be introduced into materials science only seven years later (44).
Implicit in Taylor's theory is the establishment of a dislocation density (S) proportional to the square of the flow stress (')
as

S=- const GbV? (2)

with G the shear modulus. This is a well-known very widely observed empirical relationship (45-47). but the proportion-
ality constant for Taylor lattices is different from that for cell walls (7,21). Similarly widely observed is the empirical rela-
tionship between average dislocation cell diameter. D, and flow stress

D - KGb/i" (3)
with K - 10.

Based on the LEDS principle, eq,3 must minimize the free energy per unit length of dislocations line, The mecha-
nism appears to be as follows (18,48): If a dislocation population of fixed density j is assembled into a dislocation cell struc-
ture of variable cell size D. the average dislocation spacing, I =- I/V' decreases with increasing D. Thus the strain energy
stored in the unscreened dislocation stresses, extending to ,- from the dislocation axes on average, decreases with D.
However, finite dislocation walls have end stresses which increase with their extent, i.e. the energy stored in the cell end
stresses rises with D. According to semi-quantitative argument (48) which, however, urgently needs refinement, eq.3 in
conjunction with cq.2 and I - l/v'?is indeed the condition minimizing the sum of the two components of the stored energy.
Eq.2 in turn, describes the stress for super-critical bowing of dislocations through dislocation cell wall (7,49). in agreement
with the mesh-length theory of workhardening (7,8,14.21).
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QMMwnuiakl Ncarw Vam ncWna Dislocation Rotatim Dotmidarica andbw wmt f~

According to the preceding exposition, the dislocation cell boundaries discussed so far are dislocation rotation
boundaries resulting from the statistical mutual trapping of glide dislocations into energy wells too deep as if the applied
stress could release them. As pointed out already, this concept is in the tradition of Burgers (3) and is supported by a great
wealth of experimental evidence. In fundamental contrast thereto, and in the tradition of Becker's theory (41,42). is the
proposal of Staker and Holt (47) that moving dislocations establish statistical density fluctuations which will either be seen
as dislocation cell walls or be the origin of them. Similarly, Aifantls (50) has proposed a complex theory of dynamical dislo-
cation cell formation. Perhaps these theories will eventually be found useful for understanding dynamical reaystaliizatiom
or rapid creep, but they cannot be significant for cell structure formation. The only dynamical aspects of low-temperature
plastic deformation appear to be the already discussed dislocation point defect interactions plus effects which arse when at
high strain rates several glide dislocations traverse any one cell interior at the same time. Those effects have been cx-
plained without conflict and without invoking thermal activation (51).

Besides the dislocation cell walls, other dislocation rotation boundaries are formed in the course of plastic deforma-
tion, and increasingly so at high strains. They are variously called dense dislocation walls (DDW's) and microbands (MB's)
of different types. In order to distinguish simple dislocation cell walls from these, they have been dubbed "incidental
boundaries* (52). The second type by contrast belongs to the class of *geometrically necessary boundaries" of which ordi-
nary grain boundaries are the most obvious example. As recent research has documented (10), they come about because,
especially in polycrystals, neighboring volume elements (named cell blocks' or CB's for short) deform with selections of
different active slip systems whose number falls short of the Taylor criterion. This is for the reason that the simultaneous
action of several intersecting glide systems requires profuse jogging and thus an extra stress increment that rises with
number of simultaneously acting systems. Therefore neighboring CB's undergo different lattice rotations in the course of
straining. The DDW's and MB's delineate the boundaries between CB's and because the rotation angles across them are
determined by the lattice orientation differences between the CBs, they are indeed *geometrically necessary. Coorespond-
ingly, too, the correlated rotation angles are typically considerably larger than those across cell boundaries.

Much interesting detail is accumulating regarding the mechanisms by which the DDW's and MB's form. On ac-
count of the law of the conservation of Burgers vectors, in particular, they cannot form in isolation. As a result they typical-
ly form pairwise, either by the splitting of a pre-existing DDW or MB. or by the spontaneous activation of a previously
dormant slip system in a narrow zone parallel to an easy glide plane (9,10). That is the origin of the frequently seen disloca.
tion wall pairs which have excited much attention in the literature (53-57).

With increasing strain, the CB's shrink in size faster than the individual dislocation cells in them (9,10). The final
condition appears to be that each CB contains but one dislocation cell. In other words, through continued straining 'inci.
dental boundaries', meaning ordinary dislocation cell walls, are eliminated in favor of "geometrically necessary dislocation
boundaries', i.e. CB boundaries. Across these, the angular misorientation is typically much larger than across cell walls.
together with a discontinuity in active slip system combinations not present for cell walls. At that stage, individual disloca.
dons are no longer obvious in the walls and they are called "sub grain boundaries*.

As seen, eq.2 is theoretically derivable from the presence of 'incidental" cell boundaries across which there is no
change of active slip systems (7,21), and is widely confirmed for that case (47). However, theoretically (21,52) as well as
experimentally (58,59), the hardening through 'geometrically necessary" boundaries, as in particular grain boundaries so
also DDW's, MB's and, ultimately, subgrain boundaries (58,59), obeys the Hall-Petch relationship, i.e. 7 M K. ,IY.

The financial support of this research through the Materials Division (P. Schmidt and M. B. Peterson. Tribolo-
gy) of the Office of Naval Research, Arlington. VA. is gratefully acknowledged.
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ABSTRACT

Mechanically alloyed and extruded aluminum alloys developed for service

at temperatures up to 500'C in aerospace applications exhibit worksoftening,

as is typical for alloys with grain/sub grain sizes at and below aI/gz. Exper-

imental evidence is presented and compared with a recent theory of worksoften-

ing based on the LEDS concept. It is concluded that the observed worksoften-

ing stems from a reduction in the ro part of the flow stress, i.e. that part

which does not depend on the density of trapped dislocations. In the present

alloys r. is dominated by Hall-Petch grain boundary strengthening. TEN

evidence suggests that the softening arises as plastic strain weakens what

appears to be a continuous layer of "grain boundary substanc," (perhaps of

carbon, A14 C3 , or otherwise enriched in carbon) at which the boundaries are

strongly anchored.' With the boundaries thus immobilized, the relative lattice

rotations among neighboring grains caused by the strain are accommodated by

"geometrically necessary" dislocation rotation boundaries formed from reac-

tion products of glide dislocations directly at the film surfaces. This is a

new form of LEDS never previously reported. It contributes to, although does

not necessarily dominate, the high recrystallization and service temperatures

of the alloys.
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INTROQUCTION

Motivation

In accordance with long-standing experience, the flw.4 stresses of

metals can be greatly increased through grain refinement but typically at the *

cost of embrittlement. In order to fully exploit the strengthening through

small grain sizes moderr rocessing methods have extended even to nano-crys-

talline materials, while alloys with grains in the sub-micrometer range are

becoming almost standard. However, a very unwelcome by-product of extreme

grain refinement has been a tendency toward work-softening in which already

small strains can lead to very significant reductions of flow stress. The

present study aims to make a contribution towards the better understanding of,

firstly, the origin of worksoftening for metals with such small grain sizes

and, secondly, the nature uf grain size strengthening in the sub-micrometer 0

range.

Basic Features of the Alloys Investigated

Commercial aluminum alloys loose their strength, and bec 3 essentially

unusable for structural applications, at temperatures above 2L C to 300"C,

depending on composition. Yet in the aerospace industry there ex s a poten-

tial need for aluminum alloys with substantially higher servic2 t !ratures.

For this reason a study was undertaken at the University of Virgi in con-

junction with several industrial companies to develop high perform, e aluml-

num alloys with useful strengths up to temperatures of 5000C [1].



It was decided early on that the only hope for success would be the

incorporation of a high density of very fine dispersoids with such low solu-

bilities in the matrix that they would not significantly change their size or

shape even under prolonged exposures to temperatures up to at least 500"C. As

partly documented in (1] and in this paper, the strategy has been very suc-

cessful and alloys with remarkably high strength and serviceability .to S00"C

have been developed.

The incorporation of dispersoids with the desired characteristics can be

achieved by mechanical alloying (MA) (2,3], and a number of the best alloys

have been prepared by this method. The MA process begins by mixing fine pow-

ders of alloys, intermetallics and/or ceramic particles, as the case may be,

which then are milled for prolonged periods. In the course of the milling

process, the initial particles are broken up and rewelded among each other to

form particles with high densities of defects. Incidental or unconventional

deliberate additions to the MA powders, derived from process control agents,

add to the complexity of the alloys. For example, in the production of alumi-

num alloys by MA, stearic acid is used frequently, leading to the incorpora-

tion of carbon and, upon annealing, carbides. Grain sizes which in general

are considerably smaller than one micrometer are obtained, and indeed not at

all infrequently metastable alloys or even amorphous material. After mill-

ing, MA powders for aluminum alloys are commonly consolidated through extru-

sion at temperatures between 350*C and 450"C, with reduction ratios from 15:1

to 50:1.

* Microstructures in the As-Received Condition

The microstructures of the-dlscussed high-temperature aluminum alloys

are complex but they approach thermodynamical equilibrium on account of dynam-

* ical recrystallization during the extrusion at elevated temperature. Their
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generally fairly uniform, nearly equiaxed grain structure as shown in Fig. 1,

and their considerable stability on annealing or in use at the intended high *

temperatures, bear this out [4]. Even so, occasional considerab' nhomogene-

ities cause obvious irregularities in the structure, e.g. as sh in Fig.2.

Presumably such are a cause of premature failure. 0

In the as-received condition, the alloys under considerat .i had maximum

dispersoid volume fractions between about 6% and 32% and had grain sizes

(d) from about O.I/m to O.Sm, as listed in Table I. That this very fine *

grain size was retained through the processes of degassing, consolidation and

dynamical recrystallization during extrusion, indicates that the high concen-

trations of finest dispersoids strongly impede grain boundary migration, 0

thereby raising the recrystallization temperature and thus increasing the

range of service temperatures. Micrographs at higher magnification, e.g.

Figs. 3 and 4, visually demonstrate this fact via the finely serrated and 0

obviously locally pinned grain boundaries. Even so, remnant stresses inside

the grains are low as evidenced by the uniform diffraction contrast across

any one subgrain seen in Figs.1 to 4 and subsequent micrographs. 0

All micrographs in this paper are taken from alloy A3 in the as-received

condition and after 18hrs annealing at 550C (code A33 ). The study has con-

centrated on A3, the alloy with by far the smallest volume fraction of disper- *

soids among those in Table I, for the reason that the high dispersoid concen-

trations in the other alloys tend to obscure micrographic dislocation images

and therefore make a detailed study of dislocation behavior in them much more 4

difficult. It may be noted that in A3 as received and after annealing (code

A33 ) the total of observed Al4 C3 -particles was far below the expected volume

fraction of 4%. This implies a significant invisible presence of carbon, at

least in this alloy, presumably segregated at the boundaries. This is an
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important point to which we shall return later.

Regarding general features of the microstructures, it has already been

pointed out that all of the alloys were dynamically recrystallized during th3

extrusion and that their structures appeared to be near thermal equilibrium,

witness the low internal stresses and, one may add, the very low concentration

of dislocations within the grains. However, the larger yttriumoxide particles

in A3 and 82 are surrounded by regions of very high dislocation densities [1].

Presumably these are due to lattice misfit as well as to thermal strains

during cooling from the extrusion temperature.

Again in agreement with approximate thermodynamical equilibrium, not

0 only in A3 but generally in A and B alloys, dispersoids are enriched at grain

boundaries and the grains are typically fairly regular, equiaxed in cross

sections and only mildly elongated in extrusion direction. Also, as in Figs.1

to 4 of A3, dispersoids of fairly uniform size occur within the grains of

all A and B alloys with a statistically uniform distribution.

The aluminum titanium C series alloys, with their very high concentra-

tion of dispersoids, are different in that the aluminum grains and the Al3 Ti

particles have similar sizes and form a two-phase duplex structure. The C7

alloy of Fig.7 was extruded at 425C with an extrusion ratio of 18 : 1. When

0 tested at that temperature, pure Al3Ti yields at 130 MPa so that most of the

deformation occurred in the aluminum grains. Correspondingly, the boundaries

are not straight but show similar complexities as in other MA alloys. Pro-

0 longed annealing at 545"C, i.e. 120"C above the extrusion temperature, sim-

plifies the boundary structure anB, along with the reduced strength, the work-

softening disappears entirely (Fig.?).

0

S
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STRESS-STRAIN BEHAVIOR IN RELATION TO COMPOSITION. STRUCTURE AND A'L.ALIffi

Fig.5 shows the tensile stress-strain behavior of alloy f thich as

already indicated is at the focus of the present study, in corr on with 4

that of Al and A2. All A alloys were extruded at 31 C with xtrusion

ratio of 33 : I and had much the same grain sizes, between 0.25 nd O.Spgm.

As seen in Fig.5, at room temperature the yield stress of A3 • 29 MPa and q

its ultimate tensile strength was 346 MPa, both significantl) !r than for

Al and A2, while its 9.3% elongation at failure was much highL -han for the

other A alloys. Note also that contrary to the behavior of most alloys inves- *

tigated in the study [1], the fracture of A3 was preceded by necking, indicat-

ed by a distinct kink in the curve at a strain of 8.5%.

In combination with the data in Table I, Fig.5 clearly demonstrates that *

neither the level of the flow stress nor the strain to failure is a direct

function of total dispersoid concentration. The lower strength and larger

elongation of alloy A3 in comparison wtLh alloys Al and AZ s believed to be *

mainly due to its significantly lower A14 C3 volume fraction, especially since

aluminum carbide is known to be an effective strengthening dispersoid 11,5].

At any rate, the slopes and elongations of the workhardening curves somewhat •

correlate with the A14C3 and total volume fractions in the three alloys. As

additional effects that probably contribute to the differences in mechanical

behavior, note that besides the similar amounts of carbon and aluminum oxide *

in Al and AZ, the A2 alloy included an extra 1 w/o of copper id A3 an extra

lw/o of yttrium oxide.

The lack of a direct relationship between dispersoid vo, + and magni-*

tude of flow stress and final-strain is reemphasized and confiv 'd in Figs.6

and 7 relating to alloys of the B and C series, respectively. Both BI and B2

of Fig.6 were extruded at 370"C with an extrusion ratio of 53 : 1, both have*
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similar total dispersoid volume fractions, namely 16.1% and 15.9% respective-

ly, and both have the same grain size distribution between 0.1514n and 0.35jM.

Yet they exhibit sharply different slopes of the stress-strain curves. The

significant difference here is the extra I w/o (amounting to 0.5 v/o) of Y203

in 82. Other alloying components in both B1 and 82 included nominally 10 w/o

Nb. 1.2 w/o C, and 0.8 w/o of oxygen in the form of Al2 03 , yielding the theo-

retical maximum dispersoid volume fractions based on chemical analysis listed

in Table I. Micrographically, the corresponding particles show no signifi-

cant differences between Bi and B2, ranging between 10nm and 25nm in size and

being fairly evenly distributed throughout the alloys, except that the Y2 03

particles in B2 have sizes up to O.4p1m, and are located in boundaries mostly

at triple points, and the dislocation density in their vicinity is extremely

high.

Figs.7 and 8 introduce the additional point that only annealing well

above the extrusion temperature will reduce the flow stress, but that anneals

at lower temperatures may mildly reduce the strain to failure. Specifically,

annealing of A3 for one hour at 490"C did not affect its strength within a 1%

error margin but elongation was decreased to 8.3%. Thus the alloy exhibited

very high temperature stability. Significantly, as seen in Fig.8, l8hrs

annealing at 550;C (code A33 ) reduced the maximum stress of A3 to just below

300MPa but only restored the ultimate strain to its initial value. Similarly

Fig.1, pertaining to one of the C series aluminum titanium MA alloys, indi-

cates a monotonic decrease of strength with annealing time above the extrusion

temperature but an initial mild decrease of ultimate strain followed by a

small increase.

Aluminum titanium alloys with their Al3 Ti/Al duplex structure have great

promise for high temperature performance and at the same time have good room

07



temperature strength. Notably, too, their worksoftening in the as-received

condition (Fig.7) is much smaller than in A and B alloys (Figs.S a-d 6) and is

more readily removed by annealing, as seen by comparing Figs. nd 8, even

though the C alloys comprise by far the highest volume fract of disper-

soids, as seen in Table I. Specifically the composition of all 27 was 9.0

w/o of Ti, 2.5 w/o of C, 0.8 w/o of 0 and the balance aluminuv -he observed

dispersoid volume fractions are not far from the calculated va: s of AI3Ti

21%, A14C3 - 9.2% and A120 3 - 1.4%, for a total of 31.6%.

The small degree of worksoftening in the C alloys is ascribed to their

already mentioned distinctive microstructure, in that the Al3 Ti does not

appear as small dispersoid particles but as grains of similar size as the alu-

minum grains, i.e. O.Igm to 0.5gm for the Al3 Ti and O.lum to 0.35gm for the

aluminum, respectiely. Hence these MA aluminum titanium alloys have the

duplex structures of two-phase aggregate alloys with many of their boundaries

being phase boundaries, i.e. not principally anchored by particles.

We therefore provisionally conclude that small grain size is a necessary

but not sufficient condition f worksoftening in our MA alloys but that it is

also necessary that the boundaries are grain and not interphase boundaries.

Further we provisionally conclude that worksoftening does not depend on the

presence or absence of large dispersoid particles surrounded by dislocations

but that the presence of carbon has a great influence.

MICROSTRUCTURES IN A3 AFTER DEFORMATION

As-Received Material After Deformation

Superf- ially, there is very little difference between the rostruc-

tures of A3 in, the as-received cbndition and after deformation tc -acture.

This may be seen by comparing Fig.9 with Fig.4: After as well as before the

deformation, there are no dislocation assemblies in the grains, the grain

8
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boundaries have not obviously moved, and they are still convoluted and pinned

by dispersoids. This pinning is dramatically demonstrated in Fig.1O by the

strong curvature at the upper end of the vertical boundary, albeit this grain

boundary movement almost certainly did not take place during the tensile

testing but in the course of dynamical recrystallization during extrusion.

For the present paper of greatest importance is a non-obvious feature,

that may be observed in this micrograph as well as in Figs.9 and 11. These

are networks or grids of very finely spaced dislocations overlaid on the bound-

aries, which however can be seen only where diffraction conditions are suit-

able. Thus for example, a large number of nearly parallel dislocations is

visible at the lower left in Fig.9. A similar group is present in Fig.1O In

the middle of the top of the darker area, a still finer cross grid below that,

and a very obvious but less extensive set of more widely spaced parallel

dislocations below and to the right thereof.

In order to demonstrate the frequent complexity of such dislocation

networks overlying the boundaries of deformed specimens, Fig.11 shows a micro-

structure, again of a boundary in alloy A3 after tensile deformation, taken by

TEM with three different diffraction vectors. More than thirty dislocation

groups, typically containing between five and ten dislocations and up to 0.5

prm long can be identified in Fig.11a. These appear to be terminated by dislo-

* cations of an intersecting set barely visible in Figs.1lb and l1c, besides at

least one additional dislocation set which can be discerned in those figures.

Thus together these dislocations appear to form one large network overlying

* the boundary analyzed in Fig.11, approximately 3pm long and in width varying

between 1.3gm and O.03/m, as projected into the image plane. The spacings

between the dense sets of dislocations (s) vary moderately from group to group

* between 4 and 9nm with an average of about 7nm, while the area covered by the

9



smallest group is 0.05gm x 0.1 pm, and for the largest it is 0.31Lm x 0.4#m,

meaning presumably that the intersecting dislocation set in thr network has a *
spacing of about 0.3gm.

It is difficult to say whetner aU grain boundaries in ,e formed A3

alloy specimen exhibit the demonstrated fine dislocation ne rks overlaid on *
the otherwise seemingly almost unchanged boundary structur since high reso-

lution and favorable diffraction conditions are required for their observa-

tion. Certainly the phenomenon is very widespread. By contrast such dlsloca- 0

tions overlaid on the boundaries are almost absent in the as-received materi-

al. The only instances of dislocation grids overlying grain boundaries dis-

covered in as-received A3 material are of two distinct types. One is repre- *
sented by the somewhat irregular but widely spaced network in the boundary at

top right in Fig.3, the other by several small patches of parallel disloca-

tions circled in Fig.4.

The network in Fig.3 appears to be of the same type as the networks

after deformation except for the already noted greater irregularity and a

larger spacing, namely about 60nm as compared to an average of about 7nM after 0

deformation. Therefore this network is ascribed to mild plastic deformation

through thermal stresses after extrusion, and in fact the scattered irregular

dislocations seen in the boundary of Fig.4 probably are of the same type.

Quite different are the circled groups in Fig.4. They are rectangled,

about 0.05gm long, and comprise eight to twelve dislocations spaced about 2nm

to 4nm apart. Superficially those groups might seem to resemble the already 0

described groups in the boundary of Fig.1I but unlike those the groups of

Fig.4 (i) do not terminate at croising dislocations, (ii) exhibit still small-

er spacings (namely s between 2nm and 4nm), (iii) are isolated from each other 4

and (iv) close examination suggests that they extend over areas at which

10
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precipitates anchor the boundary, although they are by no means associated

with all such precipitates. For these reasons these small patches of closely

spaced parallel dislocations are not believed to be caused by macroscopic

strain but to be epitaxial in nature.

Annealed Material After Deformation

Annealing above the extrusion temperature straightens the boundaries and

somewhat increases the grain size but still leaves the boundaries anchored at

dispersoids. This may be observed in Fig.12 taken of specimen A33 , i.e. A3
annealed for l8hrs at 550"C and then tensile tested in accordance with Fig.8.

Fig.12 is to be compared with Fig.4 except that in Fig.12 there are really two

nearly coplanar boundaries, parallel to the plane of the film, in center
field. The left grain boundary is clearly very similar to the boundary in

Fig.4. Much more attention-catching is, of course, the right boundary with

its vivid banding due to sets of dislocations in almost vertical direction.
Those sets, of about 7nm spacing, appear to be intersected by much more finely

spaced sets, one extending from lower left to upper right and another from

upper left to lower right, which are not properly resolved by being out of
contrast. Additionally there is a very fine (3nm spaced) set of parallel

dislocations bounding the vivid set at its left bottom.

As is the case in A3, so also in A33 specimens, such dislocation sets or
networks at grain boundaries are very frequent after deformation but scarce

without plastic straining. Fig. 13 shows one other example in which the preva-

lence of the discussed networks in a deformed sample is very evident. On

occasion the networks are exquisitely well developed, as in the third and last

example of Fig.14. And to repeat: in the annealed but undeformed state

dislocation groupings overlaid on the boundaries are infrequent, whereas
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there are more, although still only relatively few, sc- .ered dislocations

seen within the grains before than after deformation.
0

COMPAR1SON OF l --r:2-5TRA!N CURVES WITH WORK-SOF IHE-IRY

General Observations r forksoftenino in Ultra-Fine Gral Materials

The effects of uitra-fine grain size (d smaller , in 1/m) on mechanical*

properties has been reported more than twenty years a in ferrous alloys [6].

These investigations explored the improvements in ansile strengths, the

reduction in tensile ductility, and the lack of workhardening associated with 0

these. LOders band formation was observed but worksoftening was not reported.

A literature search reveals that worksoftening is typical for very fine-

grained materials. Examples can be found in many alloys with ultra-fine grain *

sizes, res-ectively :ub-grain sizes (7-9]. Specifically the influence of

grain size on a particular aluminum alloy (AI-O.8Mn-2.0Fe in w/o) is shown in

Fig.15 [7]. Starting with the heavily rolled down material, worksoftening is 0

obvious up to grain sizes of 1.02m. Computing the Hall-Petch constant from

theses curves on the assumption that all of the flow stress is due to grain

boundary hardening yields (the somewhat overestimated values of) KHp - oyfd 0

decreasing from 191MParpm- .or curve 2 to 175MPaj•i for curves 2 to 4 and down

to 162MPaju-, for-curves 6 and 7.

The evidence already discussed in connection with Figs.5 to 8 together

with the approximate Hall-Petch constants derived from Fig.1S and the data in

Table I demonstrate that ultra-fine grain size is not the only factor influ-

encing worksoftening. Even so it is obvious that Hall-Petch hardening must be

the most ir~ortant contribution producing the high strengths of these materi-

als. That is highly significant -ince, according to the theory of workharden-

ing and grain boundary hardening (10], in the relationship between flow stress

and dislocation density (•)

12
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rr + aGbg (1)

the Hall-Petch stress of

rHp = KHp/M./'W oHp/ M  (2a)

is a part of ro. Here G is the shear modulus, b the Burgers vector, a a

slowly varying parameter of about k, oHp the Hall-Petch contribution to the

tensile stress and M 1 3 is the Taylor factor.

Workhardening Through Increasing.Dislocation Density

In accordance with the preceding arguments, in the present alloys grain

boundary strengthening not only dominates ro but also the flow stress. Howev-

er, at issue in worksoftening is the value of the workhardening coefficient

(dr/dj) = 8, not the flow stress per se. Based on (101 and earlier papers,

that part of the workhardening coefficient which is due to changes in disloca-

tion density, i.e. d(r-ro)/dI relative to which all other contributions to

workhardening are generally negligible, can be simply and approximately de-

rived as follows (III: According to eq.1, workhardening arises as with in-

*9 creasing dislocation density the mean dislocation spacing

(w m/j (3)

* with m comparable to unity shrinks, and therewith the Frank-Read stress

TFR = Gb/3i (4)

• for supercritical bowing of links or of dislocations passing through the gaps

rises.

Consider, then, the supercritical bowing of dn dislocations per unit

volume. In the alloys considered, in which the grains are not subdivided by

13



dislocation cell walls, on average the dislocations sweep out an area of

d 5)

before impinging on boundaries where they are party annihilate If the re-

duction of sub-boundary or grain size, d, is a result of incr in( lisloca-

tion density, g will be r-ughly constant. Next, of the tot so impinging *
length of about 4d, only the fraction B, the "dislocation r antion parame-

tern, is retained and the rest is annihilated. With it, the incremental

dislocation density increase caused by the supercritical bowing of the dn *
links is

dq = 4dSdn - 4gi8dn (6)

while the incremental shear deformation is

di - Lb dn - gz'zb dn (7)

Combining eqs.6 and 7 with eqs.1 and 3 yields

drG = (2aBG/mg)dl (8)

and the workhardening coefficient due to dislocations

d(r-ro)/dj s dro/dj + 2aBG/mg (9a)

Of the variables a, B and g, only B can significantly di id on strain.

In fact, B decreases with increasing strain, thereby explainir he different

stages of the stress-strain curve (12]. In the particular case t the sub-

grain or grain boundaries are due to the accumulation of trappea flocatlons

so that m-1 and g=25 [10,11] eq.9g reduces to

d(r-ro)/d, dro/d, + BG/25 (9b)

14



but in any event, whatever the values of g and m, the workhardening rate

through dislocations is mainly determined by B.

Worksoftening Through Reduction of Dislocation Density

The already cited recent theory of worksoftening in high performance

alloys [11] separately considers d(r - ro)/d, and dro/dj, both of which can

be negative as well as positive. Specifically worksoftening can result from

negative 8 values and thus negative d(r - ro)/dt. The underlyipg assumption

0 is that ordinarily with continued straining under the same conditions B dimin-

ishes [12] until it becomes zero and workhardening ceases, unless fracture oc-

curs. By implication, dislocation densities in excess of those for which 8

* becomes zero are unstable and yield negative B values, meaning that straining

will reduce the dislocation density and thus the flow stress, as every new

glide dislocation loop will give rise to the annihilation of more than its own

0 length. Thus worksoftening could arise in MA alloys if in the course of

mechanical alloying exceptionally high dislocation densities should have been

introduced, i.e. higher than could be sustained under the subsequent deforma-

0 tion conditions. This action parallels that of worksoftening through creep

deformation of workhardened metals at elevated temperatures.

The result of the described gradual reduction of dislocation density

0 through straining would be a convex worksoftening curve of the type given by

the solid line in Fig.16, no matter what the specific assumptions as to the

dependence of B on dislocation density may be, provided only that the absolute

* value of B monotonically increases with increasing deviation of the disloca-

tion density from that for which -B - 0. Specific analytic solutions for two

simple assumptions for B(ý) are given in (11].

0
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Worksoftening Throuqh Reduction of the Hall-Pe-ch Stress

If the dislocation density remains essentially nst. : or if ro *

strongly dominates the flow stress, worksoitening simply -rors he decline

of To with strain. In that case the most simple assu: Jion that such

decline is proportional to the strain as represented • .he dash.ed curve in *

Fig.16. That and a second case are analytically tr _d in [11]. At any

rate, if ro is dominated by the Hall-Petch stress, whic., we already saw to be

most likely in the present study, deviations from the most simple, linear *

behavior in Fig.16 are likely to yield an accelerated decrease, i.e. a convex

instead of the concave shape expected from negative B-values. We may expect

this on he plausible model that the deformation destabilizes an existing *

grain b, idary structure which is being replaced by another structure, e.g.

via the .estruction of grain boundary anchoring through precipitates, disper-

soids and/or solute atoms.

The rate of decline of ro is determined by the magnitude of the strain,

which will bring about the new state. This aspect, too, has been treated

in (11], albeit in terms of workhardening through dislocation reduction, and

not specifically for grain boundaries. In that case the process should be

completed at if s 10% strain, within limits of perhaps a factor of two or

three. At any rate, since the glide dislocations are blocked at the grain 0

boundaries and these are of very small size, they will almost certainly arrive

at the boundaries singly and fairly evenly distributed.

Comparison Between Theory and Experimental Curves

Clearly the stress-strain curves in Figs. 5 to 8 stro, .y suggest that

the major cause of worksoftening in these alloys is not r :uction of any

excess dislocation density, which is not found micrographically in any event,

16



but a metastable too high value of r. which is not sustained during deforma-

tion. The already presented evidence of the strongly anchored grain bound-

aries then logically leads to the conclusion that indeed the worksoftening

behavior is caused by declining HaVl-Petch strengthening.

Accordingly, the reduction in flow stress is simply correlated with a

decrease of the Hall-Petch constant which will have to be explained through

the corresponding reduction in the stress required to propagate glide through

the grain boundaries (0I1. The remainder of this paper is devoted to a discus-

sion of the micrographic evidence in relation to that conclusion.

INTERPRETATION OF THE MICROGRAPHIC OBSERVATIONS

LEDS Character of the Dislocation Structures

The visual evid-'ce very powerfully speaks for the operation of the

LEDS (i.e. Lgw-Energy Qislocation Structure, 13,14) principle in generating

the observed microstructure: Not only in regard to the grids or networks

overlying the boundaries after deformation, but in general, dislocations are

in well-organized arrays. All of the networks seen appear to form boundaries

delineating mutually misoriented volume elements of relative perfection. In

regard to the as-received specimens this means that the great majority of the

glide dislocations which produced the severe extrusion strain have been

annihilated at the grain boundaries which formed and migrated in the dynamical

recrystallization, and the remainder found positions in which they mutually

screen their respective long-range stresses, i.e. have formed a LEDS. In

fact, as seen from the micrographs, the individual grains before subsequent

* tensile tcsting are almost free of dislocations and the boundaries are true

grain boundaries, it appears, as will be further confirmed in the discussion.

Somewhat surprisingly, after subsequent straining, the dislocation

content within the grains is still smaller than before, i.e. straining has
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still improved the LEDS character of the structure. Further, the discussed

dislocation grids or networks associated with the grain boundaries after

tensile testing, again indisputably of LEDS type, must have b'!n formed

overwhelmingly from the glide dislocations generated in the cou of tensile

testing.

Inforred Values of the Hall-Petch Constant

Hall ;etch constants as defined in eq.2 are properly determined from the

stress-strain curves of a series of materials which are essentially alike

except for different grain sizes. From the present data we may only deduce a

maximum value for KHp, namely as

NHP - Oyi- (2b)

assumning that all of the yield stress is due to Hall-Petch hardening. The

thusly computed values, in units o (MN/ml)glni, are given in Table 1. 0

The listed KHP values, ranging from 159 to 306 (MN/mz)gsm½ as seen in

the table, compare to KHp between 75 and 220 (MN/m')ismn determined for PM

aluminum alloys by Kim and Griffith [13], to KHp decreasing from 191 to 159 0'

(MN/mz)prmI according to the worksoftening curve of severely rolled and then

lightly annealed-aluminum of d - 0.83gm obtained by Westengen [7] shown in

Fig.15, again neglecting all other hardening mechanisms, and to KHp a 40 0

(MN/mz)pmk inferred for moderately rolled pure aluminum by Hansen and Juul

Jensen [14]. Accordingly, the listed KHp values compare to th, if ordinary

aluminum at their lower end but are extremely high at the upper -. 0

Dislocation Spacing in the Boundary Networks and Correlated Rotat Angles

As previously emphasized, to a considerable extent the micr.graphical

structures before and after deformation are closely similar, since the distri-
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bution of the dispersoids and the configurations of the grain boundaries are

not obviously affected by the straining. The critical difference is the

introduction of the surprisingly regular dislocation networks overlying, or

perhaps integrated into, the grain boundaries, while the grain interiors to

all appearances are free of significant stresses before as well as after

deformation. For both the as-received (A3) and the annealed (A33 ) material,

the dislocation spacings (s) in the lattices or networks averaged 7nm, ranging

as we saw between about 3nm and much larger values, e.g. up to almost 30nm in

Fig.13.

It is instructive to compare these dislocation spacings (s) with the

densities expected from the strain if B were zero, as well as with the angular

misorientations which these networks geometrically represent. To begin with

the associated rotation angle @, it may be found from the simplified formula

b/s = 2 sin 1'/2 (10)

where in our case b = 0.3nm. The results, corresponding to the limiting

values of the dislocation spacings in the rafts or networks visible in the

micrographs, are listed in Table II. As will be seen, they are consistent

with the angular lattice reorientations expected from the imposed tensile

strain, except for, firstly, the very small patches as indicated in Fig.4 and,

secondly, the very wide grid seen in Fig.3. We shall return to these in the

theoretical discussion.

Dislocation Spacina in the Boundary Networks and Correlated Traooing Parameter

The observed fine dislocation grids superimposed on the boundaries

after the deformation must be dislocations which were trapped there. The equi-

vaient average tensile strain represented by them may be derived from the grid

spacing as

19
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e = b/M )

with M the Taylor factor M = 3, as befnre. The values obtained listed in.

Table II.

Comparing these ie data with the tensile strain to fai shows that

only a fraction of all dislocations was trapped. The assocl average dis-

location trapping factors are found from the ratio of ie to actual strain

to failure, e, i.e.

Be = ie/e (12)

again as listed in Table II. "hose b /alues ranging about 0.1 are not unrea-

sonable for moderately deformed material but certainly would give rise to

quite significant workhardening.

Dislocation Soacings in the Boundary Natworks and Correlated Flow Stress

The stress required for the supercritical bowing of a dislocation link

in a material of shear modulus G, Poisson's ratio M and Burgers vector b

through a dislocation grid of average spacing i is given approximately by eq.4 *
and more accurately is [10,17,18]

oe = M(Gbf(ju)/6ý_)In(3j/b) (13a)

where

f(p) =(1-12)/(1-p) "3b)

Those values are listed in Table II and with the exception of , grid of

Fig.3 lie well above the observed yield and maximum stresses shown Table I.

DISCUSSLON AND CONCL,.... .. •

The evidence of the flow stress curves and associated considerations show 4

conclusively that the observed worksoftening cannot be due to decreasing

dislocation density but must be due to declining grain boundary hardening.
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Certainly, the initial dislocation density in the grains is lower than after

straining, and the newly created networks at the boundaries have a theoretical

flow resistance well above any flow stress recorded. Conversely, the fact

that the nature of the boundaries strongly affects worksoftening, to the

effect that the C alloys with their profusion of phase boundaries have almost

no worksoftening and the A and B alloys with normal grain boundaries worksoft-

en strongly, implicates not only the Hall-Petch stress but also proves that

the Hall-Petch constant depends on the nature of the boundaries and thus could

0 readily change. Indeed, one may go one step further and conclude that the

normal grain boundaries in the A and B MA alloys offer a glide resistance

which greatly exceeds that expected simply from the orientation changes among

* neighboring grains. If this were not so the Hall-Petch constants in the MA

alloys could not be so much larger than in pure aluminum, i.e. between

200(MN/mz)Ian• and 300(MN/mz)gm" as compared to 40(MN/mz)gmn in rolled aluminum

according to Hansen and Juul Jensen [14].

It follows that the observed worksoftening ret ects a declining critical

stress for the propagation of glide through the orain boundaries [10] reflect-

* ed in the corresponding decrease of Hall-Petch hardening. Off-hand the cause

for the exceptionally high Hall-Petca constants in the MA alloys would seem to

be anchoring at dispersoids, e.g. as so graphically seen in Figs. 2,3 and 10,

* and worksoftening to result as the boundaries are moved away from the disper-

soids. However, this explanation offers some difficulties. Specifically,

there is no evidence for significant grain boundary movement through strain-

* ing, at least not large enough to break them free of dispersoids. Much more

importantly yet, it leaves unanswered the question as to the origin and role

of the networks overliid on the boundaries and why these do not cause rapid

0 hardening.
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An additional observation which has not previously been mentioned is a

remarkably strong strain rate dependence of the stress-strain rves: With

decreased strain rate the flow stress decreases, as would be )ected, but

somewhat unexpectedly the strain to failure also decreases, at behavior

parallels the already discussed effect of increased temperatt While the

details of these effects require more study, it is clear th they indicate

substantial involvement of thermal activation, i.e. a relativ,..y small activa-

tion volume, not compatible with grain boundary pinning at relatively large

dispersoids.

Contemplating all of the available evidence it was concluded that the

grain boundaries must be ichored by a very thin continuous layer; in view of
0

the dMficiency of A14 C3 dispersoids compared to the carbon content of the

alloys quite likely invo&ving a form of carbon. All of the observations then

indicat, that this hyp -retical thin film of "grain boundary substance" is

firmly isition'- on ac: -At of very slow diffusion rates as well as a strong

binding energy to the grain boundary. The glide dislocations are therefore

unable to dislodge the film or to move the grain boundary away from it.

Rather, glide dislocations will have to intersect the film singly, and the

overall strain necessarily lengthens the boundaries in tensile direction and

shortens them at right angles thereto. The resulting atomistic ledges and

breaks must be expected to weaken the films so as to cause the Hall-Petch

constant to decrease which in turn will be manifested as worksoftening.

According to this model, the glide dislocations mostly anr late mutu-

ally through corresponding fairly complex reactions, typicall, long more

than one glide dislocation with different Burgers vectors arriving .. the film

from either side. The remnants of not annihilated dislocations form the

networks seen overlying the boundaries. In accord with the LEDS principle

they are thus not simply randomly trapped dislocations but minimize energy per
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unit length of dislocation line by accommodating the angular relative rotation

of the neighboring grains which resulted from the glide on different selec-

tions of slip systems on the two sides, much in the manner of cell block

boundaries [10,19-21]. The networks are thus "geometrically necessary" dislo-

cation boundaries [22] in close association with grain boundaries, a not

previously reported form of LEDS.

Certainly the associated rotation angles (I of Table II) are in accord

with this interpretation, and the model also explains why the spacing in the

networks can be so much smaller than could be accounted for through glide (see

oe of Table II), and the dislocation retention factor larger than would nor-

mally be expected (8 of Table I1). Significantly, also, the model explains

the lack of concentrated glide or Luders band formation which would normally

be expected to accompany worksoftening.

The small patches of very densely spaced dislocation grids as in Fig.4

0 are almost certainly epitaxial dislocations accommodating misfit between

matrix and dispersoids and hence are of a quite different nature than the

boundary networks, albeit also LEDS. By contrast, the widely spaced network of

0 Fig.3 and similar ones in other micrographs of nominally undeformed samples

are considered to-be of the same kind as those formed during straining and are

ascribed to thermal strains during cooling from the extrusion temperature.

• The very low mobility of the grain boundary films will evidently con-

tribute to the high service and recrystallization temperatures of the dis-

cussed MA alloys. With little doubt the films are disrupted, pushed about

• and reformed in the course of dynamical recrystallization during extrusion,

however. This must evidently happen in order to permit any dynamical recrys-

tallization at all, but is also indicated by occasional micrographic evidence.

Thus the jagged line in the middle of the lower grain and parallel to the
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other grain boundaries in Fig.3 is interpreted as the remnants of one such

film which were left behind by a moving boundary during dynamical recrystalli-

zation. In its further movement that boundary will have swept up other parts

or ingredients for the formation of a grain boundary substance film until it

became anchored thereby and dispersoids in its new position, probably at lower

right of Fig.3.

After -he above model was derived as explained, a concerted effort was

made to fin! micrographic evidence for the inferred films of grain boundary ,

substance in existing grain boundaries, i.e. for the otherwise missing link in

this interpretation. Two examples could be found which appear to document the

films directly, one of which in Fig.13, enlarged in Fig.17. It shows a sec-

tion of a boundary in A33 (i.e. after annealing and thus smoothed out compared

to grain boundaries in the as-received condition) which is coincidentally

almost precisely nor-il to the plane of the film. The individual spots along

the boundary are believed to be network dislocations of the associated "geo-

metrically necessary" boundary. They appear to be very slightly offset on

either side from the dark line which is interpreted to be the elusive film of

grain boundary substance. Its thickness is at the most 2nm but quite possibly

only O.3nm or even less. - An additional paper shall be devoted to a further

investigation of grain boundary films.
0
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LEGENDS~

f_.tg,: TEM micrograph of the cross section of a rod of Alloy A3 (see Table I)

in the as-received condition. The average grain size is about 0.35AM.

Note the rather regular grain structure and the uniformity of the dif-

fractizn conitrast across the individual grains, testifying to the good

approach toward thermal equilibrium resulting from dynamical recrystal-

lization during the extrusion at 370"C.

Fia.2: As Fig.l but at lower magnification and showing a severely distorted

area, doubtlessly due to incomplete refinement and mixing during the MA

process.

SFi.q3: As Fig.1 but showing two grains at high magnification. Again note the

essential absence of internal stresses indicated by the uniform contrast

within any one grain, but also the evident anchoring of the grain bound-

aries through dispersoids as indicated by their convoluted structure.

The string of dislocations in the center is believed to be the remnant

of a grain boundary which moved away in the course of dynamical recrys-

0 tallization.

fjL_: Plan view of a grain boundary in A3 as-received showing its anchoring

* by many dispersoids, as indicated by the somewhat diffuse associated

diffraction contrast. The broader fringes about the grain and especial-

ly the series of fringes seen bottom middle are fringes of equal thick-

* ness indicating how the grain volume tapers through the thickness of the

foil. A similar set of fringes is also visible in Fig.3, top left. At

the centers of the drawn circles may be seen groups of about ten each,

* short, parallel, finely spaced dislocations.
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Fia._: Room-temperature tensile stress-strain curves parall ) the extrusion 0

axis of alloys Al, AZ and A3 as-receitu, at a strair 2x1O0 4 /s.

Note in comparison with Table I that neither the f stress nor the

ultimate tensile strain are simple functions of th )lume fraction of *

dispersoids.

fJg.: As Fig.5 but for the 8 alloys of Table I. 0

f i~.L: Room-temperature tensile stre-s-st-:'in curves parallel to the extru-

sion axis of Alloy C7 of Table I in the as-received condition and after *

annealing for 100 and 400hrs at 525C, i.e. well above the 4250C extru-

sion temperature, again at a strain rate of 2x10 4 /s. Note that with

increasing annealing time the flow stress decreases monotonically, as 0

expected, but that the ultimate tensile strain initially decreases

before rising.

.j.q.•: The room-temperature tensile stress-strain curves for A3 as-received

(as in Fig.5), and after annealing for 18hrs at 55OC (code A33 ).

fjqg.: As Fig.4 but after deformation to failure according to the curves in

Figs.5 and 8. At lower left, in the boundary, an ex#?nsive array of

very densely spaced parallel dislocations with almos. vertical axis

orientation may be seen which is comparable to the arrays encircled in

Fig.4 except for a very mucfi larger extent,
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f.jQ: As Fig.9, i.e. plan view of a grain boundary of alloy A3 after tensile

test to failure. Note the scalloped shape of the boundary at left

caused by evident anchoring at a prominent dtipersoid. Also visible are

many dislocations in the boundary of which the diagonal group near the

center is the most obvious. Much more densely spaced parallel disloca-

tions are seen in the dark area at top center and a fine cross grid

below that.

Fio.1: As Fig.10 but taken in three different diffraction conditions, reveal-

ing an extensive, complex dislocation network in the boundary involving

at least three different Burgers vectors.

Eig,12: TEM micrograph of two grain boundaries parallel to the plane of the

film in A33 , i.e. A3 alloy annealed 18hrs. at 550C, after pulling to

failure in accordance with Fig.8. The left boundary is comparable to

that in Fig.4, still showing anchoring by dispersoids although apparent-

ly somewhat smoothed out. The right boundary contains sets of disloca-

tions comparable to those seen in Figs.9 to 11 of A3 after tensile

deformation.

F-iQ.13: As Fig.12 showing various grain boundaries some with the discussed

dislocation networks visible in them.

Eig.i1: As Figs.12 and 13 but in darkfield illumination, exhibiting especially

well developed dislocation networks.
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Fijg.15: Dependence of room-temperature tensile stress-strain curves of an

aluminum Plloy on grain size according to Westengen (7]. The associat"

ed Hal' -etch constant drops from 191;FSJ i for curve 2 to 175XPajjn for

cur' s 3 and 4.

Fg.•; T'`e bas two 4ypes of worksoftening rves expected f-om simple

theory [10j, namely caused by a reduction of dislocation density (solid

curve) and of frictional stress r. including the Hall-Petch stress due*

to grain boundaries (dashed curve). The observed curves (Figs.5 and 6)

suggest softening through a reduction of ro-

FiaA2: Det iil of Fig.13, i.e. of a grain boundary in A33 (annealed A3 alloy

after tensile deformation to failure) which is oriented almost exactly

normal to the plane of observation. The dots are believed to be inter-

sections of network dislocations overlying the boundary, in fact appar-

ently lying very closely to it on either side, and the continuous fine,

mostly dark, line "grain boundary substance", presumed to be rich in

carbon. This and similar networks are believed to accommodate lattice

misorientations caused by tensile straining.

I
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T•ABLE I

# Tex Oy Im OF e A14 C3 A1203 A12Cu Y203 Al3Nb Al3Ti Total Grain Size KH1

"C MPa MPa MPa % v/o v/o v/o v/o v/o v/o v/o d in gm oY

Al 370 382 393 303 4.5 12.1 2.0 0 0 0 0 14.1 0.25-0.50 m2:

A2 370 500 534 460 4.2 10.7 1.0 1.1 0 0 0 12.8 0.25-0.50 -3C

A3 370 329 346 140 9.3 4.0 1.4 0 0.5 0 0 5.9 0.25-0.50 -2C

A33 550* 276 291 218 9.5 4.0 1.4 0 0.5 0 0 5.9 0.40-1.50 =26

BI 370 317 387 145 11.3 3.0 1.0 0 0 12.1 0 16.1 0.15-0.35 m15

B2 370 445 447 246 6.6 3.1 0.4 0 0.5 11.9 0 15.9 0.15-0.35 *22

C7 425 530 570 490 6.9 9.2 1.4 0 0 0 21.0 31.6 0.10-0.35 =25

Leaed Important data for the MA aluminum alloys [1] listed according to theit

codes, all as received except for A33 which was annealed for 18hrs. at 550*C.

Tex is the extrusion temperature except for A33 where it is the annealing tem-

perature. oy, om and OF are the tensile stresses at yielding, maximum and fail-

ure, respectively and e is the ultimate tensil- strain. The volume fractions of

the dispersoids listed are theoretical maxima based on chemical analysis, on the

assumption that none of the alloying components were dissolved in the aluminum

matrix which is not true, certainly not for carbon. The grain sizes, d, refer

to the aluminum matrix and are best estimates. Dispersoids were generally much

smaller than these, except for the Al3Ti phase which in all C series alloys had

a 0.1 - 0.5 jam grain size and formed a duplex structure with the aluminum ma-

trix. The Hall-Petch constant, KHP - oyd in units of (MN/m')jmi, was computed

for the average between the limits of d as given assuming that all of the flow

stress is due to Hall-Petch hardening.
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TABLE T

Fig.# Alloy e s in nm 9 in 'm 4@ fr *T1 eq.10 D ce=b/sM Ee=b/ Be =e/c Oe1MF

3 A3 0% 57* 57 0.3" 0.3' 0.18% --

4 A3 0% 2.0-4.0** 3.0 8.6"-4.3" 6" 2.5%-5.0% ... % -- 18C

9 A3 9.3% 4.2-7.0] 1 124-. ' .%24

10 A3 9.3% 4.5-14 9.0 1.*38 .'07Y .% 1.1% 0.12 7

11 A3 9.3% 6.9-17 j 1.0"-2.5 0.6%-1.4%

12 A33  9.5% 2.9-7.) 1.5"-5.90 (1.4%-3.4%

13 A33  9.5% 2.9- r IC 0.60-3.1 1.71 1.8%-3.4% 1.0% 0.11 72

14 A33  9.5% 2.3 ;J 0 .8 °- 3 . 1  6.8%-4.3%

* Extensive grid believed to be due to thermal strain on cooling from the extrusiP
temperature.

* + Grids of very small area believed to be associated with precipitates and thus beir
epitaxial in nature.

Le.gend: Comparison between ranges of average spacings (s) of dislocations in grids

in or superimposed on grain boundaries and equivalent rotation angles (0). Also

listed are the equivalent tensile strains that would have ý "duced the grids •

assuming all dislocations were retained at the boundaries (ce), i the disloca-

tion retention parameters (Be) derived therefrom, where M=3 is ti ylor factor.

Further included is oe, the tensile stress needed to supercritiL y bow links

through the average network spacing, according to eq.13.
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Codes of Negatives of the Micro raohs Used in the Figures
1

Fig.1: A3 as received #1868 2.8xl3,OOOX

Fig.Z: Irregularity in A3 as received #1856 2.8x 8,OOOX

Fig.3: Two grains with serrated bound- #1819 2.8x22,OOOX
aries and coarse network in A3
as received

Fig.4: Flat-on seen boundary in A3 as #1808 2.8x80,0OOX
received

Fig.9: Flat-on seen boundary in A3 #5084 2.8x60,OOOX
after deformation to failure

Fig.1O: As Fig.9 #5104 2.8x46,00OX

* Fig.11a: As Fig.9 #5166 2.8x36,OOX

Fig.11b: As Fig.9 but different orientation #5163 2.8x36,OOOX

Fig.11c: As Fig.9 but third orientation #5160 2.8x36,OOOX

* Fig.12: Two flat-on seen boundaries in A33 #6758 2.8xI00,000X

Fig.13: Structure of A33  #6757 2.8x46,00OX

Fig.14: Grain boundary networks of A33  #6747 2.8x46,OOOX

* Fig.1: Detail of Fig.13 #6757 400,OOOX
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Zeitschrift fur Metalikunds, in the press

TAMMANN's GRAIN BOUNDARY SUBSTANCE REVISITED

by

Doris Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf and Heinz G. F. Wilsdorf
Department of Materials Science and Engineering
University of Virginia, Charlottesville, VA 22901

ABSTRACT

Very dense dislocation networks overlying grain boundaries in extruded and cold-

deformed MA aluminum alloys, in the as-received or annealed condition, have been identified

as dislocation rotation boundaries which accommodate relative misorientations between

neighboring grains caused by subsequent deformation. The fact that the dislocations involved

are not annihilated at the grain boundaries indicates the presence of a continuous very thin grain

boundary film reminiscent of Tammann's grain boundary substance. A search has revealed

m"iicrographic evidence for such films whose thickness may be only a few atomic diameters. It

is concluded that such films may be fairly prevalent in ultra-fine-grained metals and may

contribute both to their hardness and high temperature strength.
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TAMMANN's GRAIN BOUNDARY SUBSTANCE REVISITED

by

Doris Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf and Heinz G. F. Wilsdorf
Department of Materials Science and Engineering
University of Virginia, Charlottesville, VA 22901

INTRODUCTION

Those of us old enough to still having been taught by pupils of Gustav Tammann,

whom we may now recognize as the founder of materials science if ever a single person may 0

deserve that title, will remember his experiments on "grain boundary substance" or "interstitial

substance" (1). These terms embody the very first attempts at understanding the structure of

grain boundaries. Through chemical attack, painstakingly avoiding turbulence and bubble format-

ion, Tammann had dissolved metals, specifically cast copper immersed in NHOH + HO, and

cast cadmium dissolved in ice-cold 50% NH4,NO 3 , and had observed ghostlike insoluble rem-

nants of the grain boundary structure. He recognized that the substance was formed of insoluble

impurities which were pushed ahead of the metal nuclei in the freezing melt until they became 0

entrapped where the nuclei finally met and joined, i.e. at the grain boundaries. Since fractures

at low temperatures tended to be transcrystalline but at elevated temperatures intercrystalline, he

concluded that the grain boundary substance was composed of complex eutectics and he con-

sidered that such grain boundary material was a regular feature of real metals (at that time and

for the following two decades invariably fairly impure) as he found it also in rolled and

recrystallized cadmium, now with a preferential alignment in rolling direction.

While in his lectures at least until 1945 Georg Masing devoted some time to the above

experiments, with the evolution of materials science the concept of the grain boundary sub-

stance was quietly dropped and the topic cannot be located in the extensive index of Masing's

"Lehrbuch der Allgemeinen Metalikunde" of 1950 (2). That is understandable enough: In

course of the steady advances of materials science, micrography revealed many details regarding

the structure of grain boundaries. The tendency for enrichment of alloying constitutents as well

as impurities at grain boundaries and the resulting formation of precipitates became standard
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knowledge but there was no sign of the grain boundary substance initially envisaged by Tam-

mann. To be sure, his intuition that low-melting material at the grain boundaries would cause

intercrystalline fracture at elevated temperatures has been fully vindicated, viz "hot shortness"

of metals, in general (3) and of steels in particular, e.g. (4 ). Also cases of continuous layers

of precipitates along grain boundaries are known e.g. (5), besides, of course, a wealth of

information on precipitates at grain boundaries. Yet, the earlier ideas of necessary major

disturbances at grain boundaries, perhaps including a transition layer of armorphous material

(6,7), have long since given place to the analysis of grain boundaries in terms of dislocation

networks (8-12) in an extension of Frank's analysis of low-angle boundaries (13). For the case

of pure metals, such interpretations have by now attained a high degree of refinement and have

in cases been experimentally verified to exquisite detail (14-16).

For alloys the analysis has similarly been carried to a high level of sophisticaction,

including the various aspects of preferential precipitation at grain boundaries, the generation and

destruction of point defects there, and the increased resistance against grain boundary migration

in creep (e.g.5, 17,18) and recrystallization (19). Yet, what about the behavior of essentially

non-diffusing, nominally insoluble impurities? Is there no aggregation of these at grain bound-

aries except in the form of precipitates and/or dispersoids? The very fact that even thoroughly

cleaned metal powders and wires will not stick together spontaneously, and require high

40 pressures at elevated temperatures (i.e. HIP treatments) before they consolidate, proves the exist-

ence of hard-to-move impurities in exceedingly thin fairly uniform layers, in that case mostly

adsorbed water (20-22) and oxygen, that in the consolidated material may well aggregate at grain

0 boundaries.

These thoughts are relevant especially in connection with mechanical alloying (MA)

(23,24). In the MA process it is desired that metal powders continue to be mixed, individual

particles be cold-welded and broken up again, but no overall consolidation occur which is brought
about only at the very end, typically through degassing followed by extrusion at elevated tem-

peratures. To accomplish these goals, additives are used which mostly will be insoluble and

surface active, specifically in the case of aluminum alloys frequently stearic acid or carbon black
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as in the case of DISPAL (25). One may expect such additives in particular, and doubtlessly

numerous incidental and normally unrecognized impurities in general, to aggregate at grain boun-

daries in the form of exceedingly thin films, without forming either precipitates or dispersoids.

It seems that such films do indeed exist in many MA alloys and importantly influence their 0
properties. The case for that assertion is as follows.

DISLOCATION NETWORKS AT GRAIN BOUNDARIES IN EXTRUDED MA ALLOYS

In the course of a carefui TEM examination of high-temperature MA aluminum alloys 0
(26,27) developed for service at high temperatures (28), very fine dislocation networks were

discovered overlying grain boundaries in deformed samples but not, or almost not, in as-received

or as-received and annealed samples. Figs.1 and 2 give examples of the structures in these two

types of samples before room temperature deformation and Figs.3 and 4 after room temperature

deformation. Annealing appears to affect the grain boundaries only at temperatures above 540°C

(as seen by comparing Figs.2 and 4) when some grain growth takes place and the boundaries,

which are fairly jagged and evidently anchored by dispersoids in the as-received condition, are

smoothed. The subsequent room-temperature plastic strain to failure (of about 9% tensile strain)

which distinguishes Fig.3 from Fig. 1, respectively Fig.4 from Fig.2, has not noticeably changed

the smoothness of the grain boundaries, nor the grain size, nor caused any observable indication

of grain boundary displacement. Rather, the salient difference of the stru:cture after deformation

as compared to the unstrained state is the widespread occurrence of the already mentioned

networks overlying the grain boundaries. These may be seen in Figs. 3 and 4 as indicated in the

legends but are virtually absent before straining. In fact they are difficult to detect since, on

account of the very close dislocation spacing in the order of only a few nm, that requires

excellent resolution and just the right illumination conditions. It is therefore not known whether

all boundaries or only a significant minority are decorated with those networks.

Comparison with theoretical analysis (26,27) makes it almost certain that the networks are

formed from glide dislocations but comprise only a fraction of their total number, i.e. about 10%,

and that they are the result of complex reactions among dislocations which arrived from either
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sides of the boundaries, and further that the networks constitute dislocation rotation boundaries

of LEDS type (28,29) which accommodate the relative misorientation of the two neighboring

lattices in response to the imposed plastic deformation, of necessity taking place on different

glide systems on the two sides.

IMPLICATIONS OF DISLOCATION NETWORKS AT GRAIN BOUNDARIES

The conventional image of grain boundaries as accommodating differences of lattice

orientation in the form of very intricate dislocation networks, perhaps decorated with precipitates

and dispersoids, such that the total strain energy is (nearly) minimized (8-16), is incompatible

with the presence of the discussed grain boundary networks. This is for the reason that the

network dislocations should react with those already present, thereby reorganizing the grain

boundary leaving it analyzable in terms of dislocations as before but certainly not including a

discrete set of dislocations accommodating the minor, mostly additional, relative misorientation

across the boundary which resulted from the preceding strain. Put differently: According to best

previous understanding, in the course of straining, glide dislocations and point defects are

annihilated at tte grain boundaries while these constantly readjust their detailed structure in

conformity with the momentary local lattice misorientation across them, without a memory of

their preceding structure.

The presence of the boundary networks thus indicates an impediment against the

dissolution of glide dislocations at grain boundaries, even while the great majority of the glide

dislocations were able to cross them or at the least to largely mutually annihilate with

dislocations arriving from the other side. If this were not so the dislocation retention could not

amount to only 10% or thereabouts. What, then, could impede dislocation annihilation so very

powerfully and not be obvious on TEM micrographs? The answer quite plainly is: only very thin

uniform grain boundary films. Even so, the grain boundaries cannot remain totally rigid while

the material deforms significantly in tension but are bound to deform more or less homologously

therewith. Thus dislocations must cross, or react across, the grain boundaries, and the boundary

films must be weakened through the resulting atomistic steps and breaks in them.
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INDIRECT EVIDENCE FOR CONTINUOUS GRAIN BOUNDARY FILMS

The initial interest in the grain boundaries of the discussed MA alloys derived from their

worksoftening behavior. Together with many ultra-fine grained metals, so also those alloys

exhibit substantial worksoftening which is, of course, very detrimental for their practical

application. Therefore a general theory of worksoftening was made (29), based on the highly

successful LEDS (Low-Energy Dislocation Structures) concept (30,31). This indicated that

worksoftening curves whose slope declines with increasing strain are due to dislocation

interactions such as to decrease the stored dislocation content of the material, whereas a con-

stant slope or increasing rate of decrease indicates a decline of the T. component of the flow

stress (T) in accordance with the standard equation

"T = T + ctGb 4 P (1)

where G and b are shear modulus and Burgers vector, respectively, and p is the dislocation

density (29). In fact, the curves are of the latter type, indicating a decline of T,0 (26,27). This

in turn means that grain boundary softening is taking place since grain size strengthening must

be the by far largest part of -r. in this case (26,27).

Evidently, the presence and expected behavior of the grain boundary films will account

for the exceptionally strong grain boundary hardening as well as for the worksoftening. In

addition, these films account for another puzzling observation, namely a surprisingly strong strain

rate sensitivity, in the sense that increasing strain rate increases the flow stress more than normal,

coupled with a rise of strain to failure. The strong increase of flow stress with strain rate testifies

to a significant involvement of thermal activation in the dislocation crossing of boundaries, of

course, and implies a quite small activation volume in agreement with the previous conclusion

that the films are very thin indeed, as already indicated by their microscopical near-invisibility

in TEM.. The increase of strain to failure with increasing strain rate, in turn, still awaits a

detailed explanation but at any rate indicates that there is no thermally activated healing process

at the grain boundary films so as to repair damage caused by crossing dislocations, This

6
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observation is in line w.,-h the already noted insensitivity of the grain boundaries to annealing

below 540'C, both of these effects proving that the activation energy for diffusion of the grain

boundary film material is high.

DIRECT EVIDENCE FOR GRAIN BOUNDARY FILMS

Stimulated by the outlined reasoning, a search was made for the grain boundary films

whose presence was so strongly inferred from the discussed evidence. They can indeed be seen

in very thin TEM samples in which grain boundaries are fortuitously very nearly normal to the

plane of observation and diffraction conditions are favorable. Figs. 5 and 6 show examples. The

first of these is from the same alloy to which Figs. 1 to 4 pertain, and Fig.6 from DISPAL (32).

Reflecting on the evidence and theoretical expectations, it is clear that grain boundary

films cannot be a very rare occurrence but are probably present whenever an alloy contains a fair

amount of surface active, nearly insoluble impurities. MA alloys are therefore likely to contain

Tammann-type grain boundary films, albeit as discussed certainly not eutectic, probably not

crystalline (since otherwise one should see epitaxial dislocations), and only in the order of Inm

thick or less. In the case of the A3 alloy of Figs.I to 5 carbon is implicated as forming the films,

or at the least being strongly represented in them. This is for the reason that substantially less

A14C3 is seen in A3 than commensurate with its carbon content (26,27). The use of stearic acid

in the mechanical alloying process of A3 is the likely original cause, and normally of carbon

black in DISPAL, although the DISPAL type used for Fig.6 was said not to include additives.

For films of thickness d and grain sizes D, the volume concentration of the grain boundary

material is 3d/D. For the typical values of D t 300nm and an estimated value of d - lnm, this

amounts to just about I% grain boundary material thusly tied up in the form of grain boundary

films. That is in the right order of magnitude and is in good accord with actual concentrations

of suspected active impurities.

Far from the grain boundary films being a nuisance or worse, we suspect that they are

highly beneficial since we may ask ourselves, what else could be responsible for the ultra-fine

grain sizes obtained by MA, which indeed make MA alloys exceptionally strong and resistant
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against recrystallization, i.e. confer high temperature strength? It is therefore suggested herewith

that ultra-fine grain structures and high temperature strength are sometimes, if not quite

commonly, associated with, indeed are the result of, ultra-thin Tammann type grain boundary

films.
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LEGENDS

FiwM. I: Plan view of a grain boundary in the undeformed A3 MA al!oy a; re:;'d (acsuding

an expected 4.0 v/o of A14C3 , 1.4 v/o of AI2O 3 and 0-5 v/o of YO 3 ) with an average grain

size of about 0.351am. Note pinning of the boundary by numerous dipersoids.

Fi2.2: As Fig. I but after 10 hrs. annealing at 540 0C. As seen, this degree of annealing has

not significantly affected the appearance of the grain boundaries, and it did not noticeably

change the grain size.

F'!g.3: As Fig. 1 but after 9.3% tensile strain to failure. Note the substantially unchanged

character of the grain bound.. y as pinned by dispersoids, except for the fine dislocation grid

over-laid on the boundary visible at its upper right. Such dislocation grids are frequent after

deformation but not in the undeformed condition whether before or after annealing.

Fz..4: Dislocation grids overlyin'g grain boundaries inhighly annealed A3 alloy seen in

darkfield illumination. The specimen was tensile strained 9.5% to failure after an 18hrs.

anneal at 550'C which greatly straightened the grain boundaries and enlarged the grain size

by about a factor of two.

Fig.5: Highly enlarged view of a grain boundary in as-received A3 after tensile straining to

failure which coincidentally is almost exactly normal to the plane of observation. The dots

are images of dislocations in a grain boundary dislocation grid. An evidently extremely thin

grain boundary film may be seen here and there between these dislocation images.

Fii.6: Example of what appears to be grain boundary substance in undeformed DISPAL 0,

an MA mixture of aluminum and 4 v/o aluminum oxide. The boundary in this case is not

decorated with dislocations but anchored at dispersoids and the grain boundary film is

markedly thicker than in FigS.
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GRAIN BOUNDARY HARDENING, WORKSOFTENING AND LEDS IN MA ALLOYS

H.G.F. Wilsdorf and D. Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf

Department of Materials Science and Engineering
University of Virginia, Charlottesville, VA 22901

ABSTRACT

According to a recent theory of worksoftening based on LEOS (low-energy
dislocation structure) considerations, worksoftening in high-performance
alloys is due to either reducti3n of an excess dislocation density or
reduction of the To component of the flow stress, at least a part of which
is the Hall-Petch stress. The stress-strain curves of mechanically alloyed
(MA) and extruded aluminum alloys for very high temperature applications
show distinct worksoftening of the type expected from T reduction. Also
the roughly linear decrease of the flow stress with temperature suggests
that it is dominated by To, and the very small grain size of -0.4pm impli-
cates grain boundary hardening. Since the grain size does not change with
straining, the worksoftening must thus be due to a decreasing Hall-Petch
constant. Surprisingly regular dislocation networks overlaid on the bound-
aries in deformed specimens, representing rotation angles of a few degrees,
suggest that this occurs through the gradual destruction of a continuous
coverage of the grain boundaries by an extremely thin layer of nominally
insoluble atoms, probably carbon, while the networks accommodate the mutual
rotations of grains during straining.

1. WORKSOFTENING THEORY

The simplified general formula for the flow stress, r, as a function of
dislocation density, 9, is

T = To + 
T

G = To + aGbý (1)

with G and b the shear modulus and Burgers vector, respectively, and a a
numerical constant between about 0.2 and 0.6. The "frictional' stress ro
includes all parts of the flow stress which are independent of dislocation
density, and more often than not is small compared to T. Parts of T0 may
be based on thermally activated processes while the aGbV9 part is virtually
independent of thermal activation even under extreme conditions.

The LEDS theory of workhardening explains eq.l in accord with all known
experimental evidence. According to it, grain boundary hardening is a part
of ro as is precipitation hardening (Kuhlmann-wilsdorf 1989) and the theory
accounts for the so often observed Hall-Petch relationship, i.e.
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Hp K .HP/1d (21

with d the grain size and K p the "Hall-Petch constant-. To the extent

that grain boundary hardening is simply due to the dLscontin_. .s orienta-

tion change across the boundaries, THp is also proportional : G, and is

not thermally activated. Unlike TG. however, Tp does not dep, .d on dislo-

cation density. Therefore both THP and the contribution due a dispersion

hardening typically stay nearly constant throughout straining, and only

that generally minor part of TO which is due to dislocation intersections

rises with strain, being proportional to rG in accordance with the Cot-

trell-Stokes law (Cottrell and Stokes 1955, Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf 1968).

In the .. EDS (mesh-length) theory of workhardening (Kuhlmann-wilsdorf 1968,

1989) t..e workhardening coefficient is given by

(d1I/dJ) - dI/d) + dTG/dj - dio/d+ 2oIG/mg (3)

wherr and g are almost constant parameters in the order of msl and g-25,

while is the "dislocation retention parameter". it is the fraction of

newly generated dislocations which at the end of their glide path are

trapped in the LEDS structure.

As discussed above, typically dT o/de is negligible compared to dTr/dy -

2crAG/mg. Since, further, not only m and g but also a is nearly independent

of "- "tin, as already mentioned, the strain dependence of 8 i.e. the typi-

cal ..al flattening slope of stress-strain curves, essentially mirrors

the sponding gradual decrease of 13 with strain (Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf and

HansL 39), i.e. eq.3 often reduces to

e - (dTl/dj) - 2ojG/mg - O.02nG (4)

13 may assume negative values, leading to negative 0 values i.e, worksoften-

ing, when straining depletes rather than increases the dislocation content.

That will happen when an existing LEDS has a higher dislocation content

than the LEDS that would be established under otherwise same conditions if

the material had started out with a low dislocation density. An example of

this is creep deformation at elevated temperatures of a workhardened metal.

Such artificially high workhardened state, i.e. compared to subsequent

deformations, could well obtain in mechanically alloyed materials, and a

very high dislocation densi' , introduced through the MA process could

decrease in subsequent deformation with attendnrt worksofteniri.

T-" simplest and most reasonable dependence of 3 on flow s' is would be

i.e.

3* = 0o(1 - rG/ m

where Tm is the flow stress that would have been reached by ' ,therwxse

same material had it initially been at a lower dislocation deu ., and ao

is the correlated 13 value at T'm. it ne obtains a workharder j coeffi-

cient 0* decreasing with strain of (Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf and Wilsdor: 1992)

*0 0 (1 - TG/rM) (6)

and
T - m ' (-M +o/'6) (7)

with 67m the initial excess of flow stress above Tm' as shown in Fig.l.
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Tr decreases

S~is negative

Fig.1. The stress-strain

curves resulting from work-
softening due to negative a
values (eq.7) and due to
reduction of rO with strain,

Strain (eq. 8) as indicated.

Alternatively, it is possible, also, that yO decreases with strain. The
most probable case here is a linear decrease of the excess of 6ro from its
initial value Toi with strain, i.e.

6ro - 6 -ro[l - 1/)f1  (8)

This yields the curve in Fig.! provided that TG meanwhile remains constant
where, again, T1 is the equilibrium value of the flow stress under the
given deformation conditions. The value of the critical strain )f may be
estimated from considering that transformation from the old to the new LEDS
will be completed, and thereby 6TO will have been eliminated, when the
newly generated loop length equals some moderate fraction, C, of the dislo-
cation density %m at the stress of T The result is (Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf
and Wilsdorf 1992)

If - Cmb.•F1/4 (9)

Clearly, C must lie well below unity but cannot be a very small number
since the new dislocations are not only replacing an equal length of pre-
existing dislocation length that had been subject to the excess frictional
stress, but in addition will have triggered additional spontaneous reorgan-
ization among the pro-existing dislocations. Thus 0.1 < C < 0.5 may be a
reasonable range. With those values and with b - 3xlO m,q - 4x1S/M,
m - 1 and g - 25 one finds )f to range between about 1% and 10%.

2. EXPERIMENTAL WORXSOFTENING CURVES

Fig.2 shows three rather typical worksoftening curves obtained from recent-
ly developed high-temperature MA aluminum alloys (see Wilsdorf 1988). As
seen in comparison with Fig.!, these clearly are of the type expected from
changes in ro, not from reduction of dislocation density through negative B
values. Indeed, a decreasing slope of the workhardening curve results from
negative n values no matter what the specific assumptions as to dependence
on stress may be since with decreasing dislocation density the driving
force for further dislocation density reduction necessarily declines. By
contrast, diminishing ro values, though they most likely start out linearly
with the length of newly formed dislocations and thus with a linear de-
crease of the stress-strain curve in accordance with Fig.l, can well con-
tinue at an accelerated rate in accordance with the behavior in Fig.2, as
the pre-existing LEDS is destabilized.
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80 1

2A as 1500

60f- Al I1400

V .o0 -300a) 0 Fig.2: Room-temperature

A3 - 3tensile stress-strain cur-• 200 ýn yes parallel to the extru-

0 1 sion axis of the high-0 • temperature MA aluminum
-100 alloys Al, A2 and A3 in

the as-received condition
0 4 6 8 1 (Wilsdorf 1988).0 2 4 6 8 160 - Y

Tr Strain (%) 0

3. CORRELATED MICROGRAPHY

Micrographs of the A2 alloy, (to which Fig.2 pertains and which is believed
to be representative), before and after straining show equiaxed grains ofabout 0.25 to 0.59m diameter. Also, straining did not noticeably change 9the appearance of the graiis except in one crucial aspect: After deforma-
tion, many if not most of e grain boundaries were covered with exquisite-
ly fine dislocation netwc. - of e6nm spacing that are rare, and if present
at all either of very small extent or composed of much more coarsely spaced
dislocations, in the as-received condition. Figs. 3 and 4 show examples.

In both micrographs note the evident anchoring of the boundaries by manydispersoids. The broader fringes about the grain in Fi.'.3 are fringes ofequal thickness indicating how the grain volume tapers through the thick-
ness of the foil. In the drawn circles may be seen groups of about teneach, short, parallel, finely spaced dislocations. In Fig.4 such small
groups may also be present although unresolved. More importantly, however,
note the set of parallel dislocations in Fig.4 of about 6nm spacing. Suchgrids or networks are very frequent in deformed specimens but were not seen
in the as-received condition except for occasional networks of much larger
spacing.

Fig..3: Plan view of grain
boundary in A3 as-received.
Small encircled patches of
ver7 fine grids of parallel
dislocations appear to be
associated with precipita-
tes and thus being of epi-
taxial nature.

0.5 'm
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Fig.4: As Fig.3 but after

straining to failure. In-

stead of the small patches

of dislocation grids in
* Fig.3 note extensive simi-

lar grids covering a large

part of the grain boundary.

Such grids are believed to

accommodate lattice misori-

- entations due to straining.

4. INTERPRETATION

The indication of the stress-strain curves of FIg.2 in comparison to ig. l

that the observed work-softening is due to the corresponding decline of To

of eq.l is confirmed by the micrographs, as these document that the dislo-

cation density did not decrease but increased. Further, the similar appear-

ance of the anchoring of the grain boundaries at dispersoids before and

after straining eliminates the possible involvement of precipitate or

dispersoid strengthening in the decline of To. The only remaining candi-

date for causing the worksoftening is therefore the Hall-Petch strengthen-

Ing due to boundaries, and here we may additionally rule out the possibili-

ty of increasing grain size since the micrographic evidence does not

indicate any significant grain size change and such could hardly be expect-

ed in any event.

Table 1: Important data for the alloys of Fig.2. Tex is the ex-

trusion temperature. a , am and oF are the tensile stresses at

yielding, maximum and Yailure, respectively and e the ultimate

tensile strain. The volume fractions of the dispersoids are

based on the chemical analysis assuming that none of the alloy-

ing components were dissolved In the aluminum matrix. The grain

sizes, d, are best estimates for the majority of the grains and

the KHp values are overestimates since they neglect all other

hardening mechanisms..

P Tex oy 0 m 0 F i Al 4 C3 Al 2 0 3 Al 2 Cu Y2 03 Total Grain Size

0C MPa MPa MPa % v/o v/o v/o v/o v/o d in Mm oxt r

Al 370 382 393 303 4.5 12.1 2.0 0 0 14.1 0.25-0.50 249-192

A2 370 500 534 460 4.2 10.7 1.0 1.1 0 12.8 0.25-0.50 338-291

A3 370 329 346 140 9.3 4.0 1.4 0 O.S 5.9 0.25-0.50 219- 89
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Table I summarizes the most important characteristics of the 0 alloys
of Fig.2, including the volume fractions of dispersoids and t atarting
and final values of the computed Hall-Petch constant, Kp of 2 in units
of (MN/m2)pm½, if all of the worksoftening is ascribed to i- ecline and
all other hardening mechanisms are neglected. This yields a. 'erestimate
of KHP which will be modest for the high values of Al and AZ it signifi-
cant for A3, especially after deformation. The listed KHP v; ues, ranging
from 338 to 89 (MN/m2),jm½ as seen in the table, compare to K,_ between 220
and 75 (MN/m2)pmm determined fcr PM aluminum alloys by Kim and Griffith
(1984), to K HP decreasing from 191 to 159 (MN/m2)slmS according to a work-
softening curve of severely rolled and then lightly annealed aluminum of d
= 0.83pm obtained by Westengen (1982) when again neglecting all other
hardening mechanisms, and to KHP , 40 (MN/m) mý inferred for moderately
rolled pure aluminum by Hansen and Juul Jensen (1991). Accordingly, the
listed K HP va ýues compare to those of ordinary aluminum at their lower end
but are extremely high at the upper end.

These results are compatible with the hypothesis that in the as-received
state, the grain boundaries of our alloys, and probably similarly of the PM
alloys of Kim and Griffith, contained an extra strengthei.ing agent beyond
mere crystallographic misorientation. The peculiar networks seen overlay-
ing the boundaries after deformation are considered to give independent
evidence of such extra strengthening. Namely, they are interpreted as LEDS
networks accommodating the angular misorientation due to the several per-
cent tensile strain while the initial boundaries remained unchanged because
of some strong anchoring. In fact, the misorientations defined by these
networks correspond to only a few degrees of angular misorientation and
thus are entirely of the expected magnitude, whereas the correlated stress
for supercritical bowing through these networks would be in excess of 1000
MPa. The small patches of networks such as circled in Fig.3, by contrast,
are apparently associated with precipitates, i.e. are epitaxial.

It, is therefore proposed that the worksoftening arises as grain boundaries
are gradually forced from a strong anchoring agent which is destroyed in
the process while T0 decreases correspondingly. Searching for microscopic
evidence of the anchoring agent, some faint traces were seen which are
tentatively identified as films of no more than 1 nm width which may be
carbon or A1 4 C3 , especially since micrographically there is much less of
this dispersoid in the alloys than listed in Table I.
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ABSTRACT

The major parameters expected to influence the usefulness of

non-layer type polycrystals for solid lubrication were investigated

using ten pure metals. The high-pressure, large-shear-strain

conditions at contact spots of sliding interfaces were simulated

through shearing of sample disks between rotating Bridgman anvils,

and the effective friction coefficients were determined as a

function of pressure. The observations are consistent with the

theoretical expectations that, under otherwise same circumstances,

the apparent coefficient of friction is roughly proportional to the

magnitude of the shear modulus, decreases with decreasing crystal

symmetry and hence decreasing number of equivalent crystallographic

slip systems, and decreases with icrcasing- hoiclcous temperature;

T/T1. Additionally the evidence sugests that stacking faut.

energy and twinning properties play a not previously predicted but

theoretically understandable significant role. Since not only the

apparent coefficient of friction but also the retention of the

lubricant at the interface decreases with pressure, solid

* lubricants must be selected in accordance with service temperature

as well as the hardness of the lubricated materials. The results

and theoretical interpretation presented in this paper can assist

in such a selection.
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THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
Introduction

Especially at high temperatures and in vacuum but also in a

wide range of other applications, solid lubricants can be superior

to greases or liquid lubricants in protecting sliding interfaces

and reducing coefficients of friction. Besides the very widely

used layer-type crystalline solids such as graphite and molybdenum

disulfide there is a wide selection of other less widely known

choices of solid lubricants, among them solid metals. The

lubricating ability of lead is one example, and for some demanding

applications a plating of gold or silver has served excellently (1-

3). In fact, with little doubt solid lubricants will play an

increasing role in future technological developments, such as for

structural uses of ceramics at elevated temperatures.

In an earlier study (4) some theoretical connections were

pointed out between basic materials properties and expected

favorable performance of solid lubricants. Mainly, these depended

on the need for almost unlimited shearability of the solid

lubricant. For crystalline materials this, in turn, depends on

dislocation behavior, crystallographic twinning and dynamical

recrystallization, all of which are functions of crystal structure

and melting temperature. At the time (4) the most serious gap in

"Now at Information Storage Research Centre, Jiao Tong University,
Shanghai, P.R. of China
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pertinent basic knowledge was the effect of the high local pressure

at contact' spots on "workhardening", classifying under this name

all mechanisms whereby plastic deformation raises the flow stress

for further plastic strain.

Workhardenina at Ambient and High Pressures

Clearly the degree of workhardening is central since extensive

shearing, amounting to tens of thousands of percent strain at

contact spots (5), will have to be accommodated and this requires

essential cessation of workhardening after some moderate strain.

Further, for low coefficients of friction it is critical that ýhe

increase of flow stress from the undeformed to the severely sheared

state, i.e. that total "workhardening", be as low as possible.

Quotations marks are use here because the "workhardening" at issue

includes the effect of pressure, and while workhardening at ambient

pressures and to true shear strains of several hundred percent is

by now quite well understood (e.g. 6-9), the dislocation and

* workhardening behavior at extreme strains and the effect of

pressure thereon still require much more research.

Some of the requisite basic experiments have lately been

* performed through shearing disk-shaped samples under high pressure,

and for the first time ever semi-quantitative shear-stress / shear-

strain curves were obtained (10-13) in a Bridgman anvil type

* apparatus (14). The data accumulated so far are compatible with the

earlier conclusion that most of the extra flow stress due to high

pressures is enhancement of the Peierls-Nabarro stress (15).

3
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the anvils (13). This paper, then, is devoted to measurements of

the apparent coefficient of friction of ten different metals,

namely Ag, Al, Au, Cu, Fe, In, Mg, Nb, Sn and Zn.

Fig. 1 shows stress versus rotation curves from which the data

were extracted. It is seen than work hardening has almost ceased 0

after less than one half anvil rotation. Therefore, the averaged

flow stress between 1/4 and 3/4 anvil rotations was taken to be the

saturation flow stress (TSAT). The effective friction coefficient *
was obtained by dividing by the applied pressure (14), i.e.

AEFF-=ST/P* As was discussed in detail previously (13), earlier

measurements of AM by other authors, including Bridqman, must be

discounted because either the samples slipped between the anvils

or, unnoticed by the operators, the samples perforated and the

anvils ground against each other instead of enforcing internal 9

distributed shearing within the samples. In order to avoid this

latter pitfall, the "saturation stress" was chosen to be such

modest shear strains.

Crystallographic Texturing of Solid Lubricants

Earlier measurements showing that strong texturing appears to

occur routinely in solid lubricants, to the effect that the

"easiest" crystallographic glide plane becomes oriented parallel to

the plane of shearing. This is well known for layer-type crystals

in which the basal plane aligns parallel to the shearing plane, but

was also observed for gold (16), silver, and copper in spite of

their large number of equivalent glide planes. Because the fcc

structure and the layer-type materials, represent the extremes of
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the spectrum of crystallographic symmetry, it was inferred that

such texturing is the general rule.

Texturing reverses the conventional "rule"t, that the

ductility of polycrystals decreases and work hardening increases

with decreasing crystal symmetry. The texturing transforms

polycrystals into pseudo single crystals so that for decreasing

symmetry, ductility increases and work hardening decreases. Layer-

type crystals are a good example: for these the basal plane is

strongly preferred, and is the only operating glide plane.

Therefore, in thiý textured state almost no strain hardening occurs

because work hardening requires dislocation interactions with three

or more Burgers vector directions (6). Moreover, due to a lack of

intersecting glide planes, layer-type crystals resist squeezing out

from the interface.

Effect of Minor Impurities

Minor impurities in metals make a small additive contribution

to the flow stress, typically in the order of 10 MPa or so, which
0

is practically independent of strain (6,17) and also apparently

independent of pressure (13). The flow stresses encountered in our

tests, are tens to hundreds of times larger, and so the purity of

the metals used in this study is not critical. The sample material

was selected from nominally pure, (better than 99%) sheet stock

with a view to low cost and convenience of procurement.

Provortionality of the Flow Stress with the Shear Modulus. g

Ever since Seeger's pioneering work on the theory of work

hardening (17), it has been customary to independently consider two
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contributions to the flow stress, generally named TG and r.. Work

hardening raises the former, which is now understood to be that

part which is due to dislocation interactions, while r. is due to

all other causes and is typically little, if at all, dependent on

strain (17). Further, r is proportional to the shear modulus (G),

asw well as a function of a variety of other parameters. The other

part, To, includes grain boundary hardening, i.e. the Hall-Petch

stress, as well as the Peierls-Nabarro stress, i.e. the frictional •

stress on dislocations due to periodic dislocation core energy

variations as they move through the lattice (6). Both of these are

also proportional to G, and in pure metals under high pressure the

remaining contributions to r. tend to be negligible in comparison.

Therefore, to a good first approximation the flow stress of pure

metals, especially under pressure at high strains, is proportional

to the shear modulus and is to a smaller extent a function of a

host of other variables.
I Twinnig•

A complicating factor is twinning. As already mentioned, the

theory of work hardening by dislocation motions is fairly well

understood. Twinning cannot be as easily predicted. It raises the

flow stress by interfering with dislocation motion, and so the

effect must depend on the size and number of the twins, but how

this may depend on pressure, especially at high strains, is still

largely unknown. More will be said about this topic below.

The Effect of Homologous Temperature

The work hardening coefficient, i.e. the slope of the shear

6



stress-shear strain curve, is proportional to the "dislocation

retention factor", P, (6). Work hardening ceases when #=O, i.e.

when none of the newly generated dislocations which accommodate the

shear deformation become trapped. At ambient pressure, P decreases

continuously with strain (7) from about unity in well-annealed,
S

large-grained materials to less than 0.03 at the highest strains

previously investigated in detail. With little doubt P becomes zero

at or before the "saturation strain" at 1/4 to 1/2 anvil revolution

is reached, as indicated by the flattening of the stress-strain

curves (Fig. 1).

Simultaneously with A, the scale of the initial dislocation*
cell structure shrinks, and the cell walls become more distinct

until the structure has been transformed into a sub-grain structure

(18). The effect of pressure on this process is still unknown,
0

although the apparently larger Peierls-Nabarro stress seems to slow

these processes and delay dislocation cell and subgrain formation

(15), as would be expected from theory.

Less problematical is the effect of temperature (in fact one

may say with confidence, homologous temperature) since recovery and

recrystallization temperatures are all roughly proportional to the0
melting temperature, T. (19). Thus it is undisputable that for

same strain and otherwise same circumstances # decreases with

temperature. Correspondingly, total work hardening decreases with

increasing homologous temperature, and in fact dynamical

recrystallization sets in at T/T, > 1/2 (19). This is the

continual formation of new grains in tandem with the ongoing

7
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deformation, to the effect that the average grain is maintained in

a little deformed condition and the shapes of the grains do not

reflect the preceding deformation. Moreover, depending on

temperature and strain rate the grain size may be larger or smaller

than in the initial undeformed state. 0

The Effect of Strain Rate

For testing between Bridgman anvils, as in Fig. 1, the slope

of the stress versus rotation curves does not accurately correlate

with the changes of 0, even in the absence of dynamical

recrystallization. This is because the sample thins and the strain

rate increases at constant rotation rate, which leads to a mild

increase of the flow stress (6), while perfection of the texturing

decreases the shear stress (16). A decrease of the flow stress can

therefore result from both dynamical recrystallization or

perfection of texturing, while sample thinning increases strain

rate, and thus stress. 9

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Shearing was performed in an apparatus based on the Bridgman

"opposed anvil" design (14), but modified to permit the

determination of shear stress/shear strain curves (11-13). The

disk-shaped samples of 3 mm diameter and 125 Am initial thickness

were sheared between one 2.9 mm and one 5.4 mm diameter tungsten

carbide anvil, compressed between hydraulic cylinders. The shear

stress-shear strain curves were determined as previously de-scribed

(13). From these measurements the effective coefficient of

8



friction was derived as the ratio of the "saturation" shear stress

(TSAT) divided by the imposed pressure (p), i.e. AEF=fT/P, as

mentioned earlier

DEPENDENCE OF SA ON PRESSURE AND SHEAR MODULUS

Fig. 2 presents TSAT as a function of pressure for the face-

centered cubic (fcc) metals copper, silver, gold, and aluminum, the

body-centered cubic (bcc) metals, iron and niobium, the hexagonal

closed packed (hcp) metals magnesium and zinc, the body-centered

tetragonal (bct) indium, and the face-centered tetragonal (fct) tin

(see Table 1).

The interpolation curves are best-fit curves assuming a linear

rise of flow stress with pressure i.e.

*SAT = oT SAT + ap (1)

with a=drsAT/dp (14). The values of JSAT and a are listed in Table

2 together with those previously determined hy Bridgran (14) and

Towle et. al (20-22). Discrepancies are due to sample perforation

(14) and slippage (20-22) in the earlier work (13).

In agreement with Fig. 1, T, increases with pressure.

Disregarding twinnnig for the moment, plastic deformation

originates from dislocation movements, and following theory, the

flow stresses and thus also rSAT are proportional to the shear

modulus, G. Therefore the average pressure between the anvils, p,

as well as the flow stress should logically be measured in units of

G, meaning that in Fig. 2 both axis should be scaled in units of

9
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the shear modulus as shown in Fig. 3, based on eq. 1, i.e.
C

TSAT/G = OTsAT/G + ap/G (2)

The choice of the specific G values requires some thought due

to elastic anisotropy. In view of the strain-induced texturing, the

values of G in Tables and figures are taken parallel to the

preferred glide plane in the preferred glide direction (closest

packed direction) (23). Moreover, the pressure dependence of G was

included as follows: In order to verify that the most densely

packed crystallographic plane (23), is indeed parallel to the

sliding interface, the intensities of x-rays in back-reflection

normal to the sample were determined for the examples of gold and

tin as a function of shear strain. The data obtained find that the

texturing is parallel to the densest planes, namely (111) for gold

(16) and (110) for tin. Correspondingly, the shear moduli for all

ten metals were calculated parallel to the most densely packed

crystallographic plane and direction.

In the correction of the shear modulus for pressure, the known

pressure coefficients (24) were linearly extrapolated to span the

test pressure range (Ap) listed in Table 1. The degree of this

correction may be gauged from the change in shear modulus over the

test pressure range listed in Table 1 as AG/G.

The curves normalized according to shear modulus as in Fig. 3

show a smaller relative spread than the raw data in Fig. 2; in both

Figs. 2 and 3 the curves tend to be grouped according to crystal

structure, thereby somewhat vindicating the theoretical premises.

10
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However, that other influences besides elastic constants are

important since the curves in Fig. 3 clearly do not fall together,

indeed not even among metals of same crystal structure. On account

of the much greater practical interest of LEFF instead of rSA, the

discussion will concentrate on the influences of these on AEF,' i.e.

"MEFF = OT SAT/P + a (3)

DEPENDENCE OF gelt ON PRESSURE AND SHEAR MODULUS

Fig. 4 shows the data of Figs. 2 and 3 in terms of MEFF as a

function of pressure. Note here the decrease of MEFF with increase

in pressure, in accordance with eq. 3 as seen in Figs. 2 and 3 and

previously recognized by Bridgman (14).

In Fig. 5 the pressure axis of Fig.4 is normalized in terms of

the shear modulus as a function of texture orientation and pressure

using the values in Table 1. The usefulness of such normalisation

is questionable and its theoretical justifiction needs further

* examination. While comparison between Figs. 4 and 5 shows that this

normalization causes the 1AEFF curves for the fcc metals to move more

closely together and the spread of the AEFF curves overall to mildly

* diminish, it also shows disordering among the metals of different

crystallographic structures. Indeed, contemplating Figs. 4 and 5

with their evident general decrease of UCFF with decreasing crystal

* symmetry it becomes apparent that next to the dependence on shear

modulus the greatest effect on the AEFF curves is from crystal

structure. This will therefore be considered next.
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DEPENDENCE OF neff ON THE NUMBER OF CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC GLIDE SYSTEMS

The BCC Metals Iron and Niobium 0

According to the explanation given in the Introduction, the

general decrease of o,,, with decreasing crystal symmetry results

from the decrease in the number of slip systems, and hence

dislocation intersections: the higher the number of non-parallel

crystallographic glide planes, the higher the work hardening, and

therefore the larger is the high-strain flow stress and g•r.

In Fig. 4 the highest g,,, are bcc metals which typically slip

on all combinations of (110) 1/2<111>, (112) 1/2<111> and (123)

1/2<111> as slip systems (25). Therefore, several of the most

highly stressed slip systems are bound to be activated

simultaneously. The resulting profuse dislocation intersections

should cause the correspondingly strong work hardening. 0

Niobium has a still higher number of glide systems and thus

has a higher UEFF than iron. In niobium, 1/2<111> also <100> acts as

Burgers vector because 2C•/C 11-C 12 is substantially smaller than

unity (26). As a result, even though the dislocation line energy

is proportional to b2 and favors 1/2<111> over <100> in the ratio

of 3 to 4, this is overcompensatzd by the strain energy reduction

through elastic anisotropy.

Thus the probability of dislocation intersections is further

increased in niobium (26). it is herewith suggested that this is

the cause of the exceptionally high AEFF values of niobium compared

to all other metals tested.

The FCC Metals and Iron.

12
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The fcc metals have fewer slip systems than bcc metals, namely

the twelve equivalent (1ii) 1/2<110> slip systems (23,25).

Therefore the previous argument about interfering slip systems

predicts a lower, but still high, pF, value for the fcc metals,

which is seen in Fig. 4. Placement of Fe among the fcc metals in

Fig. 5 may be a sign that the normalization of p/G is inap-

propriate, or else the cause may be the proclivity of iron for

pencil glide, as contrasted tQ planar glide. In the textured state

after pencil glide, most likely only one Burgers vector will be

activated, while probably two participate in fcc glide even in

extreme planar glide texturing. A detailed study of the

crystallographic texturing direction parallel to the sliding

direction should be undertaken to decide this issue.

As seen in Table 1, the melting points of Cu, Ag and Au are

similar and that of Al is much lower. Therefore on account of the

already discussed decrease of the dislocation trapping faotor 0

with rising hcmologous tempnrature, and thus of the work hardening

coefficient and with it ArF, the close grouping of the Cu, Ag and

Au curves and the considerably lower level of the Al curve is

explained.

The HCP Metals Magnesium and Zinc

Hexagonal-close packed metals ordinarily glide on the (0001)

basal plane along the three equivalent closed-packed 1/2<1120> slip

directions (25). Only when basal slip is impeded on account of

unfavorable orientation can slip be supplemented in magnesium by

(1010) 1/2<1120> glide (26) and in zinc by (1122) 1/3<1123> glide

13



(27). Thus the hcp metals have fewer independent slip systems and

much fewer easily activated intersecting glide planes than the fcc

metals. This is in general accord with the lower AFF curves of the

hcp metals in Figs. 4 and 5 compared to fcc metals.

The Tetgaconal Metals Indium and Tin

The two metals of lowest symmetry, indium and tin, have indeed

the lowest IE'M values. Even so, the relative position of their L

curves does not agree with the number of their glide systems, as

follows: Indium with its body centered tetragonal structure has a

c:a ratio of 4.951:4.594 = 1.077. Indium is therefore expected to

glide with 1/2<111> glide directions on (110) planes for a total of

twelve glide systems. Tin with a c:a ratio of 3.1815:5.83148= 0.546

and a fct structure will slip along one 1/2<110> direction on each

(111) slip plane, for a total of only four 1,1O)<10> slip systems. 0

Based on the number of slip Systems, indium should therefore have

a higher MEFF curve than the HCP metals, contrary to observation.

This, then, brings up yet the last facet of the introduction,

namely dynamical recrystallization, to be discussed in the next

section.

EFFECT OF DYNAMICAL RECRYSTALLI7ATION ON AEF

Dynamic recrystallization, expected in all metals at T>Tw/2

(19), leads to the drastic lowering of work hardening regardless of

crystal symmetry. The relative positions of the AEFF curves in Figs.

4 and 5 must hence be exceptionally low for metals whose absolute

melting temperature is less than twice room temperature, i.e. TX •

6000K = 3000C. As seen in Table 1, among the metals tested only the

14
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melting temperatures of indium and tin are low enough to place them

into this category. Hence these two, and only these two metals, are

expected to dynamically recrystallize. The driving force for the

recrystallization derives from dislocation strain energy, which

builds in the grains until in critically deformed grains new

crystallites are nucleated and grow. By growing, these replace

heavily deformed grains with a generation of new grains until these

in turn are replaced.

The action of dynamical recrystallization is documented in

Figs. 6 to 9 for the already pinpointed cases of tin and indium. Of

these, Fig. 6 is a micrograph of as-received tin foil, showing

twinned grains with irregular grain boundaries. By comparison,

Fig. 7 ia a micrograph of the same foil but after compression at

3000 Mpa for 15 seconds. Evidently, through the imposed

compressional strain, recrystallization was triggered, causing

smoothing out of pain boundaries and removal of twins.

Figs. 8 and 9 correspond to Figs. 6 and 7 but fcr indium.

Fig. 9, compares to Fig. 7 in showing a changed grain structure

derived from the as-received indium foil, Fig. 8, after hammering

between steel plates. In both cases dynamical recrystallization led

to grain size reduction. However the deformation was much less and

was induced in a different manner for indium than for tin, and the

resulting microstructure is different, too. At any rate the

differences between initial and final microstructures, for both tin

and indium, are explainable only through dynamic recrystallization.

As dynamical recrystallization takes place at room temperature in

15
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both indium and tin but not in any other of the metals studied, it

causes their ASFF values to be the lowest among the ten metals.

DEPENDENCE OF IErF ON STACKING PAULT ENERGY

While the especially low position of indium and tin curves in *
Figs. 2-5 is explained through dynamical recrystallization, and the

offset of the Al curve from those of Cu, Ag and Au through its much

lower homologous temperature, remaining differences in the relative 0

"AEFF values for the fcc metals may be explained through their

stacking fault energies (SFE's). It may be observed that the MEFF

curves for the fcc metals in Fig. 5 increase in the order of

decreasing stacking fault energy, as seen from Table 3 which lists

stacking fault energies (SFE) according to several sources.

Specifically, Bolling et al. (29) calculated SFE's based on Seeger's I

theory of work hardening (17) that has since been abandoned. The

other sources, Refs.30-33, are based on experimental techniques

with a precision which have increased with time.

A reason for a dependence of g,,, on SFE in fcc metals is this:

1/2<1OO>(111) glide dislocations extend into ribbons bounded by two

partial 1/6<112>(111) dislocations with a stacking fault between

them. The width of the stacking fault ribbon decreases with

increasing SFE. Therefore the stresses required for dislocation

intersections increase with decreasing SFE of the metal (17,29).

Moreover, widely extended stacking faults between partial

dislocations decrease cross-slip out of the glide plane, another

factor which tends to harden the metal (6,17) and to increase PEW

16



THE DEPENDENCE OF tErf ON TWINNING

The discussed apparent effect of SFE's on the FCC metals Al,

Ag, Au, Cu in increasing order of AEAF values might be thought to

apply also to the (0001) plane of hcp metals. In this connection

note that the SFE of Zn is 1.4 x 10-5 J-cm"2 and Mg 1.25 X 10- J-cm"

2. In fact, the differences in SFE although in the right sense

regarding the relative position of the oEF curves, is too small as

if it could be the dominant factor.

Instead, the difference between the 1EFF curves for these two

hcp metals is almost certainly affected by their different twinning

behavior which in turn is due to their different c/a ratios.

Namely, c/a is 1.623 and 1.856 for magnesium and zinc,

respectively, placing them on either side of the ideal c/a-1.632

ratio for the hcp crystal structure. As a result, magnesium twins

in uniaxial compression, and zinc in uniaxial tension (23,34)

Consequently, in our test conditions of strong compression as well
0

as in tribological situations, twinning is expected in magnesium

but not in zinc. The relative positions of the zinc and magnesium

A•FF curves are explained thereby, since twinning is an additional

source of work hardening (6,23), supplementing that due to

differences in SFE.

CLOSING REMARKS

For otherwise identical conditions, the effective coefficient

of friction of solid crystalline lubricants rises with increasing

plastic flow stress of the lubricant. Based on simple theory, this
0
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means that AEFF rises with increasing shear modulus (G) and, hence,

melting temperature (T.) of the lubricant, since G and T. tend to

rise and fall together.

A good solid lubricant requires the ability to accommodate

very extensive shear deformations and as low a rise of flow stress

through work hardening as possible. Work hardening ceasing at a

modest flow stress level is therefore a prime requisite of

successful crystalline lubricants. 0

Among others, the usefulness of otherwise pure metals as solid

lubricants depends strongly on their crystal structure, in favor of

low symmetry. The reason is texturing of the lubricant through

shearing, with the most active crystallographic glide plans

orienting parallel to the sliding interface and thereby generating

a pseudo single crystal in optimal shear orientation. The shear

strength of such crystals is known to decrease with decreasing

symmetry.

The above dependence is caused by work hardening, which is

principally due to dislocation interactions on intersecting

crystallographic glide planes. Therefore decreasing numbers of

activated non-parallel slip planes, which in turn means decreasing

crystal symmetry, leads to lowered shear strength and thus lower

MEFF values.

Another contribution to the flow stress and thus increased

AEF, Iis twinning. Therefore hcp metals with c/a ratios larger than

the ideal c/a=1.632, which are not likely to twin in compression

(23,34), are favored.

18
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The flow stress is also limited by through dynamical recrysta-

llization which continuously replaces workhardened and/or twinned
grains with pristine material. This effect favors solid lubricants

whose absolute melting temperature is less than twice the operating

temperature, since dynamic recrystallization occurs at temperatures
T2Tw/2. It is for this reason that tin and indium are superior

solid lubricants at room temperature.

Relatively high homologous temperatures lower AE,, values and

thus are beneficial in solid lubrication also below Tw2, i.e.

without dynamical recrystallization. This is because the disloca-

tion retention coefficient, •, and thereby work hardening,

decreases with increasing temperature.

A more subtle effect occurs through stacking fault energy

(SFE) in the fcc metals, for the reason that dislocation intersec-

tions become increasingly difficult, and thus lead to increased

flow stress and hence AEM, as the SFE decreases. Fcc metals with

high SFE are therefore favored above those with low SFE.

Experimental data on the metals aluminum, copper, gold,

indium, iron, magnesium, niobium, silver, tin and zinc obtained

with a Bridgman opposed anvil apparatus are consistent with the
40

above principles. The various indicated effects could have, but

not all of them actually were, predicted theoretically. Additional

materials should be tested to further verify the present findings
1

and to investigate still other expected effects on AE1 " Foremost

among these is the anticipated deleterious effect of pressure-

induced phase transformations. Another important effect will be

19



high reactivity, leading to beneficial or harmful surface film

formation as the case may be.
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Table 1

Metal Tm(C) Struct. pEFF Plane dG/dP &PtmPa] G[MPa] G [MPa] &G/GCE]

Directional
at p=O

Nb 2468 8CC 0.268 (110) 0.167. 2000 37:i•o 29200 0.9
Fe 1536 BCC 0.246 (110) 1.176 3000 84000 106500 4.2 0
Cu 1083 FCC 0.160 t111) 0.675 3000 46000 49000 4.4
Ag 960 FCC 0.144 (1111 0.877 3000 28000 30000 9.4
Au 1063 FCC 0.123 (111) 0.513 3000 27000 28700 5.7
Zn 420 HCP 0.087 (0001) 1.840 1500 40000 46000 6.9
Al 660 FCC 0.082 (111) 1.300 900 26000 27100 4.5
Mg 650 HCP 0.076 (0001) 1.756 1500 17000 17000 15.5 0
Sn 232 FCT 0.024 (110) - 975 20000 - -
In 156 BCT 0.011 (1101 - 675 4000 - -

Table 1: Data on metals tested, listed in decreasing order of their PFF curves i
Fig. 3. Note that the listed values of NEFF at 1MPa follow this same order aO
that the crystal symmetry decreases also towards the bottom of the list. Ale
listed are (i) the favored crystalLographic glide plane (one of) which orient
parallel to the interface after extensive shearing, (ii) the pressure coefficier
of the shear modulus (dG/dp. at room temperature, (iii) the range of pressure use
(AP), (iv) the average shear modulus (G) on the preferred glide plane shear modulu
at atmospheriu pressure, and (vi) the percentage increase of G in the experiment*
pressure range. (AG/G).

Table 2

-6etat SAT[MPaI 0zG [=Pa]oT T SA

(x 10•) Cx 10"3)

Nb 0.072 233.29 1.93 15.7 .-..
Fe 0.075 173.82 0.89 3.8 0.295 -130.0 - -
Cu 0.049 107.61 1.07 4.9 0.101 29.0 0.018 320.00
Ag 0.036 109.04 1.29 8.0 0.092 20.0 0.017 230.0
Au 0.029 91.82 1.07 7.6 0.099 -19.0 0.020 130.0
Zn 0.032 52.64 0.80 1.1 0.027 45.1 - -
Al 0.035 47.56 1.i:) 3.6 0.052 52.0 0.025 40.0
kg 0.022 53.36 1.29 1.0 u.069 533.0 0.012 130.0
*n 0.012 12.30 0.60 0.6 0.013 17.0 0.013 10.0
In 0.006 5.65 1.50 1.4 0.015 -4.9 - -

Table 2: The flow strength parameters a and 7,,, of eq. 1 according to tt
interpolation curves in Figs. 2 Rnd 3. Alco listed are the corresponding valut
determined by Bridgman (subscript H, ref. 10) and Towle et al at high pressur•
(subscript T refs. 20-22). The data in the two right mostL oolums was derived fro
but not published by Towle et al.



Table 3

Metal Stacking Fault Energy CX 10-7 J-cMu)
(acc. to refs% 29 30 31 32 33)

Ag 20 26-58 22 14- 28 17
Au 10 24-47 45 37- 67 55

Cu 163 40 78 55-115 73
Al 238 200 166 230-330 200

Stacking fault energies (SFE) for the fcc metals Cu, Ag, Au and
Al according to refs. 29-33 as indicated.
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Micromechanics of MoS 2 lubrication

Chao Gao, Louis Bredell, Doris Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf and David D. Makel
Depatrment of Materials SciencA University of Virginia, Charloaesville, VA 22901 (USA)

Abstract

The micromechanical behavior of MoS 2 acting as a solid lubricant and the effects of humidity thereon have been
studied in moist nitrogen through simultaneous measurements of momentary friction and electrical contact
resistance in the so-called hoop apparatus. The sliding couple consisted of a gold-plated copper substrate (the
circumferential track inside the hoop) lubricated with a burnished MoS film, and a slider in the form of three
bundles of 50 Am thick gold-plated copper fibers. This geometry permits indirect detailed studies of the film
conditions at the contact spots, since both the friction and the contact resistance are exclusively determined by
the film. All measurements were found to be reversible, with the friction coefficient and contact resistance
depending in a somewhat complex manner on avrage sliding speed between 0.05 and 3.0 cm s', load between
0.5 N and 8 N, and relative humidity bet,,een 20% and 90%. The data indicate that adsorbed moisture causes
the MoS 2 film to mechanically softer. and that the film is partly pushed ahead and to the sides of moving contact
spots. As a result, the film thickness between the contact spots, presumably with the basal plane preferentially
parallel to the interface, decreases with humidity but increases slightly with sliding speed and contact spot size,
i.e. load. Accordingly, the major part of the coefficient of friction, namely po.1 through distributed shearing
of the MoS, fiim parallel to the basal plane, is little affected by any of the variables, but the contribution due
to film plowing rises with increasing humidity from zero up to ti,0.1. The contact resistance, by contrast, varies
through almost two orders of magnitude. It increases much faster than proportional with the film thickness at
the a-spots, due to a strong increase of the MoS2 resistivity with film thickness, on account of a semiconductor
effect.

1. Introduction out from between the two sides of contact spots, in
the extreme limit down to a bi-molecular layer, similar
to the recently unraveled behavior of adsorbed moisture

Molybdenum disulfide (MoS,), a hexagonal layered and other liquid lubricants (15-221. If squeezing out
n-type semiconductor material, is extensively used as does occur, it is a result of extensive plastic deformation

a solid lubricant in aeronautical and space applications by distributed shearing within the film. If extensive

because of its low coefficient of friction (0.01 < ;L < 0.1) squeezing leaves only a bi-molecular layer, sliding would

and high environmental stability in dry and vacuum most likely occur between those two layers, as appears
conditions 11-91. However, it is well known that the to be the case with liquids. However, if only minimal
friction and wear properties of both burnished and film thinning occurs between the contact spots, sliding
sputtered MoS, can degrade rapidly when exposed to might take place only between the MoS 2 planes im-
high humidity (3, 4, 10-141. In spite of its technological mediately adsorbed at the lubricated material and the
importance, the small-scale "micromechanical" behavior otherwise substantially rigid MoS2 film [1-3].
of MoS 2 when acting as a solid lubricant is still largely Questions regarding the action of MoS, lubrication
unknown, and the effect of humidity is even less well raise the possibility of similarities between MoS2 and
understood. It is widely accepted that during sliding graphite, a solid layer-type lubricant whose lubrication
MoS 2, along with all layer-type crystalline solid lubri- mechanism has long been empirically known and is
cants, becomes textured such that the close-packed now more fully understood (23, 241. With graphite,
planes are preferentially oriented parallel to the in- moisture is required for lubrication because it strongly
terface. Similarly accepted is that the relative motion adsorbs onto exposed basal planes, reducing the critical
between the tribo surfaces is preferentially accom- shear stress of the graphite parallel to the basal plane
modated by sliding on the basal plane [7-91. Many of below the shear strength of the lubricated metal and
the details of MoS, action, however, are unclear. Of causing lubrication. Additionally the adsorbed moisture
specific interest is whether the MoS 2 film is squeezed binds graphite basal planes to the metal, and thereby

0043.1648193/$6.00 0 1993 - Elsevier Sequoia. All rights reserved
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acts to retain the lubricant, as well as incidentally The value of this technique derives from the fact
causing "wedge" formation. that in dry or solid lubricated sliding, both friction and

In fact, a close similarity between graphite and MoS 2  electrical contact resistance are totally controlled by
in this respect is unlikely since increases in moisture the process occurring at the contact spots. Especially 0
level above that required for lubrication have little helpful in this regard is the use of samples in the form
effect on graphite, while it is clear from the somewhat of bundles of fine metal fibers run end-on. By increasing
disjointed literature that water is detrimental to .MoS2  the number of contact spots this configuration eliminates
lubrication films. Macroscopically, when exposed tc ,igh the constriction resistance and complic:,tions due to
humidity during sliding, burnished MoS2 films deteri- statistical changes of the number and s..ape of contact
or,-e in either of two modes. They soften to a dull spots. As a result, the contact resistance is directly
gray MoS 2 putty which is wiped or scraped off, or the proportional to the resistivity of the interfacial film,
films scale off after blisters have formed at the sub- whether of a solid lubricant as in the present case, or
strate-film interface [131. Either form of attack can be of other intentional or incidental surface films without
decreased by mixing water-repellent additives with the which the two sides would cold-weld.
MoS 2 [14]. Thus the hoop apparatus is particularly well suited

Using an X-ray fluorescence technique, Johnston and to gathering detailed information at slow sliding speeds, *
Moore [11] observed that the density of burnished MoS2  and it was decided to investigate short-term MoS 2 film
increases with increasing humidity, and also that the behavior as a function of load, average speed and, most
fraction of basal planes oriented parallel to the interface importantly, humidity. The tests were, therefore, con-
increases with humidity. They concluded that dry bur- ducted on burnished MoS 2 films applied to the gold-
nished MoS2 films are highly porous and misaligned, plated track in a copper hoop, with a gold-plated copper
and the effect of moisture is to form strongly adsorbed fiber slider, in a humidified nitrogen atmosphere. Gold *
moisture films on the exposed basal planes, causing plating of the copper surfaces was used to help eliminate
the planes to align by capillary forces. In that it includes problems of chemical attack.
adhesion by adsorbed moisture, this proposed mech-
anism resembles that of water on graphite. 2.2. Variables: sliding velocity, contact spot size, local

A related though different conclusion was reached pressure and humidity
by Holinski and Gansheimer [71 that, especially during In a manner by now well established [15-171, a
run-in, adsorbed water bonds simultaneously to two systematic study of the effect of applied normal force
polarized s-atoms, thereby increasing the coefficient of on friction and contact resistance was used to examine
friction across the basal planes. Roberts [3] attributed the influence of contact spot size, while the dependence
the increase of friction with humidity to the absorption on average speed was used to examine effects of viscosity.
of water molecules at two different types of site: edge The measurements were made at different relative
sites, and intercalation sites from which the water humidities to assess the role of moisture.
molecules could penetrate between the MoS2 layers. Additionally, by lowering the normal force to the
Finally, it has been suggested by Panitz et al. 1121 that point that the contact spots deformed elastically rather
the water and oxygen chemically react with MoS2  than plastically [27, 281 the effects of variations of the

2MoS, + 90, + 4H,0 ý 2MoO, + 4H 2S0 4  local pressure were also studied. By way of explanation:
at higher loads (P), the softest material at the contact

and that the resulting. MoO, particles precipitate in, spots is compressed plastically and the local normal *
and increase the friction of, the MoS2 layers. pressure (p) at the contact spots approximately equals

H,, the impression (Meyer) hardness of the softest of
the materials involved. However, at quite low loads the

2. Experiments with the hoop apparatus contact spots become elastic as p falls below if., and
at lower loads p decreases with decreasing P. In the

2.1. Motivation and the hoop apparatus present system, provided that the film is significantly *
Experiments with the previously described hoop ap- textured with the basal plane parallel to the interface,

paratus [15-17, 25, 261 can be most helpful in shedding H, is that of the gold plating, since MoS , is much
light on details of behavior at the contact spots in a stronger in compression normal to the basal plane than
wide range of tribo systems. In this apparatus, a sample either gold or copper. A computer program developed
slides inside a rotating metal hoop contained in a in this laboratory was used to calculate the average
controllable atmosphere, and the momentary friction size and pressure of both elastic and rnlastic contact
and electrical contact resistance are simultaneously spots given knowledge of If,, the coefficient of friction,
monitored and stored for subsequent evaluation and the relevant elastic constants, the normal force and the
analysis. number of contact spots [29, 30).
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Incidentally, mechanical anisotropy is the great virtue 0.5 Am have a dark gray appearance, while a specially
of layer-type solid lubricants; they are highly resistant prepared 0.1 Am thick film on a separate sample (as
to squeezing out from between the tribo surfaces owing further explained in the next section) looked similar
to their great strength normal to the basal plane, but to that of the burnished track.
they are easily sheared parallel to the basal planes.
This behavior may be compared to that of a pack of 2.4. Frperimental results
playing cards on which one may easily slip without Figure 1 shows the time-averaged friction coefficient
crushing the individual cards. as a function of humidity and sliding speed in a nitrogen

atmosphere at loads of (a) 0.5 N, (b) 2.5 N and (c)
2.3. Experimental procedure 8.0 N. In all cases the coefficient of friction (A) rises

In the hoop apparatus the sante kind of wetal hoop, with speed at low humidities, as would be characteristic
metal fiber sample and other instrumental set-up were of boundary lubrication, albeit the speed dependence
used as in previous investigations [15-17, 25, 26]. The is rather weak. For relative humidities of less than 50%
sample, consisting of three fiber bundles of 3 mm jL is equal to 0. 14±0.02, above which it rises with rising
macroscopic diameter each containing 2700 gold-plated humidity to about 0.22. As to load dependence, com-
50 Am diameter copper fibers, slid on a gold-plated parison of Figs. 1(a)--(c) shows that the moisture level
track inside a 15 cm i.d. copper hoop to which a has less effect on p at the highest load tested (8.0 N)
burnished MoS, film had been applied. A nitrogen than at the lower loads (0.5 N and 2.5 N).
atmosphere was used which was humidified to Figure 2 shows the time-averaged electrical resistance
20% <H<90% by passing the nitrogen through a water for the burnished film as a function of humidity at
bath or through drying agents, as needed [15-171. loads of (a) 0.5 N, (b) 2.5 N and (c) 8.0 N, at a sliding

Momentary slider position and contact resistance speed of 1.3 cm s-'. Like p the average electrical
were recorded during sliding runs of about 2 min. Loads resistance shows only a weak speed dependence, and
(P) used were 0.5 N (i.e. the sample and slider assembly it was decided to take more data points as a function
without extra weights), 2.5 N and 8.0 N, at hoop speeds of humidity. As shown in Table 1, the resistance asymp-
(v) of 0.5, 0.3, 0.8, 1.3, 2.0 and 3.0 cm s-', and at totically drops with rising humidity to 1.32 mfl for a
relative humidities (H) of 20%, 35%, 55%, 75% and load of 0.5 N, 0.49 mfl for a load of 2.5 N, and 0.30
90%, for a total of 90 runs and 3 h cumulative run mfl for a load of 8 N. By comparison, without a burnished
time. From these data the average contact resistance MoS2 film the resistance of similar gold-plated copper
and average coefficient of friction were determined for fibers on a gold-plated copper hoop is about 0.6 mfl
each run. at a load of 0.5 N, 0.3 mfl at a load of 2.5 N, and

The runs were performed in random order with 0.1 mri at a load of 8 N respectively.
regard to selection of load and humidity, and for any The most noteworthy features regarding the mena-
one combination of humidity and load, speeds were surements summarized in Figs. 1 and 2 are as follows:
also varied in random order. This was done in order (i) Unlike A, which is nearly constant for relative
to check for slow variations with time; however, none humidities up to about 50%, resistance drops with
were found and the measurements were reversible within increasing humidity starting from the lowest relative
the resolution limits of the measurements. This indicated humidity.
that the total sliding distance and duration of the (iH) At about the same humidity level that A starts
experiment were too small to be affected by the gradual to rise, the electrical resistance decreases at an ac-
MoS 2 film deterioration discussed in the introduction. celerated rate.
The data are thus uncontaminated by complications of Additionally, and not shown in these figures, the
possible chemical reactions between MoS2 and water, resistance does not change with changing humidity if
and presumably also by possible intercalation of water the slider and the hoop are in stationary contact, and,
into the MoS2. Accordingly, the effects of humidity importantly, the humidity dependence of resistance is
observed in the present experiments were attributed reversible with changes in relative humidity.
to adsorbed moisture only.

The inner track of the hoop was prepared by bur-
nishing (by hand with tissue paper for several minutes) 3. Supplementary information obtained outside the
fine (0.4 Am) MoS 2 powder until an even appearance hoop apparatus
was achieved. Before actual tests the track was run-in
for several hours and excess MoS 2 powder was brushed 3.1. Determination of the number and size of contact
off intermittently, leaving visually uniform and trans- spots
parent tracks. The thickness of the films therefore was By measuring the electric contact resistance, the
clearly well below 0.5 pm, because films thicker than experiment yielded data on the thickness (d) of the
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025- 025 Fig. 2. Electrical resistance (R) of the burnished MoS z film in

a nitrogen environment as a function of humidity at the sliding
""002 speed of 1.3 cm s-: (a) P=0.5 N; (b) P-2.5 N; (c) P-8 N.i i-n IS

015 the contact spots, exactly the location of tribological
o,0 1o interest.

0."0 In general, the electrical resistance of an annulus of
005. constant thickness between an assumed hertzian contact
0 - spot is proportional to its thickness and inversely pro-

271 ý portional to its area if the thickness is much smaller
2 1 ONIAothan the diameter of the annulus, and also if the

(b) C-,1) 0OS IN, constriction resistance is negligible, as in the present
case [9, 15, 31-33]. With n contact spots, the total

MoS 2 Powaer film electrical resistance (R) is the result of n parallel
80 N load // resistors, and considering that the resistivity (p) of MoS.

025 .-- 025 can be a function of the thickness, we have

02--:02p(d)d =RA() 0
: r015 where A represents the aiea summation of the n in-

"M dividual contact spots. It has been implicitly assumed
01 01° in eqn. (1) that the average contact spot radius (a) is

Jo.s much larger than the film thickness so that the edge
effects around the peripheral regions for the resistance

1 - . .measurements are insignificant. However, the film thick-

Ai .5 1, !6 ness should be large enough, say larger than 5 nm, so
,oe 0 2 A _4"1that the tunneling does not have to be considered [9,(c) "or,_1 00 o5 0 15, 341.

Fig. 1. Friction coefficient (Mu) of the burnished MoS2 film in To derive the momentary film thickness at thc spots
a nitrogen environment as a function of sliding speed and humidity from R and the product pd requires knowledge of the
at loads of P-0.5 N, P'2.5 N, and P-8.0 N. total area of the contact spots (A). In the plastic case,

when the local pressure at contact spots approaches
MoS, films at the contact spots as a function of contact the Meyer hardness (I1,), this poses no problem since
spot size, average pressure on the film at the contact then:
spots, and sliding speed (shear rate) of the film material, A P
all as a function of humidity. Past experience has shown A = ira _ (2)
that typically such data are so rich in information and H,
so complex that they permit the construction of su;'- However in the elastic case, when the contact pressure
prisingly detailed models of the material's behavior ;-t is below the Meyer hardness, A depends on the number

I II l l I I It .
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TABLE 1. Contact spot radius (a) calculated from eqns. (2) and
(3) 128. 291 (n estimated to be 1500). contact pressure (p),
electrical resistance (R), thickness (d) of burnished MoS2 film
in between the contact spots as calculated from eqn. (1), at
different loads (P) for the lowest humidity (H-20%) and the
highest humidity (H-90%) E

Load Humidity Cont. rad. Cont. Pre. Resist. Film
P (N) H (%) a (nm) (10W N m-1) R (mr2) thick.

0.5 20 650 2.5 90 275

0.5 90 650 2.5 1.3 47 )
2.5 20 1100 4.4 10 127

2.5 90 1100 4.4 0.5 51

8.0 20 1950 4.5 2.0 95 ""
8.0 90 1950 4.5 0.3 53 Fig. 3. Calculated contact spot radius (28, 291 as a function of

load and number of contact spots. The three heavy dark points

of spots (n) as [9] designate the experimental loads. The heavy dark line divides
2of sthe figure into the region of elastically deformed contact spots

(below) and the region of plastically deformed contact spots
A -ra,2 = 1.2n 13 r (3) (above).

where E is Young's modulus and r is the curvature of The availability of our specialized computer program
the contacting surfaces. Therefore knowing n is critical is of great value here as it permits the setting of valuable
for distinguishing between plastic and elastic contact limits for the values of interest [29, 301. Altogether,
spots and for finding p and hence pd, but n can only therefore, the desired values of film thickness d as a
be estimated. Finally, the average contact spot radius function of v, p, a, and humidity can be derived from
(a) is of importance for the relative ease or difficulty measurements of the contact resistance R. By correlating
of the squeezing out of MoS 2 from between contact those data with the coefficients of friction a detailed
spots or pushing it ahead of them. Again this requires model of the film behavior at the contact spots can be
knowledge of n since, independent of p, for essentially constructed.
round contact spots: As shown in Fig. 3, the average contact spot radius

1 /A n \(a) was obtained via the computer program already
a (4) discussed [29, 301 as a function of number of contact

spots and load. Here the heavy horizontal line indicates
For bundles of very fine and not too densely spaced the transition between elastic and plastic contact spots.

fibers, virtually all fibers touch the substrate and n Above the line the local pressure (p) is essentially
varies between one and three per fiber [27, 28] but constant at H,, but below it, p decreases with decreasing
the samples used herein were relatively stiff and the load (P). As the dark line shows, the elastic to plastic
applied loads too low as to cause all fibers to touch transition load increases with increasing number of
at the same time. The number of contact spots, n, was contact spots as expected, and for the assumed 1500
therefore estimated at aboat 1500 based on scanning contact spots the critical load is about 3.5 N. Accordingly,
electron microscopy examinations because only about for n --1500 the contact spots are elastic for the 0.5
20% of fiber ends appeared to be polished after testing. N load with a = 650 nm, are also elastic for the 2.5 N

As already discussed, the total contact area is de- load with a= 1100 nm, but are plastic for the 8.0 N
termined by eqn. (2) for plastic contact spots and by load with a= 1950 nm. Thus, given the applied load
eqn. (3) for elastic contact spots. The change-over from and number of contact spots, the contact area can be
elastic to plastic spots occurs when the local pressure found from Fig. 3 using A = nra2.
(P/A) increases to H, as load increases. Since the
intcrfacial MoS, films are thin (less than 1 um thick), 3.2. Determination of the MoS2 bulk resistivity
the mechanical properties of the soft substrate (the 5 As eqn. (1) shows, apart from the contact area (A).
*jm thick gold platings with H, - 4.5 X l0' N m 2 and the resistivity (p) of the MoS 2 is also required in order
E -80 GPa) control the deformation type and the to calculate the film thickness at the contact spots.
contact spot radius [351. Since the MoS 2 used is in the form of a fine powder,
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it is expected that the resistivity will depend on its area rather than the load-bearing area should be used.
density. This dependence is inferred by measurements However, even if the whole fiber cross-sectional area
outside the hoop apparatus as follows. A pellet of 0.5 (50 tzm in diameter) is assumed to make electrical
g MoS2 powder was compressed in a die with a 1 cm2  contact with the MoS2 film, the computed Hirm thickness
cross-section area (A), and both the thickness (d) and is still less than one monolayer. Morec . if the ar-
the electrical resistance (R) of the pellet were measured. gument or a much larger electrical cont- area rather
The same experiment was repeated using a wet MoS, than the load-bearing area were correc e electrical
pellet (stirred into paste with distilled water) so as to resistance as shown in Fig. 2 would 1 ndependent
investigate the effect of water on the resistivity. The of the applied loads. This is so becau ie change of
final thicknesses of the pellets were about 0.11 cm in the load-bearing area due to the cha" if the applied
both cases, giving a density close to the theoretical load is about 200 times smaller whe mpared to the
ecnsity of 4.7 g cm-'. The resistivities of the pellets fibers' cross-section area, i.e. the ; . change due to

were then calculated according to eqn. (1, and are the load is too small to be distir .shed. Thus, any
presented in Fig. 4. doubts regarding the contact area can be confidently

As Fig. 4 shows, for the dry MoS 2 pellet' the resistivity ruled out.
decreases with density, but for the wet pellet it increases The second possible factor involves the resistivity
with density. Evidently, then, the increase of the re- measurements. From tie appearance of the sliding
sistivity for the wet pellet is due to the decrease of tracks on the hoop surface, which are more or less
ionic conduction as the water in the MoS2 pellet was transparent films, we know that the thickness of the
gradually squeezed out. In any event, the measured MoS2 film is less than I gm. It is well known that the
bulk resistivities differ very little at the highest density sub-micron thick space charge (or depletion) layer of
and approach the not unreasonable value of 25 flm metal-semiconductor con.acts [9, 32, 33] plays an im-
[8]. Indeed, as shown in Fig. 4, at high densities the portant role in electrical properties, and that the re-
resistivities vary little. Most significantly, this value of sistivity of thin MoS2 (n-type semiconductor) films can
the MoS 2 bulk resistivity would suggest an unbelievably be very different from their bulk resistivity. Therefore,
small film thickness of lXl0-' A (about a ten thou- it is essential to employ the resistivity of thin MoS 2
sandth of a MoS2 monolayer) at contact spots when films rather than that of the bulk MoS2 , as shown in
eqn. (1) is applied to the hoop data as shown in Fig. Fig. 4, when applying eqn. (1) to the hoop data. The
2. It is proposed that this may be due to iwo factors thickness dependence of the resistivity of thin MoS2
which were overlookrd in applying eqn. (1). films was accordingly determined as described in the

The first factor iL the contact area (A). The contact next section.
area used in the estimate of the film thick.icss was
obtained via Fig. 4 and hence it is the load-bearing 3.3. Determination of MoS2 film resistivity
area. Therefore one may argue that the electrical contact Burnished films of different thickness were applied

to gold-plated copper coupons which were weighed
20000o Compressed MaSs powder before and after the film application. The average

F•rst Run (4-% Humidi) thicknesses of the films were then deduced using the08880 Second Rnm (Repeat oa tine First Run)
r88,Oen Run (U,•eS pmeat Meof ,ith tFirs, e wRtun measured MoS2 mass and areas and by assuming the" R PwtMoS

2 theoretical density of 4.7x 10P kg m-, in the
1U000 light of previous experiments on compressed powders.

E Then the electrical resistances of the different films
.: were determined by measuring the voltage drop across

the films against the fiber bundic sample without sliding
at low loads. Such a set-(, constitutes a metal-
semiconductor-metal contact. l'he I-V characteristics
were both ohmic and symmetrical with respect to current

,j s000 reversal for thickness less than 500) nm. but ford> 1000
nm the behavior was non-ohmic and there was too
much data scatter to give meaningful results. From the
I-V curves, R was dcrived on the assumption that in

0. 1..... this pseudo-static configuration no MoS. was displaced
Density (g/cm ) from between the contact spots. cspecially at low ambient

Fig. 4. The bulk resistivity of the dry and wet MoS2 pellets humidities and low load, although micro sliding could
compressed in a die as a function ofdensity. Note thecontribution not be prevented as the fiber bundle approached and
from the ionic conduction to the wet pellet, retreated from the films. Nevertheless, this assumption
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was considered to be valid based on the following Fiber Brush on Au-oiated plate Force 0 5 - 0 NPowatrea AoS., f,1na F`e rhod-0l.

considerations: Relotive mum,dty 35% Pressure: LOd 04

(i) The electrical contact resistance as measured in 100- Thfrc eqrt* polynoma fit

the hoop apparatus (Fig. 2) changes very slowly at low o

humidities.
(ii) The contact resistance did not change with hu- C 0

midity when the hoop was at rest, in which micro sliding E
equally could not be controlled due to vibrations. 10

Both cases imply that small vibrations displace very E
little MoS2 from between the contact spots.

With these measurements of film thickness (d) and <
resistance (R) of the burnished MoS 2 film, the product '

of resistivity and film thickness as a function of film &
thickness was derived based on eqn. (1). The results,
which are shown in Fig. 5(a), are evidently orders of
magnitude smaller than found for the compressed pellets 0 1
in Fig- 4, while the uncertainty for the film thickness 0 200 400 660 800

is about 40 nm when considering the resolution of the (a) Thickness (rim)

balance used to weigh the burnished substrate.
According to eqn. (1), the product of the MoS2 film Fibe0 arut on -P-plwter plots roce: 0 5 - 10 -

thickness and resistivity (pd) equals the product of the Relative lo• umy 35111 Presure Loe b ,-
No polarity effects, Non-Ohmic for the two thickest filims

resistance (R) measured in the hoop apparatus and Too Much flutotuon ,f the th,.c>neess 1000

the load-bearing area (A) (as obtained from Fig. 3),
as indicated on the ordinate of Fig. 5(a). Thus d, the E
film thickness at contact spots under the sliding, can 1 0.2
now be derived from measured R values using Fig. 5(a) E
and computed A values, as in Fig. 3. o 0 0

Figure 5(b) is a replot of the data in Fig. 5(a) in
terms of p(d) on a linear scale. It shows that for the ._o
first few hundred nanometers the resistivity of the MoS2 .0 10

film increases steeply with increasing film thickness up T-
to about 300 nm and then more or less increases linearly 0
at a much lower rate. Note that for MoS2 films thicker 0
than 1000 nm the 1-V curves are non-ohmic and there
is much scatter, thus it is probably a coincidence that 000 200 4o0 600 " 00

a linear extrapolation of Fig. 5(bywould roughly intersect (b) Thickness (nm)

the end point of Fig. 4. The initial steep increase in (b ) Thicknes vesu

is Fig. 5. (a) 'The product of the resistivity and thickness versus
resistivity may be due to grain boundary effects but is film thickness, to be compared with Fig. 6(a). (b) Resistivity of
more likely due to the space charge distribution about the burnished MoS2 film as a function of film thickness.

the metal-semiconductor-metal contact interfaces (the
depletion regions). It has been reported rhat the space for all loads. This decrease can be attributed to a
charge layer is typically 200-300 nm thick [91, and this decrease in film thickness, reinforced by the discussed
is very close to the thickness above which lhe slope decrease of resistivity of MoS2 with decreasing thickness.
of the resistivity about levels off (as seen in Fig. 5(b)) However, it is important to test whether indeed the
and ohmic behavior ceases. Other related studies have film resistivity is only slightly dependent on humidity
shown that the resistivity of thin films (comparable to as it is with the bulk resistivity, as shown in Fig. 4.
those of the present study in thickness) measured Note that although this figure shows that water content
parallel to the substrate decrease with film thickness in the wet MoS2 pellet has a large effect on the bulk
136-381. This has been explained by a two-layer model resistivity at low MoS . bulk densities, even with that
in which the outer layers of the film have a higher effect the bulk resistivity is still very much higher than
resistivity because of surface defects. the film resistivity of Fig. 5.

One possible cause of an effect of humidity on MoST
3.4. Further considerations of the MoS 2 film resistivity film resistivity is ionic conduction through water. To

As was demonstrated in Fig. 2, under sliding con- test for this effect a cylindrical compressed slug of
ditions the electrical resistance decreases with humidity MoS2 (25 mm diameter x5 mm high) was submerged
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in a 250 ml beaker of distilled water for 14 h. During different loads. Note here that at P= 0.5 N, the contact
this time the resistivity of the water was found to spot diameter is about five times larger than the film
decrease by a factor of 1000, from approximately thickness at low humidities which is the lowest diameter
2.5 x 10 !a cm to 2.5 X 10' fl cm where it leveled out. to thickness ratio found so that the assumptions made
Even with this significant decrease the ionic resistivity for eqn. (1) are valid. The contact pressures at high
of the water is still over a thousand times larger than loads approach or equal the hardness of the substrate
that of the burnished films as seen in Fig. 5, making (4.5× 10' N m-).
it insignificant. This is quite in line with the data for
the wet pellet in Fig. 4. Attempts at further confirmation 4.2 Comparing the hoop data with eristing models
through measuring the conductivity of MoS2 powder The present experimental results do not impinge
suspended in water were abandoned because a partial upon the earlier models [7, 12] of MoS2 degradation
coverage of electrodes with MoS, gave inconsistent mentioned in the introduction since these concern a
results. chemical breakdown of the lubrication film. By contrast,

In addition to the possible effect of water on the our results apply to short-term tests on fresh MoS2
resistance of bulk or powdered MoS2, the effect of films and are reversible with humidity.
humidity on the resistivity of the thin MoS2 film was Our results evidently rule out any models [11] based
investigated by setting the hoop speed to zero and solely on enhancement of basal plane texturing parallel *
measuring the contact resistance at different humidities. to the interface by adsorbed water since that would
Within our experimental uncertainty, the resistance was imply a decrease in friction with increasing moisture,
found unchanged, even when a drop of water was and an increase in resistance due to the higher resistance
introduced at the brush/substrate interface. This indeed of M 'q perpendicular to the basal plane. Both
also indicates a negligible effect of ionic conduction deductions are in clear conflict with our data.
besides absence of any special effect on film properties. Also the possible intercalation of water between basal 0

Since, as demonstrated above, neither the resistivity planes of MoS, [3] can be ruled out as this should
of the MoS, film (p) nor the contact area (A) changed cause an increase in the resistance with humidity, namely
with humidity, we may thus conclude that the reduction due to film thickening and lowered conductivity through
of contact resistance with rising humidity under sliding water intercalation at high humidities.
is due to a reduction in the film thickness (d) between Finally, the model in which water is filling gaps
the contact spots. The questions left then are: how between MoS2 powder fIl] correctly predicts a decrease 0
thin are the films at the spots, and by what mechanism of resistance with humidity. Even so it cannot explain
does the adsorbed moisture affect film thinning during our results since at 90% relative humidity the adsorbed
sliding? water content is on the order of I wt.% [111 and this

is too small for effects so large. Indeed, Fig. 4 dem-
onstrates that the resistivity of bulk MoS,, lowered

4. Discussion through the increase of both density and water content, S
is still far too high to account for the humidity effect

4.1. Estimate of the MoS 2 film thickness at contact on the data of Fig. 2.
spots Thus, the inadequacy of these existing models leaves

Since a functional form of the resistivity on the film us in need of a new model for moisture-induced MoS,
thickness is not known, the experimental data in Fig. film degradation.
2 were plotted in Fig. 6(a) so that the film thickness
can be derived by comparing Fig. 6(a) with Fig. 5(a). 4.3. Proposed film thinning model
The resulting film thickness is plotted in Fig. 6(b) as In crystalline solids, film thinning occurs by the
a function of humidity for the three loads. Evidently, movement of dislocations when the resolved shear stress
the film thickness decreases with increasing load more exceeds the flow stress, and in the case of MoS2
rapidly at low than at high humidity. Interestingly, at lubricationwe may confidently assume that the dominant
high humidities (more than 70%), the film thickness shearing mechanism is basal plane slip. Burnished MoS2  •
rises slightly rather than decreaseswith load. Altogether, films consist of highly oriented layers with the basal
then, the discussed results clearly show that the film planes nearly parallel to the surface and, subsequently,
thickness at the contact spots during sliding generally at rest the applied normal forces result in very low
decreases with humidity and contact pressure, but tends resolved shear stresses parallel to the basal planes. This
to increase with contact spot size. results in no significant plastic deformation or film

Table 1 summarizes the results in terms of average thinning. 0
contact spot size, the resistance and the calculated film Application of superimposed shear deformation, how-
thickness, all at lowest and highest humidities and at ever, can cause considerable plastic deformation and

I 0
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Fig. 6. (a) The product of the resistance and contact area versus
01 humidity. This product, according to eqn. (1), equals the product

of the resistivity and film thickness shown in Fig. 5(a). (b) The
film thickness, derived by comparing Fig. 6(a) with Fig. 5(a) via

00 10 ,,cqn. (1), as a function of humidity for the three loads. (c) The
0 30 so 70 90 aspect ratio (dia) of the film thickness divided by the contact

(W) Relative Humidity spot radius, for the same variables as (b).

lead to local thinning, as demonsirated by numerous assumption is made that moisture adsorbed on the
observations on simulated contact spots between Bridge- surfaces of the powder particles increases the ease with
man anvils (39-431. In these contact spot simulation which they slide parallel to each other. According to
experiments the degree of thinning depends primarily this model, increasing humidity causes the local film
upon: thickness (d) and subsequently the contact resistance

(i) the shear strength of the film relative to the (R) to decrease under all circumstances, as is indeed
contact spot pressure; observed. For humidities of less than 70% thickness

(ii) the degree of tangential shear strain at the contact (d) distinctly decreases with increasing applied force
spots; (P) due to increases in the local pressure (p). At the

(iii) the aspect ratio of film thickness to contact spot highest humidities, however, the softened films are
Ti ngeter. ipushed out from between the contact spots even atThinning is enhanced by a lower film shear strength the lower pressures.strain, and a larger aspect ratio. In order to understand the data in greater detail itis necessary to consider the dependence of local contact

4.4. Interpretation of the hoop data spot pressure and of aspect ratios (dia) on force P.
Inspection of the figures reveals qualitative agreement This was done by utilizing the already mentioned corn-

of the above three points with the data if the reasonable puter progrant for the evaluation of local flash tern-
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peratures at contact spots [29, 30]. The results are levels. The stiction force has --entd" heen uf great
shown in Fig. 3. Specifically, at low loads the contact interest and concern in the i s of anning probe
spots are purely elastic as designated by the region microscopy and magnetic rc.: ig r -a. Stiction is
below the dark line. From some critical load per spot proposed to occur when the . rb Im reaches a
upwards the spots deform plastically, as indicated by critical thickness at which conca, n m. form around
the area above the dark line. In the plh ,tic condition, contact spots. The resulting neg" e ry (Laplace)
the local pressure is effectively independent of load pressure [11, 16, 45-47] owing th ature of the
(P), namely about equal to the Meyer hardness of the menisci effectively adds an . tioi )rmal f'-::t,
softer component, which in our present case is the gold thereby increasing the effect' A.
plating. Correspondingly, for a fixed number of contact
spots, estimated to be 1500 in the present tests, beginning
with the smallest loads, local pressure (p) will rise with 5. Summary and conclusi,
load (P) until the elastic/plastic transition, ,ove which
it will remain close to the Meyer hardness Ai the gold The humidity effects oth shear stress and film
plating. Consequently, the thickness to contact spot thickness of burnished " , lubrication films have been
radius rati@- (d/a) decreases with increasing load (P) investigated through a ,tudy of the friction coefficient
due to incr--asing radius (a). and the electric contact resistance. The friction coef-

Figure 6(b) shows the data converted into the ficient was found to equal about 0.14 from 20% to
experimentally deduced dependence of film thickness 50% relative humidity, above which it starts to rise
on humidi.y for the three applied forces. Similarly Fig. with rising humidity to about 0.22 at 90%. By contrast,
6(c) _,ows the aspect ratios for the same variables, the electric contact resistance drops only slowly from
Plotted in this fashion the self consistency of the data its level at the lowest humidity of 20% and then drops *
with the model is apparent. much faster above about 50% humidity. the same range

The above analysis is limited by not knowing the in which friction starts to increase.
exact number of contact spots and the Meyer hardness Neither the resistivity of the burnished .; , in
of the gold plate, thus there remains some ambiguity nor the contact area (as controlled by the mec:anical
regarding the aL:;olutevalueb of the pressure. Regardless properties of the gold plating) change with humidity.
of these uncertainties, however, the cross-over at %, jich Therefore, it is the film thickness between the contact
point resistance (R) decreases with load (P) at low spots that is responsible for the decrease of the electric
humidities but increases somewhat with load at high contact resistance. Indeed, the film thickness of the
humidities (Figs. 6(a) :. d (b)) is now seen to be the burnished MoS 2 film, which is on the order of 100 nm
result of different aspect ratios (dia) at different con- under the sliding contact spots, also depends strongly
ditions, because d decreases with increasing humidity on local contact pressure and contact spot size. "he
while a increases with increasing load. film thickness between the contact spots can be cal-

The dependence of friction on humidity and pressure culated by eqn. (1), provided the contact area and the
(load), as seen in Fig. 1, is also in agreement with the resistivity of the MoS , film are known.
model: with increasing humidity the more mobile MoS2  Determination of the real contact area for elastic
particles --se locally deeper grooves to be plowed deformation (low loads) requires knowledge of the
through the film, and this plowing causes an increase number of contact spots. For the fiber slider used in
in friction (A.). Accordingly, low local pressures (as with the present tests this was estimated at about 1500, *
the lowest applied load, P=0.5 N) and smaller aspect assumed independent of load, by SEM examination.
ratios (as with the highest load tested, P=8 N) result Average contact spots radius was then calculated using
inlessgroovingandrelativelylessmaterialdisplacement, a specialized computer program, and was found to be
and thus smaller friction A. than observed for the on the order of 1 um, depending on the load.
intermediate load of P=2.5 N. The resistivity of the burnished MoS. film as a function

Plowing of contact srots through the film would also of film thickness was determined outside the hoop •
tend to disorient MoS. "'articlcs away from basal plane apparatus using a four-probe technique, with the film
texturing more at high -r humidities, since the NloS2  thickness determined by weighing. The MoS, film re-
particles are more mobi'.. This shearing induced di- sistivity obtained in this manner is four orders of
somientation would cause a decrease in the Schmidt magnitude lower than that of bulk MoS 2 (compressed
factor f441 of the particles, resulting in a smaller resolved powder) and is three orders of magnitude lower ti-an
shear stress thus causing p. to rise with increasing the ionic resistivity of MoS, in water.
humidity. Based on the discussed experimental observations,

Another mechanism, so called stiction [16, 17], may and in line with observations of simulated contact spots
also contribute to increased A. values at high humidity between Bridgeman anvils, a thinning model for the
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Introduction

Methods of Amoryhization: A fairly wide range of metal alloys can be made amorphous by five different treatments
(1): (i) "vapor quenching", inc condensation of a metal vapor on a substrate much below melting temperature (2), (it) quenching

of liquid alloys (3-5); (iii) interdiffusion between metals which do not form a solid solution (6,7), (iv) bombardment by fast

particles (8.9); and (v) severe cold-deformation. including rolling of stacks of thin foils (10), shearing of such stacks between
Bndgman anvils as done by Ta'yanin ct al (1I) and in our laboratory, mechanical alloying (12-16). or extrusion (17). In all

cases, the pre-requistte for amorphization is that the extccs energy due to crystal defects, atomic disorder and/or strain exceeds

the heat of melting. Solubilitv gaps are therefore if not perhaps essential in attempts to arsorphize an alloy then at the least very

helpful, and so are large negative heats of mixing among the constituent atoms and nearness to a cutectic (10).

Atomistic Mechanisms: For sora c" the above modes of arnorphization the atomistic mechanism seems clear enough

Amorphization through vapor quenching and splat-cooling does not involke changes in composition Correspondingly. these

require nothing but cooling rates fast enough 'o inhibit crystallization so that the order of statistical atomic deposition or of the

melt, respectively, is frozen in. The thermodynamics of the requisite intermixing in the amorphization through itnerdiffusion as

under (iii) is also well understood (1), although the detailed mechanism of the crystalline to amorphous transformation is still
unclear. Fairly evident in both respects. i e. of the intermixing and break-down of crystalline order, is the action of particle

bombardment to induce amorphization. Here individual impacts deposit such concentrated energy that profuse atomic

displacements result and spikes of localized liquid-like disorder are generated almost instantly The structure of those spikes is
then quenched-in through internal heat conduction even more effectively than quenching through splat cooling So far obscure.
however, in both respects is the manner in which plastic deformation can cause amorphization The requisite excess energy can
be readily accounted for by invoking dislocation and surface energy as stored in sub-, twin. grain and/or phase boundaries
inclusive of the energy of the internal stresses generated by them. However. how these translate into intermixing and loss of

crystallinity is still an open question for which an answer is proposed hecrein.

Amorphous Structure: At first glance, an appealing thought is that 2•n
amorphization through straining occurs gradually, when the ordinary, well-known

S grain or sub-grain refining which to some degree is causc I by every, low-temperature
plastic deformation is carned to the extreme. This interpretation was apparently
initially favored by Y. V. Taryanin and co-workers (It) who pointed out that when
the "grains" of coherently scattering volume elements have shrunk to comprise only
several atoms, the diffraction contrast has become indistinguishable from that of
liquid. ie. amorphous, metals However. this hypothesis of amorphization as a
consequence of unlimited grain refinement through plastic deformation is certainly
incorrect For one. the computed radial correlation functions tor small disordered
crystallites of aluminum. lead and mercur. (18.19), though strongly resembling those
of the corresponding melts, are yet distinctly different from these in implying too
much retained order Another decisive argument is that the anmorphous phase makes Amorphous (light)
discontinuous boundaries wvith the crvstalhne material This has been established - nd crystalline (dark)
through micrographic evidence in a number of papers in the literature (e g 16,17) and. Ag-Cu eutectleshortre
Fig I shows an example Moreover, as discussed by Johnson (section 3 5 of ref. 1) between Bridgran
based on (20-23), the nucleation of the amorphous phase may be retarded or anvils. .
inhibited by lack of active nucleation sites Nucleation has been observed to occur b r
preferentially atitvin boundaries (17), and vsas inferred at grain boundaries (1.22,23)
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All this would still lcave open the possibility that amorphous metals are indeed ultra-fine grained but "t . a definite
structure, i e may be composed of a range of domain sizes which at the upper end hate a cut-off at, say, 2 5nm v, the smallest
observed grain (or sub-grain) sizes of deformed metals lie somewhat abo'e lonm This possibilihr may bc I out on two
different arguments. Firstly, small grain sizes per se do not cause loss of crystalline order. Thus already met )m clusters in
the gas phase tend to be well ordered (24.25). and detailed measurements of crystal onentation and lattice con, i:ts can be made
on gold crystallites as small as 2nm on an tnen substrate (26-29). Secondly. it appears that for a given alloy th -. imorphous phase
has a well-defined, distinct structure independent of its mode of formation This is indicated by the fact that, at least in the case
of Cu,,Zr,5 specifically examined by D Lee et al. (15). the amorphous phase has the same structure whether tormed through melt
spinning, proton irradiation or mechanical alloying Albeit, samples made by the latter two means tend to retain small crystalline
inclusions. Such inclusions are indeed very common in metalltc glasses produced through plastic deformation - In connection
with Fig 1, and with a senes of similar samples made from a variety of different alloys to be funher discussed below, note that
the selected area electron diffraction patterns were iinequiocally of the amorphous r pe when taken of amorphous areas without
inclusions and that they were similarly unequivoca':v crystalline when taken of even the smallest inclusions to which the electron
beam could still be focused. e g. about 4f0nm

The question as to the atomistic mechanism by which amorphous metals form in the course of severe plastic deformation
thus is still unanswered. In the following it will be argued that the transformation occurs through a dislocation mechanism which
is closely related to melting, of metals in particular and all crystalline materials in general. The theory proposed herein is thus
an expansion of the dislocation theory of melting (29.30), and for this reason this will be discussed first.

The Dislocation Theory of Meltina

Basic Considerations: Already pnor to the theory under discussion here (29,30), several dislocation theones of melting
had been proposed as listed by Nabarro (31), but none other has been worked out in greater detail and does as successfully explai
so much tn regard to melting and liquid structures, as follows: On account of their relative state of disorder as well as of their
local ,volume expansion, dislocation cores have a sizeable entropy. As a rcsult, on heating the free energy of dislocation cores
decreases fairly rapidly to vanish at some critical temperature and on to increasingly negative values. However, since mobile
dislocations mutually screen at least a major part of their long-range stresses at their distances of separation, and since that
screening is particularly effective for parallel dislocations of opposite sign (e g. positive and negative edge dislocations or left-
and right-handed screw dislocations), straight dislocations become unstable once the free energy of their cores assumes negative
values. Namely, once the temperature exceeds that critical level, dislocations will spontaneously lengthen into hairpin turns and
thereby proliferate dislocation core structure without adding to their long-range stress energy. Indeed, as the whole material
transforms into dislocation core structure, all long-range stresses are extinguished. That filling of a crystal with dislocation core
structure must necessarily cause the very changes w% hich we associate with melting, and therefore it must be melting since no other
comparable transformation is known for crystalline materials. This may be easily seen if one visualizes the results of such
dislocation core proliferation: Most obviously, there will be a loss of crystalline order. Further, unless dislocation mobility is
low, the material will become fluid, and otherwise it will become glassy. Besides, normally there will be a slight decrease of
density in accord with the lower density within dislocation cores where neighboring atomic planes slide over each other.

A simple analysis further showed that two im .rtant empirical relationships are effortlessly explained by the above theory
(30). One is Richard's law to the effect that the molar heat of fusion (Lu) relates to the melting temperature (T.) as LJT. -BR
with R the gas constant and B a constant not far from unity. The other is Lindemann's formula T,. -nSAVUh/Cti , where e,
is the Debye temperature. A the atomic weight. V the molar volume, and CL a numerical constant of about 140 for fcc metals
when expressed in cgs units. All other relevant empirical observations were also found to be in harmony with the theory.
Subsequently the theory was employed to compute the mnterfacial energies between a number of pure crystalline solids and their
melts (32), namely as one half of those of the corresponding large-angle grain boundaries Here, too, good agreement was found
between theory and experiment, including for such diverse subSsiiai;cs as gold. water, mercury, platinum, bismuth and lithium.

Modeli of the Atomistic Structures of Amorphous Metals: While the introduction of a profusion of dislocation cores
in melting causes the break-down of crystallinity, i.e. causes amorphization, this is not s% nonmous with complete loss of order.
If this were so. the very concept of dislocation cores would loose all meaning ConccptionallY, at a minimum either the order
of the glide plane must be locally preserved or the order normal to the Burgers vector (33). Phy sically, the former will anse from
unlimited glide on the most closely-packed crystal plane and is expected for metals which have a strong preference for a paricular
glide plane, specifically (I 11 in fcc metals. Correspondingly, this model of the melt is dubbed "the planar glide model'. The
second is dubbed the "pencil glide model" since it would be generated through unlimited pencil glide. This is expecced for metals
in which slip can take place with a fixed Burgers vector but on a variety of different glide planes, as is the case in particular for
iron and other bec metals In the planar glide model, ordered dotia-na consisting of stacks of fragments of the most closely packed
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plane therefore exist. of the size of the average width of the dislocation cores The spacing of the planes w in the stacks is just

a bit larger than the spacing of the corresponding planes in the solid because those plane fragments are randrmly shifted parallel

their common plane. The pencil glide type of order, by contrast, consists of close-packed atomic "pencils" which form bundles

whose arrangement is that of the atomic rows normal to the Burgers vector in the solid.

Radial correlation functions have been calculated for lead, sodium, thallium, mercury, indium and tin, using both models

(33). By fitting an obviously physically needed "broadening parameter" function to simulate the diffuseness introduced through

thermal oscillations, in all cases at least one of the models was found to closely reproduce the radial correlation functions known

from X-ray studies of the respective melts It may be noted here that the radial correlation functions of different melts vary

markedly except that. coincidentally, the correlation function of the ( I I I planar glide model for fcc metals is identical to that

of the < I I> pencil glide model for bce metals although the two structures are. of course, very different (33) In agreement with

core widths, the radial correlation functions suggest order to extend from the average atom to about 2nm. If there was a distinct

difference in fit. the result correlated with the known glide behavior of the solid Specifically. fine agreement was found with

the planar glide model for fcc lead and fine agreement with the pencil glide model for bec sodium Unfortunately a minor

mathematical error occurred without which the agreement could have been made better This. then. strongly supports the theory.

Suppormine E'iulencc for the Dislocation Theory of Melting- and Amorphous Metals: A detailed treatment of the

thermodynamics of the pencil glide model has been presented by J A Barker (34-38) who found it to be in excellent agreement

with all relevant thermodynamtcal data already years before the dislocation model of melting (29.30) was developed. Barker had

deduced his model, "the Barker tunnel model". by searching for that atomic arrangement which sould best fit the various known

thermodynamical parameters. Subsequently. Fessler et al. (19) showed that the Barker tunnel model generates the radial correlation

function of fcc metal melts, and thus also for bce metal melts due to the noted itdentity between the correlation functions for the

bcc pencil glide model 6i e Barker's tunnel model) and the fcc planar glide model. Together these 'anous investigations thus lend

very strong support to the dislocation theory of melting and melts.

A further boost was given to the theory by observations on
diffraction patterns of TEM aluminum foils during in-siu melting. In some Fig
cases the spots belonging to one of the tIll} planes remain visible for a Fig.2a
fraction of a second after melting (39-40). as would be directly predicted
from the planar glide model (41) In all other cases additional spots persist Cu

transientlyv. These patterns could be explained (40) by the generation of (I1.)
Shockley screw dislocation dipoles on ( I I I ) at the surfaces. which is even ,
more specifically supportive of the theory. These results are further buttressed .1

by the fact that on amorphizatton of binary cutectic fee alloys through plastic I
strain, the (I ll) crystal reflexes of thc twvo components are replaced by a
broad "amorphous" diffraction peak where the (111) reflex of the
homogeneous alloy should be according to Vegard's law. Specifically, Fig.2a
shows the x-ray- diffraction diagram for thin copper and silver foils before1 0- ............
deformation, and Fig.2b the comparable diagram from a mixed stack of those Fig.2b
foils after they have been severely sheared between one fixed and one Fi,.2b
rotating Bridgman anvil with superimposed normal pressure (42.43). In much
the same manner the peak position of the diffuse diffraction ring of the- - - - -

amorphous phase of TiNi alloy, also gained through straining, coincided with 37.5 40. 0 42. 5

the diffraction ring from the most prominent crystal plane (17), in that case
without lattice constant shift as no composition changes appear to be involted 20 (dcr'e |
(17).

In agreement with the discussed theory, amorphous metals will be describable . terms of the planar glide and the pencil

glide dislocation models or similar dislocation models (44.45) Since dislocation images in computer models are olten not at all
obvious (44). and their features may be described by Bernal po., hcdra (46), this may include also models not ov.ertl- considersng
dislocations (47) At any rate, based on the planar and pencil &;idc models (33) the scale of the domains. k c about 2nm. is in

good agreement with the scale of the "pepper and salt" mottling which is characteristic of amorphous areas when seen in TEM
However, the mottling cannot be images of the domains throughout the body of th,. TEM foils as these are much thicker than
2nm and the contrast would averagc out This is not so for foil thicknesses of a few to scveral nm's For such, Shicth, Stanwood

and Howe t48) have recently made diffraction simulation calculations based on a hard-sphcre, dense random packing model and
also obtained mottling. The simulated contrast was indeed in good agreement with experimental observation in at least one case
but is somewhat different from that seen with thicker foils, namely tending to form channels and strings Altogether. then. it seems

Salmost certain that the mottling observed with TEM foils of tens of nm thickness, such as in Fig I, arises at the exit surface. Quite

likely, therefore, the mottling mirrors slight strains due to the domains at the exit surface in consonance with (40).
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Dis.J'ttion Theory of Strain A.morphiation

The Mndel: Just as cnisagcd in the djslocation theory of mnciting. the crystalline structure is destroycd through the filling
of the material with dislocation cores. which occurs w,,hen glide dislocations proliferate through forming hairpin turns The
necessary condition is. of course, that the defccted crystallinc phase has a higher free cncrg. than the amorphous phase- In
multi-phasc cry.stal structures the critical excess energy resides in phase boundaries. and in one-phase crystals max, reside in twin
boundaries (17) but probably not grain boundanes due to their too wide spacings In any case, the initial source of the prolifer-
ating dislocations are those boundaries, since they are geometrically composed of dislocations and/or can release glide dislocations
through minor local atomic rearrangements. If the amorphization rcquires the intermixing of different phases. e g. as in the case
of binary eutectics, the same dislocation motion by which the crystalline order is destro.ed also causes the intermixing.

The Critical Boundary Dcn,.itv: Designating the boundary energy per atom (assuming the boundary to be one atomic
diameter,, e. b thick) by F, the average spacing of the boundaries in each of three mutually intersecting sets by D,, and the
difference of the atomistic free encrgy of the amorphous and the defcrt-free crvstallinc phase w ith AE. the critical condition is

3 r (b/D,,) >AE (1)
i-C.

Dkr, = 3 r b/AE (2)

Critical Strain: If the critical boundaries are phase boundaries in three dimensions, and deformation occurs through three-
dimensional dislocation motion, the shear deformation dy on any arbitrary combination of cr stal plane and slip direction wtll
cause ledges on these so as to increase their total area per unit volume by

dAD = (3 dy/DB) sina % 3 dy/2D9  (3)

where ct is the acrage angle between the slip direction and the trace of the slip plane on the phase boundaries. i e stno.CVi
However, the total boundary area per unit volume is

AB= 3YD, (4)
so that

dAR V 'AB dy (5)
and

A9  AO e"
2  (6)

for the critical shear strain 

•

Y ail 2 In(D 0s/DTcr) v 2 ln(DOAE/3" b) (7)

where Do and Darii are-the intial and critical spacings of the boundaries.

Intermixin! Throueh Dilocation Mrition: If the crystalline two-phase or multi-phase structure falls into a miscibility
gap. no spontaneous interdiffusion is to be expected before amorphizing. In this case at least pan of the requisite intermixing on
amorphizing is automatically effected by the motion of the dislocations, released from the boundaries, while they destroy the
crystalline order. This may be the reason why Bordeaux and Yavari (10) found that the results of their annealing treatments for
obtaining amorphization of rolled AIPt layers were "not consistent with a single diffusion mechanism". Namely, the intersection

of a boundary by the hairpin turns of n coplanar dislocations will on their atomistic slip plane "roughen" the boundary by
8 z ± nb/2. As this occurs with dislocations on several mutually intersecting glide planes, complete intermixing wfil occur for
8 = D8cJi,'2. With the spacing of the boundaries being Dtlci the average depth of hairpin turns required for complete mixing
is thus

L = (Ditcnrrb)Dticrti = Dncl(1) 2

Comparison with Fxperiment

The Rle uf Tn in and Ph:',e Bsundarits: In our own experiments, thin (a 4) 5 pin) foils of Ag. Al. Au and Cu were
layered into .zo Imm stacks rhe foils %cre either all of one kind, or formed any binary combination of alternating lavers to
generatc compositions to approximate 5t)w% 50w% or the eutectic. where existing These stacked foil samples were sheared
betwveen Bridgman anvils in a %idc range of superimposed pressures 142.43) Amorphiation. sate for occasional crystalline
inclusions partly as small as 3nm. c uld be obtained for all combinations which exhibit eutectics (i e Ag/Al. Ag:Cu. Ai/Au and
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Al/Cu) but not in the others (t c. pure Ag. Al, Au and Cu and alloys of AgiAu and AuCu) The persistence of remarkably sharp
crystal reflexes in unaIlo•cd metal foil stacks up to extreme shears %%as already documented for the case of gold in (42), as is
consistent with the low.energy dislocation structure (LEDS) theory of plastic deformation (49,50) No effect of pressure could
be observed but amorphization seemed to be a consequence of plastic strain alone On the other hand, in the previously
mentioned case of amorphization of TiNi alloy (17), deformation occurred mainl,, through twinning, whereby the width of the
twin lamellac decreased ',with strain to a minimum of DBCt. 5pnm. and no dislocation cell structure was observed. Thus not
dislocation sub-boundaries nor foil interfaces per se triggered the discussed amorphizations, but twin boundaries in (17), and phase
boundaries between immiscible metals in our cxpenmcnts.

Numerical Comparison with Experimental Data: A reasonable average estimate for the crystalline-amorphous free
energy difference is. say. 6kJ/mole (10) or AE - 0.063eV/atom, and for the phase or twin boundaries 400 ergs/cm' or r a
00.25eVtatom, while b = 0.3nm. Further, for eutectics one may estimate the initial lameila thickness, i c. boundary spacing, at Do
- 10pm With these values eqs 2. 7 and 8 yield D[Irit z 4nm; ycn,, = 15 and L m 40nm All of these are reasonable values.
Specifically. in the case of amorphization of TiNi alloy (17), the i(%%in lamellae decreased with strain to a minimum width of
D.,z, Snm, and amorphous regions spread out along the four intersecting sets of twin lamcliae observed- In (17) the smallcst

strain to trigger amorphization was y = 0(7, i e. much smaller than would hae been needed to produce interphase boundaries
through dislocation shear in accordance with cq 7 In our own experiments shears arc not uniform and no reliable values of ycm
have so far been obtained, but the nearest distances between phase boundaries seen in TEM lie between 2 and 4 nm (compate
the markers at phase boundaries in Fig.[). and remnant cryssalline inclusions can be as small as 3nm. as already mentioned, all

in good agreement with the estimated Drl,, above. Finally, in the expcnmcnts by Bordeaux and Yavan (10) cold-rolled AUPt
multi-layers began to amorphize after 50 rolling passes yielding an avcrage Pt laver size of 6Onm. while essentially complete amor-
phtzatton was achieved only after 130 passes and the TEM micrographs show remnant Pt layer thicknesses of only a few nm,

Nucleation: On account of the interfacial energy between the amorphous and crystalline phase(s), nucleation is requrtrd

for transformations in both directions. The requisite nuclei for transformation from the crystalline to the solid amorphous state
or melt, respectively, are normally preformed and freely available in the form of grain boundaries (32) as also dislocation
arrangements, twin and/or phase boundanes Superficially it would appear that the dislocation cores constituting the melt or
amorphous phase, as the case may ti. can similarly form crystal nuclei through glide. However. the dislocations which were
geometncally well defined in the crstal and by their proliferation destroyed the crstalhne order hae lost their identity in the
melt- Based on (39-41,44) it is herewith suggested that this occurs in two steps, namely that in the short time dunng which
selected cry. stal reflexes remain visible after melting (39-41), the dislocation cores are already densely packed but still share
common glide planes over distances long compared to their loop diameters or hairpin turns. That intermediate state is indeed
necessary for intermixing in accordance with cq.8. The fading of the reflexes then indicates a transition in %% hich the onentations
of the domains randomize and thereby the dislocations loose their individuality (compare refs 44 to 47), Because that domain
randomization cannot be undone by sliding, nucleation of the crystalline phase on heating the amorp'!ous matcnal is typically more
difficult than the reverse, especially if atomic segregation is involved as an additional obstacle.

The discussed intnnsic difficulty of nucleating crystals from the amorphous phase wtll be observable only in materials
without retained crystalline inclusions, since those normally provide the nuclei. Without these, there may be an initial
crystallization into a metastable phase, especially if the stable phase requires desegregation. e.g as in (51.42). In another important

special case the boundary energy r is more than double the amorphous/crystalline phase boundary energy rc,., (according to (32)

in the range .03 _< r[c~ • 0.25 J/m 2 , rising with shear modulus and melting temperature), i t

r > 217c, (9)

Boundaries for which eq 9 is fulfilled should spontaneously dissociate into a narrow tone of amorphous material This appears
to have been the case in (17) and may well be true in numerous spontaneously amorphirng diffusion couples In those diffusion

Ssamples v, hich do not amorphize unless nuclei are provided, the cntical condition of cq 9 is presumabli not fulfilled
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